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Abstract
THE QUALITATIVE CHARACTER OF SPATIAL PERCEPTION
by
Douglas B. Meehan

Advisor: Professor David M. Rosenthal

Ordinary perceiving relies heavily on our sensing the spatial properties of
objects, e.g., their shapes, sizes, and locations. Such spatial perception is
central in everyday life. We safely cross a street by seeing and hearing the
locations of oncoming vehicles. And we often identify objects by seeing and
feeling their distinctive shapes.
To understand how we perceive spatial properties, we must explain the
nature of the mental states figuring in spatial perception. The experience one
has when seeing a cube, e.g., differs from the experiences one has when seeing
other shapes, e.g., spheres and pyramids. We must explain how such
experiences differ to fully understand how we perceive differences in the spatial
properties of objects. This presents a challenge often overlooked in philosophy
and cognitive science. Whereas we can differentiate physical objects by their
spatial properties, we cannot differentiate the experiences involved in perception
in respect of their own spatial properties. Experiences are mental states, not
physical objects, so they do not themselves have spatial properties; a visual
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experience of a 50 ft. tall cube, e.g., isn’t itself 50 ft. tall or cubical. So we must
differentiate our perceptual experiences of those objects some other way, in
terms of their own properties.
I argue the experiences figuring in spatial perception have mental
properties distinct from, but analogous to, the spatial properties we perceive.
The experience one has when seeing a square, e.g., has a property that
resembles and differs from other such mental properties in ways parallel to the
ways physical squares resemble and differ from other shapes. Just as squares
are more similar to rectangles than triangles, the mental property of an
experience of a square is more similar to that of an experience of a rectangle
than that of an experience of a triangle.
I show how this theory helps solve several problems in philosophy and
cognitive science; explaining change blindness, accounting for our ability to
perceive combinations of distinct properties, e.g., color and shape, and
determining whether the properties of experiences pertaining to the same spatial
properties in different sensory modalities are themselves the same.
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Preface

Ordinary perceiving relies heavily on our sensing the spatial properties of
objects, e.g., their shapes, sizes, and locations. Such spatial perception is
central in everyday life. We often identify ordinary objects, such as doorknobs,
stop signs, and coffee mugs, by seeing or feeling their distinctive shapes. And
we safely cross a street by seeing and hearing the locations of oncoming
vehicles. Further, without the ability to perceive spatial properties it would be
virtually impossible to read, or to create or appreciate artworks, such as
paintings, sculptures, and films.
To understand how we perceive the spatial properties of objects, we must
explain the nature of the mental states figuring in spatial perception. For
example, the perceptual experience one has when seeing a cube is qualitatively
different from the perceptual experiences one has when seeing other shapes,
such as spheres and pyramids. So we must explain how such experiences differ
from each other to fully understand how we perceive such differences in the
spatial properties of objects. But explaining how we individuate such
experiences presents a challenge that is often overlooked in philosophy and
cognitive science. Whereas we can differentiate the physical objects we
perceive by their spatial properties, we cannot differentiate the experiences
involved in such perception in respect of their own spatial properties. Rather,
experiences are mental states, not physical objects, so they do not themselves
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have spatial properties; a visual experience of a 50 ft. tall cube, e.g., is not itself
50 ft. tall or cubical. So, whereas we often differentiate physical objects in terms
of their spatial properties, we must differentiate our perceptual experiences of
those objects some other way, in terms of their own properties.
In this dissertation, I will focus on this and several other issues
surrounding the qualitative mental states involved in our perceiving the spatial
properties of objects, developing a theory of the qualitative character of those
mental states and showing how that theory helps solve a number of problems in
philosophy and cognitive science.
In chapter 1, I argue that the experiences figuring in spatial perception
have mental properties distinct from, but nonetheless analogous in a precise way
to, the spatial properties we perceive, and we individuate such experiences by
these mental properties. According to this view, David Rosenthal’s
homomorphism theory of sensing, the experience one has when seeing a
square, e.g., has a property that resembles and differs from other such mental
properties in ways parallel to the ways physical squares resemble and differ from
other physical shapes. Just as squares are more similar to rectangles than
triangles, the mental property of an experience of a square is more similar to that
of an experience of a rectangle than that of an experience of a triangle.
In the remaining four chapters, I show how homomorphism theory solves
a number of problems in philosophy and cognitive science, addressing literature
in philosophy, cognitive and developmental psychology, and cognitive
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neuroscience. In chapters 2 and 3, I show how homomorphism theory helps
explain the surprising phenomenon of change blindness, whereby one fails to
notice otherwise obvious changes in a visual scene, e.g., when a central figure in
the scene gradually changes from green to red. In chapter 4, I argue that this
theory best explains how we perceive combinations of distinct properties, e.g.,
when seeing objects of the same shape but different colors, or when seeing
objects of the same color but different shapes. And in chapter 5, I examine
whether the properties of experiences pertaining to the same spatial properties in
different sensory modalities are themselves the same. For example, do visual
and tactile experiences pertaining to the same shape have some common
property in virtue of which they are experiences of that same shape?
There are of course topics that I would have liked to address here, but
haven’t. I focus primarily on the nature of the qualitative states involved in our
seeing and feeling the spatial properties of objects. But we perceive spatial
properties in other sensory modalities as well. For instance, one hears where
objects are located by hearing where the sounds they produce are coming from.
And one can smell the locations of objects, e.g., when sniffing out the source of
an odor in one’s refrigerator. We are proprioceptively aware of the relative
positions of our own limbs, and kinesthetically aware of their movements. And
we feel bodily stimulation in various locations within our bodies; e.g., one can feel
a sharp, stabbing pain running through one’s leg, a tickle on one’s right ankle,
and a dull ache in one’s stomach. A complete theory of perceptual experience
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will account for all of these cases, and a theory of the qualitative character of
spatial perception will help considerably in doing so. Further, a theory of
perception must explain how one perceives combinations of distinct properties
that one cannot perceive in the same sensory modalities. One cannot, e.g., see
sound or hear color, but one can perceive a bird as being both green and
melodious. Arguably, it is because one can both see and hear the location of the
color and sound that one can perceive such intersensory combinations of
properties. So a theory of the mental states involved in spatial perception
presumably can help explain such intersensory integration. But these topics will
have to wait to be addressed another time.
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Chapter 1: The Qualitative Character of Spatial Perception

1. Introduction
Spatial experience pervades our perceptual awareness of our
surroundings. We see objects of various sizes and shapes and at various
locations, and we feel the shapes, sizes, and locations of objects we touch. We
also feel bodily stimulation in various places in our bodies, e.g., pains in our
backs and itches on our feet, and we sense the movements and positions of our
own limbs. Our ability to perceive and sense the spatial properties of stimuli is
crucial to countless daily activities. We navigate our environment by perceiving
the locations and shapes of obstacles and landmarks, and we tend to our own
bodies by feeling where they are damaged and stimulated.
Spatial experience is also integral to our perceiving objects. To see
something as an individual object, one must distinguish it from other objects one
sees. Individuating objects in this way depends on our experiencing them as
spatially extended, bounded entities that bear spatial relations to other such
entities. For example, one sees one’s computer as distinct from the desk on
which it rests. Distinguishing the computer from the desk in this way depends on
one’s seeing the different shapes of those objects and seeing them as occupying
distinct regions of space.
Also, since we can experience the spatial properties of objects in different
sensory modalities, experiencing the spatial properties of objects arguably
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enables us to perceive those objects as having properties that we can sense only
in different, dedicated sensory modalities, e.g., when perceiving a cup of coffee
as both brown and hot, or a bird as both green and melodious. Presumably, one
perceives the cup as being both brown and hot because one sees a brown cupshaped object at the same location where one feels a hot cup-shaped object.
And presumably one perceives the bird as both green and melodious because
one hears a melody coming from the same place where one sees a green birdshaped object.
And experiencing the spatial properties of objects arguably enables us to
perceive objects as existing independently of our perceiving them. We assume
that objects continue to exist when we do not perceive them in part because we
assume that those objects can exist at locations that are beyond the limits of our
sensory modalities. And that assumption arguably depends in part on our
perceiving objects as bearing spatial relations to each other that are independent
of the spatial relations they bear to us.
To explain how we perceive the spatial properties of objects, we must
explain the nature of the mental states involved in such perception. Common
sense distinguishes between two types of mental states involved in our
perceptual and sensory experiences. On the one hand, perceiving involves
intentional states, such as perceptual beliefs, about the objects we see, feel, and
hear. Normally, when one sees an apple, e.g., one believes there is an apple
present. When one feels heat emanating from a stove, one believes the stove is
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hot. And when one feels a pain in one’s foot, one believes that one’s foot has
been damaged in some way. But common sense also holds that perceiving
involves qualitative states that are distinct from the intentional states involved in
perceiving. In this dissertation, I address a number of problems in philosophy
and cognitive science surrounding the nature of the qualitative states involved in
our perceiving the spatial properties of objects.
The philosophical literature on perceptual experience is rife with debate
about the qualitative character of perceiving. But this debate tends to focus
primarily on the qualitative character of perceiving such properties as the colors
of objects, largely ignoring the qualitative character of perceiving the spatial
properties of objects. The perceptual experiences one has when seeing colors
have a certain phenomenological or qualitative character that makes them seems
radically different from the neurological states science supposes them to be.
Philosophers also argue that bodily sensations such as pains resist scientific
explanation, since they too seem so different from neurological states. Given
that sensations of colors and pains seem so different from states of the brain, it is
difficult to see how experiences of color and pain could result from activity in
one’s brain. To give a complete account of the mind, we must explain why this is
so, and what this difficulty shows about the nature of such perceptual
experiences. Problems related to this issue are widely referred to as the hard
problem of consciousness (Chalmers, 1996; Strawson, 1994) and the problem of
the explanatory gap (Kripke, 1980; Levine, 1983, 2001).
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But explaining the qualitative character of seeing colors and feeling pains
will not constitute a complete philosophical account of the qualitative character of
perceptual and sensory experience. The experiential states involved in our
perceiving the spatial properties of objects, properties such as their shapes,
sizes, orientations, locations, and movements, also have distinctive qualitative
characters. Just as seeing green is qualitatively different from seeing red, seeing
a square is qualitatively different from seeing a triangle. And just as feeling a
sharp pain is qualitatively different from feeling a dull, throbbing pain, feeling a
pain in one’s left knee is qualitatively different from feeling a pain in one’s right
shoulder. So to fully explain the qualitative character of perceptual and sensory
experience, we must explain the qualitative character of perceiving the spatial
properties of stimuli. We must explain the qualitative character of the mental
states involved in perceiving the shapes, sizes, orientations, and locations of
objects and other stimuli, such as bodily conditions.
To explain the qualitative character of perceiving spatial properties, we
must explain the nature of the properties of the qualitative states, or sensations,
involved in perceiving. The visual sensation one has when one sees a square is
qualitatively different from the visual sensation one has when one sees a triangle.
So the visual sensation one has when one sees a square has some property that
the visual sensation one has when one sees a triangle does not have, and
conversely the visual sensation one has when one sees a triangle has some
property that the visual sensation one has when one sees a square does not
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have. Likewise, the visual sensation one has when one sees a 40 ft. tall tree is
different from the visual sensation one has when one sees an 80 ft. tall tree. So
these visual sensations differ in respect of some properties that pertain to the
different sizes of the trees one sees. And the visual sensation one has when one
sees something off to one’s right is qualitatively different from the visual
sensation one has when one sees something off to the left. So these sensations
differ in respect of some properties that pertain in some particular way to the
different locations of the objects one sees.
But visual sensations are mental states, not physical objects. So they
presumably do not have the same spatial properties as the objects they enable
us to see. For example, a visual sensation of a 40 ft. tall tree is not itself 40 ft.
tall or shaped like a tree. So we must explain the nature of the properties in
virtue of which we individuate such sensations. And we must explain how those
properties relate to the perceptible spatial properties of objects in a way that
helps explain how we perceive those perceptible spatial properties.
This problem of explaining the qualitative character of the sensations
involved in our perceiving the spatial properties of objects is of course not limited
to visual cases. Feeling a cube is qualitatively different from feeling a sphere,
and feeling a small sphere is qualitatively different from feeling a larger sphere.
Likewise, as I noted above, feeling a pain in one’s left knee is qualitatively
different from feeling a pain in one’s right shoulder. And feeling a sharp,
localized pain in one’s left thigh is qualitatively different from feeling a pain
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throughout one’s entire left thigh. But, like visual sensations, tactile and bodily
sensations are mental states, so they do not have the same spatial properties as
the tactile stimuli and bodily conditions that cause those sensations. So we must
explain the nature of the properties in respect of which we individuate such
qualitative mental states, or sensations.
In this chapter, I will examine various attempts to explain the qualitative
character of the states in virtue of which we sense the spatial properties of
stimuli. I will begin by outlining a basic view, according to which those states
have mental qualities, mental properties that determine qualitative character, that
pertain in some way to the nonmental, perceptible properties of objects. I will
then examine Daniel Dennett’s (1981) discussion of how to determine whether
perceptual states do in fact have such mental qualities. I then discuss David
Rosenthal’s (1991, 1999, 2001, 2005) homomorphism theory of qualitative
character, according to which perceptual states have mental qualities that
represent perceptible spatial properties by way of homomorphisms between
families of mental qualities and families of spatial properties. I then defend
homomorphism theory against Austen Clark’s (2000) claim that we need not
countenance mental qualities that represent the spatial properties of objects to
explain the qualitative character of perceiving those spatial properties. Finally, I
discuss Christopher Peacocke’s (1983) argument that we must countenance
nonrepresentational properties of perceptual experiences in order to account for
the qualitative character of perceiving spatial properties. I’ll argue that we need
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not commit to such nonrepresentational properties, and that homomorphism
theory offers the best explanation of the qualitative character of spatial
perception.
Throughout this dissertation, I further develop homomorphism theory by
showing how it helps solve a number of important problems in philosophy and
cognitive science surrounding the qualitative character of perceiving the spatial
properties of objects. I focus primarily on vision, since it is the sensory modality
most widely studied in philosophy, psychology, and neuroscience. But in chapter
5, I discuss the relations between the properties of sensations pertaining to the
spatial properties of objects in different sensory modalities, focusing on the
relations between seeing and feeling the same shapes. However, the theory I
develop throughout the dissertation arguably applies to other sensory modalities,
including those in virtue of which we are aware of the spatial properties of our
own bodies, though I do not discuss such cases at length here.

2. Mental Qualities and Mental Space
Since the qualitative sensory states, or sensations, involved in perception
are mental states, they are to be individuated in respect of their distinctly mental
properties. So the sensations involved in our perceiving the spatial properties of
objects are arguably to be individuated in respect of mental properties pertaining
in some way to those spatial properties. On a basic view of sensing, a visual
sensation of a square, e.g., has some mental property, or mental quality, in virtue
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of which that sensation is a sensation of a square and not of some other
perceptible shape. And a visual sensation of a triangle has some other mental
quality in virtue of which it is a sensation of a triangle and not a sensation of
some other perceptible shape. Likewise, a visual sensation of something off to
the left has some mental quality pertaining to a region of space off to the left
within one’s field of view, the space in front of one’s open, functioning eyes in
which physical, visible objects are located. And a visual sensation of something
off to the right has some mental quality pertaining to a location off to the right in
one’s field of view. Mental qualities are those properties of sensations that
determine their qualitative characters; it is in virtue of a sensation’s having the
mental qualities it has that that sensation is a sensation of some particular
perceptible properties and not of others.
On this basic view, for any spatial property one senses, one’s sensation
has a mental quality pertaining in some way to that spatial property. Such mental
qualities account for the introspectible qualitative character of perceiving the
spatial properties of objects. But they also account for our ability to sense those
spatial properties. If our sensations did not have properties pertaining in some
way to the perceptible spatial properties of objects, those sensations could not
play a role in our perceiving the spatial properties of objects.
If one’s sensations have such mental qualities pertaining to the perceptible
spatial properties of objects, properties such as their shapes, sizes, locations,
orientations, and movements, then there is arguably a mental analogue of
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perceptible space. Just as there is a region of space in which perceptual stimuli
are located, there is a mental analogue of that physical, perceptible region of
space, and one’s sensations of stimuli are in some way located there. If so, we
must explain the nature of this mental space and the nature of the constituent
mental properties and relations that pertain to the perceptible spatial properties of
objects and the perceptible spatial relations those objects bear to each other.

3. Dennett’s Concern about Mental Spatial Qualities
But Dennett (1978) challenges the view that visual perception involves
mental states, such as sensations, with mental qualities pertaining to the spatial
properties of objects. Dennett argues that the commitment to such states and
properties rests on a mistaken view about what our first-person, introspective
access to the states involved in perception reveals about those states.
According to Dennett, there are two distinct ways to go about determining
the nature of the mental states involved in visual perception. One way, which
Dennett calls the phenomenological approach, relies on one’s first-person,
introspective access to one’s mental states. It is widely held that when one
introspects the mental states involved in visual perception, one is aware of
oneself as having states that are best described as mental images of what one
sees.1 If there are mental images, they are of course not literally images.

1

The debate over the existence of mental imagery extends beyond a debate
about the nature of the qualitative states involved in ordinary perception.
Stephen Kosslyn (1994) has argued that we can best explain certain spatial
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Images represent objects in virtue of resembling those objects, e.g., in respect of
their spatial properties. But mental states do not themselves resemble
perceptible objects; they do not have the same properties as those objects. So,
presumably, committing to introspectible mental images commits us to the
existence of introspectible mental states that represent objects in some way that
is analogous to the way images represent objects. And, arguably, to be imagelike in any relevant way, a mental state must have properties analogous to the
spatial properties of objects. If so, the claim that introspection makes one aware
of mental images involved in visual perception is at a minimum the claim that
introspection presents us with mental states that have mental qualities pertaining
in some way to the spatial properties of visual stimuli. According to the
phenomenological approach to mental images, introspection reveals that we
have such mental states.
The other approach to determining the nature of the mental states
involved in visual perception does not commit to the existence of image-like
mental states, or mental states with mental qualities analogous to the spatial
properties of objects. Rather, according to this approach, which Dennett calls the
scientific approach, the mental states involved in perception are theoretical

reasoning tasks, such as the so-called mental-rotation task, in terms of our
having image-like mental states. And Zenon Pylyshyn (2003) has argued that we
need not commit to such image-like states to explain our performance on these
tasks. This debate is interesting, and warrants further examination. However, it
is not clear how the states involved in performing such tasks as mental rotation
relate to the mental states involved in ordinary perception. And I will not address
these issues in this dissertation.
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posits, posited to explain the typical effects of perception. Though one might
claim that we are conscious of these mental states as being image-like, or as
having properties analogous to the spatial properties of objects, the scientific
approach individuates such states only in respect of their typical causes and
effects. According to the scientific approach, such mental states are those states
that are normally caused by such-and-such sensory inputs and that normally
cause such-and-such behavioral outputs and other mental states. On this
functionalist view, a visual sensation of a square, e.g., is a mental state that is
caused by the presence of squares in one’s field of view, causes other mental
states, such as one’s belief that there is a square present, and causes overt
behavior, including, e.g., one’s reaching for the object if one has the desire to
grab a square object, and one’s perceptually discriminating between that object
and objects of other shapes.
Another typical effect of such mental states, Dennett claims, is the belief
that one is having such a mental state. And it could be that that belief represents
that mental state as being like an image, or as having properties analogous to
spatial properties. But the scientific approach, according to Dennett, is not
committed to the truth of such beliefs about the nature of those mental states
(1978, p. 187). Rather, the scientific approach leaves it open that the mental
state that causes one’s belief that one has an image-like mental state is not in
fact image-like, i.e., that it does not have properties analogous to the spatial
properties of objects or images.
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Dennett argues that to determine the nature of the mental states involved
in visual perception we must employ both the phenomenological approach and
the scientific approach. The phenomenological approach enables us to
determine what exactly one is claiming about the mental states in question when
one claims to have an image-like mental state. We can thus use the
phenomenological approach to collect data on how we describe the mental
states involved in visual perception. However, Dennett claims, we cannot
assume that those descriptions are true. To determine whether those
descriptions are true, he argues, we must identify the mental states that cause
the beliefs we express when uttering those descriptions. To identify those mental
states, we use the scientific approach. If we discover that the descriptions we
gather using the phenomenological approach are true of the states we identify by
the scientific approach as the causes of the beliefs expressed by our descriptions
of those states, then the mental states involved in perception are in fact imagelike. However, if the states we identify using the scientific approach do not have
the properties introspection seems to reveal, then those states are not imagelike, i.e., they do not have properties analogous to the spatial properties of
objects (1978, p. 186).
So Dennett claims that determining the nature of the mental states
involved in visual perception is an empirical endeavor that treats our introspective
reports of mental states as empirical data we must explain. Treating
introspection as unquestionably authoritative about the nature of the mental
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states involved in visual perception, Dennett warns, commits one to a
problematic phenomenal space in which image-like mental states are located.
According to Dennett, such a phenomenal space would be “… more transparent
to cognition than ordinary physical space, yet more actual and concrete than the
mere logical space in which logical constructs, possible worlds, and the like
reside” (1978, p. 186). Dennett further argues that we need not commit to such a
phenomenal space; “… if mental images turn out to be real, they can reside quite
comfortably in the physical space in our brains, and if they turn out not to be real,
they can reside, with Santa Claus, in the logical space of fiction” (1978, p. 186;
emphasis in the original).
Dennett claims to remain neutral about whether the mental states involved
in visual perception are in fact image-like, i.e., whether they do in fact have
properties analogous to the spatial properties of objects (1978, p. 188).
However, I’ll argue, we can best explain the nature of those mental states in
terms of the view that they do in fact have properties analogous to the spatial
properties of objects. Further, this explanation depends, not only on our firstperson, introspective access to those mental states, but also on the observable
behavioral effects of such states. This explanation thus follows Dennett’s
suggestion that we employ the scientific approach to determine the nature of
those mental states and their properties.
I have characterized Dennett as claiming that we can employ the scientific
approach to determine whether visual perception involves mental states with
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properties analogous to the spatial properties of scenes and objects, i.e., whether
it involves image-like mental states. However, Dennett is perhaps best read as
discussing how we can determine the format of subpersonal states involved in
perception, not personal-level mental states.2 On this reading, Dennett holds that
our introspective reports and beliefs about the nature of our mental states are
never wrong; if introspection leads one to believe that perception involves imagelike mental states, then we cannot discover via the scientific approach that such
mental states are not in fact image-like. Rather, on this reading of Dennett, the
scientific approach could reveal only whether perception involves subpersonal
states with properties analogous to the spatial properties of scenes and objects.
Accordingly, Dennett assumes the scientific approach will not help explain the
qualitative character of the personal-level, mental states involved in spatial
perception because the scientific approach provides only third-person access to
the states involved in perception, whereas we have only first-person access to
personal-level, mental states.
But it is unclear that folk psychology is in fact committed to the Cartesian
view that the qualitative character of perceptual states is determined wholly by
our first-person access to them. Rather, it could be that folk psychology holds
that qualitative character is determined by factors independent of our first-person
access to perceptual states. If so, Dennett’s scientific approach could reveal the
nature of personal-level mental states, not just that of subpersonal states.
2

This reading is perhaps supported by Dennett’s footnote (1978, p. 189) and
his treatment of these issues in Dennett (1991).
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Folk psychology holds that qualitative states, i.e., sensations, play a role in
perception; it is in virtue of having qualitative states that one can sense the
properties of stimuli. For example, it is in virtue of having a visual sensation of a
red square that one sees a red square. Visual sensations of red are normally
caused by red objects in one’s field of view, and they normally cause other
mental states, such as the perceptual belief that a red object is present, and
certain discriminatory behavior. Such perceptual roles enable us to determine
what qualitative state a person has by observing that person’s behavior. It could
be that folk psychology is committed to the view that qualitative states are
determined, not simply by first-person access to them, but by their perceptual
roles. If folk psychology holds that qualitative states are in fact determined by
their perceptual roles, then Dennett’s scientific approach could reveal the nature
of those personal-level qualitative states, not just subpersonal states involved in
perception. And it is unclear why Dennett would deny that folk psychology is
committed to this view of qualitative character, apart from his simply assuming
that folk psychology is committed to the view that qualitative character is
determined solely by first-person access to qualitative states.
Further, cases of subliminal or unconscious perception arguably support
the view that qualitative states are in fact determined by their perceptual roles.
Such cases suggest that one can perceive a stimulus without being aware that
one is perceiving it. If one unconsciously sees a square, e.g., one will form a
perceptual belief to the effect that a square is present, and one could act in ways
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that reflect one’s seeing the square, but there will be nothing it is like for one to
see that square; what it is like for one in that situation is the same as what it is
like for one when one sees no square at all. Since folk psychology is committed
to the view that qualitative states play a role in perception, and since some states
play those perceptual roles in cases of unconscious perception, folk psychology
arguably holds that qualitative states can occur without one’s being conscious of
them. If so, folk psychology is not committed to the Cartesian view that
qualitative states are determined by one’s first-person awareness of them.
One might argue that cases of so-called subliminal or unconscious
perception are degenerate cases, not cases of bona fide perception. Those
cases, one might argue, do not involve personal-level qualitative states.
But the states involved in these subliminal or unconscious cases function
in much the same way as conscious qualitative states, except that one is not
conscious of them. So, if we can account for the qualitative character of a
perceptual state in terms of its perceptual role, it isn’t clear why one would deny
that the states involved in such cases are personal-level qualitative states, aside
from one’s simply assuming that personal-level qualitative states are determined
by one’s first-person access to them.
I argue below that we can in fact account for the qualitative character of
perceptual states in a way that does not commit to the Cartesian view that
qualitative character is determined solely by our first-person access to perceptual
states. I further argue that Dennett’s scientific approach does in fact reveal that
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personal-level, qualitative mental states involved in perception have properties
analogous to the spatial properties of objects.

4. Homomorphism Theory
The qualitative mental states, or sensations, involved in perception are not
simply the effects of stimuli on one’s perceptual systems that cause introspective
beliefs that one is in such qualitative states. Rather, sensations have perceptual
roles. A sensation of a red square off to the left, e.g., enables one to see a red
square object off to the left. And a tactile sensation of a ball in one’s hand
enables one to feel that ball in one’s hand. These perceptual roles of sensations
provide a way to determine the nature of sensations and their properties
independent of our first-person, introspective access to them. And, I’ll argue, we
can best explain how sensations fill those perceptual roles in terms of the view
that sensations have mental qualities that are analogous in a specific way to the
spatial properties of objects. However, since this view holds that mental qualities
are determined independently of our first-person, introspective access to them, it
does not commit to the problematic mental space Dennett warns against.
Sensations enable one to perceptually discriminate among various stimuli.
For example, one sees the difference between a square and a triangle in virtue of
having different visual sensations. To enable such discriminations, one’s
sensations of a square and a triangle must differ themselves;the sensations must
have properties pertaining in some way to the different shapes of the objects one
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sees. Likewise, one sees two square objects as having the same shape in virtue
of one’s having visual sensations that both have some property that pertains to
perceptible squares. Inasmuch as these properties of sensations enable one to
perceptually discriminate among various stimuli on the basis of their perceptible
properties, e.g., their shapes, the properties of the sensations are
representational; i.e., they carry information about the stimuli sufficient for
discriminating among them.
Furthermore, we discriminate shapes in terms of the ways those shapes
resemble and differ from each other. For example, squares look more similar to
rectangles than to triangles. And circles look more similar to ellipses than to
trapezoids. We can explain how sensations enable us to perceptually
discriminate among objects on the basis of their perceptible similarities and
differences in terms of the homomorphism theory of qualitative character, the
theory, developed by Rosenthal (1991, 1999, 2001, 2005)3, that sensations have
mental properties, or mental qualities, that represent the perceptible properties of
stimuli by way of homomorphisms between families of mental qualities and
families of perceptible properties. I will motivate this view with respect to color
vision, and I will then explain how it extends to the qualitative character of
perceiving the spatial properties of objects.

3

Homomorphism theory has roots in Wilfrid Sellars’s (1963) theory of
sensing. And similar views have also been held by Nelson Goodman (1977) and
Sydney Shoemaker (1975).
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We discriminate the perceptible colors of physical objects on the basis of
the relative similarities and differences those colors bear to each other.4 For
example, red is more similar to orange than it is to green, and blue is more
similar to green than it is to orange. Perceptible colors form a family of properties
determined by such relations of similarity and difference.
The commonsense similarities and differences among colors are
supported by psychophysical experiments exploiting the method of
multidimensional scaling.5 In psychophysical studies of color discrimination, a
subject is shown two color swatches and then asked to report whether the
swatches are the same color. By this method, we can determine the so-called
just-noticeable differences between colors. Determining these just-noticeable
differences allows us to map out a color space, with just-noticeably different
colors occupying positions next to each other.
Other psychophysical methods exploiting the intransitivity of color
indiscriminability provide an even more precise structure of the color space.
Suppose there are three different shades of blue, shades A, B, and C. And
suppose that a subject claims that A and B match. Further, suppose that subject
claims that B and C also match. This does not by itself show that A, B, and C are
the same color. Rather, it is sometimes the case that the subject does not report
a difference between A and B, and the subject does not report a difference
4

Perceptible colors are reflectance properties of the surfaces of physical
objects.
5

Austen Clark (1993) provides a detailed explanation of these methods.
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between B and C, but the subject does report a difference between A and C.
This shows that A, B, and C are in fact distinct colors, even though the subject
cannot always report the differences between them. In this case, color B is said
to be between A and C; A is more similar to B than to C. This method is used to
construct a more accurate and precise color space, or a color solid, than that
constructed by testing for just-noticeable-differences between colors. And this
color space reflects the commonsense relations of similarity and differenc that
hold between the colors; red is positioned closer in this space to orange than to
green, and blue is positioned closer in this space to green than to orange.
Psychophysical experiments exploiting such methods thus confirm the relations
of similarity and difference common sense takes to hold between colors.
If we see colors in respect of their relations of similarity and difference, as
suggested by both commonsense categorization of colors and psychophysical
experiments, we must explain how we do so. And if we make color
discriminations in virtue of having visual sensations with properties pertaining to
those perceptible colors of objects, we must explain how our visual sensations
enable us to see the similarities and differences between colors.
According to homomorphism theory, visual sensations of color have
mental qualities that correspond to the physical perceptible colors we see in
virtue of resembling and differing from each other in ways parallel to the ways
those perceptible colors resemble and differ from each other. For example, just
as perceptible red resembles perceptible orange more than perceptible green,
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the mental quality of a visual sensation of red resembles that of a visual
sensation of orange more than that of a visual sensation of green. Accordingly,
visual sensations of colors have mental qualities, mental colors, that represent
perceptible colors in virtue of bearing resemblance relations to each other that
map onto the resemblance relations perceptible colors bear to each other.
These resemblance relations holding among the mental colors map onto the
resemblance relations holding among the perceptible colors in virtue of a
homomorphism between the family of mental colors and the family of perceptible
colors. And a particular mental color represents a particular perceptible color in
virtue of its occupying the same position in the family of mental colors that that
particular perceptible color occupies in the family of perceptible colors, where
those positions are determined by the relative similarities between members of
the respective families of properties.
I will adopt Rosenthal’s notational device of suffixing a ‘*’ to a color
predicate to indicate reference to a mental color; e.g., red* is the mental quality of
visual sensations of the color red, and green* is the mental quality of visual
sensations of the color green.
According to homomorphism theory, mental colors, or colors*, are
theoretical posits posited to explain how we discriminate colors. According to
this view, we can best explain why we see red as more similar to orange than
green in terms of the claim that our visual sensations of red have a mental color,
red*, that is more similar to orange* than green*.
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One might argue that homomorphism theory provides an insufficient
account of how mental qualities represent perceptible properties. A family of
properties structured in terms of the relative similarities among its member
properties could be homomorphic to more than one other family of properties.
So it could be that the family of mental qualities that is homomorphic to the family
of perceptible colors is also homomorphic to some other family of perceptible
properties, e.g., the family of perceptible sounds. Therefore, one might argue,
the mental qualities described above represent not only perceptible colors but
also perceptible sounds.
But homomorphism theory is not committed to the view that mental
qualities represent perceptible properties solely in terms of homomorphisms
between families of mental qualities and families of perceptible properties.
Sensations have perceptual roles specified in terms of their normal causes and
effects. Sensations of colors are normally caused by the colors of visual stimuli,
not by the sounds of auditory stimuli or any other properties. So however visual
sensations represent colors, they represent colors, not sounds. According to this
view, sensations of colors are posited to explain our ability to sense colors; they
are functionally specified as those mental states that are normally caused by
colored stimuli and that normally cause other mental states, e.g., perceptual
beliefs about colors, and certain kinds of behavior, e.g., reports about the colors
of stimuli one sees. Homomorphism theory goes beyond such functional
descriptions of sensations by accounting for how we sense those colors on the
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basis of their relative similarities and differences. It thus proposes a particular
mode of representation in terms of a homomorphism between a family of mental
qualities and the family of perceptible colors.
One might argue that we need not countenance the mental qualities
homomorphism theory posits in order to explain how we perceptually
discriminate among perceptible properties such as colors. It could be that we
discriminate among colors, e.g., in virtue of having functionally specified
intentional states, such as perceptual beliefs, that represent colors the same way
other intentional states represent things. Such a view of sensing has been
offered by representationalists, such as David Armstrong (1968) and George
Pitcher (1970).
However, it is unclear how such representationalist views could account
for the folk psychological distinction between qualitative sensory states and
intentional states, such as thoughts and beliefs, that are individuated in respect
of their mental attitudes and intentional contents. Homomorphism theory, on the
other hand, accounts for this distinction. According to homomorphism theory,
qualitative states have mental qualities that represent perceptible properties by
way of homomorphisms between families of mental qualities and families of
perceptible properties, but intentional states do not represent objects or
properties in this way. In fact, one can have thoughts about things, such as
homes, justice, and information, that, unlike colors, do not belong to well-defined
property families.
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Homomorphism theory describes mental qualities in terms of how they
enable us to perceptually discriminate among perceptible properties, such as
colors. Since such perceptual discriminations are publicly observable,
homomorphism theory provides an account according to which the qualitative
character of sensing is accessible from a third-person perspective.
Nevertheless, homomorphism theory does not deny that we are sometimes
aware of our qualitative states from a first-person perspective, e.g,, through
introspection. Homomorphism theory holds that mental qualities are
introspectible, though it denies that they are determined by introspection alone.
When one introspects one’s visual sensations while seeing, e.g., the
colors red, orange, and green, one is aware that one is having sensations of the
perceptible colors red, orange, and green; i.e., one is aware that one is having
the sensations of the types that enable one to see the colors red, orange, and
green. Further, one is aware of the relative similarities and differences that hold
between these sensations; one is aware of one’s sensation of red as being more
similar to one’s sensation of orange than one’s sensation of green. According to
homomorphism theory, this is because one introspects one’s sensations in
respect of their mental colors, and one does that in respect of the ways those
mental colors resemble and differ from each other.
This view suggests that one is introspectively aware of one’s sensations
only in relation to the perceptible properties those sensations enable one to
perceive, i.e., only in terms of the perceptual roles one’s sensations play. This in
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turn suggests that when one introspects one’s sensations, one applies a theory
about how one perceives, e.g., colors. But, one might argue, first-person access
to one’s sensations is not a matter of one’s applying a theory to oneself; applying
theories involves inferences, whereas introspection gives one direct,
noninferential access to one’s mental states. So, one might argue,
homomorphism theory fails to account for qualitative character in a way that is
compatible with how we introspect our sensations.
But the view that introspection does in fact make us aware of our
sensations in a direct, unmediated, noninferential, theory-independent way is
unmotivated. It is true that when one introspects one’s sensations, one is not
aware of any inferences one draws from one’s folk theory of perception to the
conclusion that one is having a particular sensation, e.g,, a sensation of red. But,
as Rosenthal (1997) argues, it could be that first-person access, such as
introspection, does rest on such inferences, though one is not aware of those
inferences. Further, the view that introspection makes one aware of one’s
sensations in a theory-independent way is of a piece with the view that the
qualitative character of sensations is determined wholly by one’s first-person
access to them. And that view, as Dennett argues, commits one to a problematic
mental space. So first-person access to one’s sensations is better explained as
resting on inferences of which one is not aware. Homomorphism theory is thus
compatible with the way we introspect our sensations.
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In addition to accounting for how we sense the colors of objects,
homomorphism theory also accounts for how we sense the spatial properties of
objects. We see squares as more similar to rectangles than triangles, and we
see circles as more similar to ellipses than trapezoids. So we see shapes as
systematically resembling and differing from each other. According to
homomorphism theory, one is able to see shapes as resembling and differing
from each other in these ways because one’s visual sensations of shapes
resemble and differ from each other in ways parallel to the ways perceptible
shapes resemble and differ from each other. For example, just as squares
resemble rectangles more than triangles, visual sensations of squares resemble
visual sensations of rectangles more than visual sensations of triangles. Visual
sensations of shape thus have mental shapes, or shapes*. And the family of
shapes* is homomorphic to the family of visible shapes.
One can of course also feel shapes, so tactile sensations of shapes also
have mental shapes, or shapes*. And, according to homomorphism theory, the
mental shapes of tactile sensations resemble and differ from each other in ways
parallel to the ways tangible shapes resemble and differ from each other.
Since we both see and feel shapes, we must determine whether the
mental qualities of visual sensations pertaining to the shapes of objects are the
same as the mental qualities of tactile sensations pertaining to those shapes. I
will discuss this issue in chapter 5, where I argue that the mental qualities of
visual sensations pertaining to perceptible shapes and those of tactile sensations
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pertaining to the same perceptible shapes are in fact distinct, modality-specific
mental qualities.
We discriminate objects on the basis of their locations as well. For
example, one sees the difference between a square off to one’s left and a square
off to one’s right. In order to enable one to see this difference in location, the
sensations involved in one’s seeing this difference must themselves differ in
some corresponding way. But, of course, a sensation of a stimulus off to the left
is not itself off to the left, and a sensation of a stimulus off to the right is not itself
located off to the right. So we must explain how those sensations differ, and we
must explain how the difference between such sensations relates to the
difference in location between the two stimuli. This is of course an instance of
the more general problem of explaining the qualitative character of spatial
perception.
The problem is amplified by considering that when one has a visual
sensation of a stimulus off to the right, e.g., one’s sensation has mental qualities
pertaining to properties other than just its location. For example, when one sees
a Coke can off to the right, one sees a red cylinder off to the right. And one does
so in virtue of having a sensation with mental qualities pertaining to both the color
red and the cylindrical shape of the can. But the mental qualities red* and
cylindrical* are not themselves located off to the right where the Coke can is
located; they are mental properties. However, the sensation one has when
seeing a red cylinder off to the right is different from the sensation one has when
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seeing a red cylinder off to the left. If those sensations did not differ, they could
not enable one to see the difference in location between the two stimuli. So we
must explain the nature of the properties of sensations pertaining to the locations
of stimuli in a way that avoids locating other mental qualities of those sensations
in the field of view where the stimuli are located.6
Homomorphism theory explains the nature of the properties of sensations
pertaining to the locations of stimuli without locating mental qualities, such as
those pertaining to color and shape, at the same locations as those stimuli. And
homomorphism theory accounts for those properties of sensations in a way that
explains how they enable one to sense the locations of stimuli.
According to homomorphism theory, sensations have mental qualities that
correspond to the locations of distal stimuli. A visual sensation of a square at the
center of one’s visual field, i.e., the region of space in front of one’s open,
functioning eyes in which visible objects are located, is normally caused by a
square stimulus at the center of one’s visual field. Stimuli in the center of the
visual field normally cause sensations that have the mental quality of being atthe-center-of-the-visual-field* (CVF*, hereafter). And stimuli off to the right in
one’s visual field normally cause sensations that have the mental quality of being
off-to-the-right*.
The sum total of location* qualities of visual sensations at a given time

6

Frank Jackson (1977, p. 103) argues that the mental qualities of color
sensations are in fact located at the same locations as the objects we see.
However, we need not commit to this counterintuitive claim, as I will argue below.
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constitute the mental visual field at that time. So the CVF* is that location*
equidistant* from each pair of opposing points on the boundary* of the visual
field, where the boundary* is defined by the limits of locations*. For instance, the
left* boundary is fixed by the sensation to which no other sensation is to-the-left*
of.
According to homomorphism theory, locations* in the mental visual field
correspond to locations of objects in the perceptible visual field in virtue of
resembling and differing from other locations* in ways parallel to the ways
locations in the perceptible visual field resemble and differ from each other. Two
stimuli can resemble each other more than either resembles a third stimulus with
respect to location in the perceptible visual field. For example, two objects off to
the left in one’s visual field are more similar to each other than either is to an
object off to the right, with respect to at least one dimension of location. Both of
the objects off to the left have the property of being off to the left in one’s visual
field, while the third object has the property of being off to the right in one’s visual
field. And the two objects off to the left are more similar to a fourth object located
directly in front of one than they are to the object on the right. This is because
being off to the left in one’s visual field is more similar to being directly in front of
one than it is to being off to the right in one’s visual field, at least with respect to
the horizontal axis of locations within one’s visual field. Likewise, visual
sensations resemble and differ with respect to mental location. When one sees,
e.g., a square off to the left, a triangle in the center of the visual field, and a circle
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off to the right, one has a square* sensation off-to-the-left*, a triangular*
sensation in the CVF*, and a circular* sensation off-to-the-right*. In this case, the
square* sensation resembles the triangular* sensation more than it resembles
the circular* sensation with respect to location*. According to homomorphism
theory, this is because the mental quality to-the-left* is more similar to the mental
quality CVF* than it is to the mental quality to-the-right*.
The various locations* within the mental visual field thus form a quality
family of locations* that is homomorphic to the family of locations in one’s visual
field. A sensation’s having a particular location* is a function of its having a
mental quality the identity of which is determined by a position within this quality
family of locations*. Just as one often describes a stimulus in respect of its
location relative to another stimulus, e.g., when describing a red square as being
to the left of a green triangle, one can describe a sensation in respect of its
location* relative to another sensation. For example, when looking at a red
square to the left of a green triangle, one’s red*, square* sensation is to-the-left*
of one’s green*, triangular* sensation. Such relative locations* are not of course
independent of the locations* specified relative to the family of locations*, i.e.,
those specified relative to the boundaries* of the mental visual field. Rather, a
sensation is to-the-left* of another sensation in virtue of its having a location* that
is more similar to the location* that defines the left* boundary* of the mental
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visual field than it is to the location* of the other sensation.7
Location* properties help explain how one’s having, e.g., a CVF* sensation
enables one to locate a distal stimulus directly in front of one. CVF* sensations
carry information to the effect that there is something directly in front of one’s
eyes, and they do so because CVF* is the mental counterpart of being in the
center of one’s visual field. It is in virtue of this counterpart relation that having a
CVF* sensation helps one locate an object in the center of one’s visual field, as
opposed to one off to the left. And it is important to note that homomorphism
theory explains the relation between locations* and perceptible locations in terms
of relations of similarity and difference that are readily accessible to us in

7

One might worry that this account of locations* precludes cases in which
one has a single visual sensation of two stimuli, one to the left of the other.
Locations* as I have described them are properties of sensations. So, one might
argue, whereas homomorphism theory can account for one’s having a single
sensation to-the-left* of another sensation, it fails to account for one’s having a
single sensation of one stimulus to the left of another stimulus, e.g., a single
sensation of a red square to the left of a green triangle. However,
homomorphism theory can account for such a case in terms of one’s having a
single sensation composed of two parts, a red*, square* part that is to-the-left* of
a green*, triangular* part. In this case, locations* are properties of parts of
sensations.
One might also argue that homomorphism theory is committed to higherorder relations between locations*. Just as a square can be to the left of a
triangle, a location can be to the left of another location. So, one might argue,
just as a sensation of a square can be to-the-left* of a sensation of a triangle, a
location* can be to-the-left* of another location*.
But homomorphism theory is not in fact committed to further mental qualities
of locations*. Locations* are determined by their relations of similarity and
difference. For a particular location* to be to-the-left* of another location* is for it
to be more similar to the location* that determines the left* boundary of the
mental visual field, i.e., the entire family of locations*, than it is to the other
location*. We need not posit further, higher-order locations* of locations*.
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ordinary visual perception and introspection.8
When one introspects one’s sensations, one picks them out by their mental
qualities. When one introspects one’s sensation of a red square to the left of
another red square, one is aware of the two sensations of red in respect of their
different locations*; one is introspectively aware that one’s sensations differ in
ways pertaining to the different locations of the stimuli one sees. That is, one
picks out those sensations in virtue of the ways they resemble and differ from
each other and other sensations.
So homomorphism theory provides an explanation of the qualitative
character of the mental states involved in our perceiving the spatial properties of
objects. But this theory explains such qualitative character in terms of mental
qualities that are posited to explain, not just the properties of sensations as we
are conscious of them, e.g., when introspecting them, but how we perceptually
discriminate among stimuli on the basis of the spatial properties of those stimuli.
According to homomorphism theory, perception involves mental states with
mental qualities pertaining to the spatial properties of objects by way of
homomorphisms between families of mental qualities and families of perceptible
8

If visual sensations have mental qualities pertaining to the perceptible
locations of visual stimuli, then we need not commit to Jackson’s view that the
other properties of those sensations, such as their colors* and shapes*, are
located in the distal visual field where the stimuli they enable us to perceive are
located. Rather, when one sees a Coke can, one has a sensation with mental
qualities pertaining to the color, shape, size, and location of the can, i.e., it has a
color*, shape*, size*, and location*. And the color*, shape*, and size* of that
sensation are not located in the distal visual field. Rather, they are located*
within the mental analogue of that distal visual field, the space determined by the
boundaries* of all mental qualities of visual sensations one has at that time.
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spatial properties. So perception involves mental states with properties
analogous to the spatial properties of the objects they enable us to perceive.
It is important to be clear that homomorphism theory is not committed to
the view that one senses a stimulus in virtue of one’s first sensing a sensation
with mental qualities pertaining to the properties of the stimulus. For example,
one does not see a red square off to the left in virtue of sensing a visual
sensation with the mental qualities red*, square*, and off-to-the-left* and then
inferring that a red square off to the left is causing that sensation. That view,
held by sense-datum theorists (e.g., Russell, 1912), requires a further
explanation of how one senses one’s sensations in the first place. If one must
first sense one’s sensations in order to see a stimulus, then presumably one has
higher-order sensations with properties pertaining to the mental qualities of the
visual sensation of the stimulus. But this view leads to a regress of sensations
and mental qualities. Sense-datum theories avoid that regress by committing to
the problematic view that one has immediate, direct acquaintance with one’s
sensations. That view leads to the commitment to the problematic phenomenal
space Dennett warns against. And we need not commit to such acquaintance
with our sensations.
According to homomorphism theory, one senses stimuli in virtue of having
sensations with mental qualities that pertain to the properties of those stimuli, not
in virtue of sensing those sensations. So we need not explain how one senses
one’s sensations to explain how one’s sensations enable one to sense stimuli.
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Again, according to homomorphism theory, mental qualities are theoretical posits
posited to explain how one senses the perceptible properties of stimuli.
Homomorphism theory avoids countenancing the kind of phenomenal
space Dennett warns against. Dennett warns that committing to a mental
analogue of visible space on the basis of our first-person access to the mental
states involved in perception commits one to a problematic phenomenal space
that is more transparent to cognition than the physical space of objects. If we
hold that the way we are conscious of our sensations determines the nature of
our sensations, and if we are conscious of our sensations as having mental
analogues of spatial properties, then we are committed to the view that the
natures of those sensations and their mental spatial properties are given by firstperson access. The physical, perceptible space in which perceptible stimuli are
located is of course not given in perception; rather, things in that space are not
always as they appear to be.
But, since homomorphism theory posits mental qualities to explain
observable perceptual discriminations, not just to explain the way one is
conscious of one’s perceptual states, it is not committed to the view that the
mental qualities of sensations pertaining to the spatial properties of objects are
more transparent to cognition than the physical space of physical objects. So
homomorphism theory is not committed to the problematic phenomenal space
that Dennett warns against. According to homomorphism theory, we determine
the spatial* qualities of one’s sensations by observing the perceptual
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discriminations one makes. And when one is conscious of one’s own sensations,
e.g., when one introspects them, one is conscious of them as having mental
qualities that enable one to discriminate objects on the basis of the spatial
properties of those objects.
In fact, because homomorphism theory accounts for the qualitative
character of perception independently of how we are conscious of the qualitative
states involved in perception, it accounts for cases in which one perceives stimuli
without being aware of the sensations and mental qualities in virtue of which one
does so, e.g., in cases of unconscious perception.9 Examples of unconscious
perception are provided by psychological experiments using methods such as
masked priming. In masked-priming experiments, subjects are briefly presented
with a stimulus, and then a visible pattern, called a pattern mask, appears where
the stimulus was located. When the stimulus and the pattern mask are
presented in quick enough succession, the subject is unable to report the
stimulus. However, these experiments show that such masked stimuli
sometimes affect subjects’ subsequent behavior, indicating that the subjects did
in fact see those stimuli, even though they were unaware that they did, i.e., even
though they did not consciously see them.
In one such experiment, Anthony Marcel (1983) tested for such
unconscious perception using the Stroop effect. The Stroop effect is an effect on
the speed at which subjects report the color of a stimulus when that stimulus is

9

I will discuss several cases of unconscious perception in chapters 3 and 4.
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accompanied by a color word referring to a different color than that of the
stimulus. For example, subjects are slower at reporting the color of a red
rectangle when it appears with the word ‘blue’ printed on it than they are when
the red rectangle appears with the word ‘red’ printed on it. In Marcel’s
experiment, subjects were briefly presented with a color word, e.g., ‘red’, ‘blue’,
or ‘yellow’, printed on a colored rectangle, e.g., a red, blue, or yellow rectangle.
That stimulus was followed by a pattern mask that prevented the subject from
being able to report the color word.10 In some trials, the color word and the color
of the rectangle were consistent; e.g., the word ‘blue’ was presented on a blue
rectangle. In other trials, the color word and the color of the rectangle were
inconsistent; e.g., the word ‘blue’ appeared on a red rectangle. Subjects were
instructed to report the color of the rectangle as fast and as accurately as
possible, and Marcel recorded their response times.
Marcel found that subjects were significantly faster at reporting the color of
a rectangle when its color was consistent with the color word than when the color
of the rectangle was inconsistent with the color word. So subjects’ response
times were sensitive to the Stroop effect, even though those subjects did not
consciously see the color word, i.e., even though the subjects were unable to
report the color word. That subjects’ response times reflected the Stroop effect
suggests that the subjects did in fact see the color words presented on the
10

Prior to the trials, Marcel calibrated the display to ensure that the pattern
mask did in fact prevent the subject from reporting the word. To do so, Marcel
adjusted the interval between the stimulus presentation and the pattern mask
until subjects’ reports of the words were at chance levels.
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colored rectangles. However, the pattern masks prevented subjects from seeing
those words consciously. So we can best explain these results in terms of
subjects’ unconsciously seeing the color words.
Since one sees stimuli in virtue of having sensations of them, subjects in
such experiments arguably have sensations of the color words, even when they
cannot report those color words.11 So those subjects arguably have sensations
that they are not aware of having. In such cases, there is nothing it is like for one
to have those sensations, but one has those sensations nonetheless.
Homomorphism theory accounts for such cases in terms of the view that
sensations and their mental qualities are to be individuated in terms of their roles
in perception, not in terms of the way one is conscious of those sensations and
their mental qualities. So homomorphism theory explains the nature of
sensations and mental qualities in a way that is compatible with cases of
unconscious perception. If one can have sensations with mental qualities
pertaining to the spatial properties of objects, e.g., those pertaining to the
shapes, sizes, and locations of the letters of color words, without being aware
that one is having such sensations with such mental qualities, then those mental
11

One might object that such experiments do not show that subjects have
visual sensations of the color words that they are unable to report. Rather, it
could be that information about the color words is registered by subpersonal
visual states that are sufficient for causing the Stroop Effect. But it is unclear
why one would deny that subjects have visual sensations of the color words in
these cases, unless one is simply assuming that if one had sensations of the
color words, one would be able to report those words. Since one would arguably
be able to report those words only if one consciously saw them, i.e., only if one
had conscious sensations of them, this assumption begs the question against the
view that sensations can occur unconsciously.
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qualities are not transparent to cognition. Though homomorphism theory is
committed to a mental analogue of physical, perceptible space, it is not
committed to the problematic phenomenal space Dennett argues against.
Moreover, since spatial* qualities are functional properties of mental states
posited to explain perceptual discriminations, they are amenable to a physical
explanation of the mind. Neural states can of course bear the relations of
similarity and difference that characterize spatial* properties. So, unlike the
phenomenal space Dennett rejects, the mental spaces comprised of spatial*
properties pose no problem for a scientific theory of the mind. Sensations with
mental spatial qualities, or spatial* qualities, are in fact located in the brain; they
are located wherever the neurophysiological states underlying those sensations
are located.

5. Clark’s Feature-Placing Alternative
Austen Clark (1996, 2000) argues for a view similar to homomorphism
theory to explain the qualitative character of sensing colors (1993). But he
argues that sensations do not have mental qualities pertaining to the locations of
stimuli, and that we do not have a mental analogue of the perceptible visual field
in which visual sensations are located*. Rather, Clark argues we need not posit
mental locations of sensations to explain how we perceive the locations of
objects. He offers his so-called feature-placing theory to so argue.
Clark’s feature-placing theory aims to explain spatial sensing in terms of the
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spatial properties of stimuli and those of sensory receptors, and in terms of
patterns of neural activation that encode the spatial properties of stimuli. The
only space needed to explain how we sense the locations of stimuli, according to
Clark, is nonmental, physical space.
According to Clark, “[s]ensing proceeds by picking out place-times and
characterizing qualities that appear at those place-times” (2000, p. 74). On his
view, vision identifies a location and qualifies it as being a certain way in virtue of
two distinct mechanisms. The sensation characterizes the place-time as having
some property, e.g., a color, in virtue of that sensation’s having mental qualities
that pertain to the properties present at that location. A sensation qualifies a
place-time as being red, e.g., in virtue of having the mental quality red*,
characterized in terms of its resembling and differing from other colors* in ways
parallel to the ways the perceptible color red resembles and differs from other
perceptible colors. Clark’s theory thus accords with homomorphism theory with
respect to our seeing colors.
But which place-time is qualified as being red is determined, on Clark’s
view, not by the location* of one’s sensation of red, as homomorphism theory
holds, but by the firing of what Clark calls a sensory name. A sensory name is a
stand-in for the mechanisms of spatial discrimination. These mechanisms
identify place-times by what Clark calls place-coding, which he describes with
respect to somesthetic experience.
According to Clark, a group of sensory receptors on the surface of the skin
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fire when they are stimulated, and they then send a neural impulse to
somatosensory cortex, where a certain neural activation pattern occurs. That
neural activation pattern is the neural correlate of some bodily sensation, e.g.,
that of an itch (2000, pp. 169-170). Where on one’s body the physical itch is felt
to be located, i.e., where one feels the itchy bodily stimulation, depends on which
groups of sensory receptors fire (2000, p. 173). These groups of receptors are
picked out by n-tuples of coordinates corresponding to the different dimensions in
which the receptor groups vary in location.
Applying this view to vision, one sees a particular surface as being red, e.g.,
because certain receptor groups on the retina fire in a certain way, leading to a
neural activation that realizes a visual sensation with the mental quality red*.
And one sees the red surface as being, e.g., off to the left because receptor
groups on the right side of the retina fired, which in turn activated a sensory
name, a place-coding n-tuple, encoding that receptor group. The red* sensation
realized in visual cortex is thus indexed to a place-coding n-tuple picking out that
receptor group and in turn the location of the red surface.
On Clark’s view, seeing something red off to the left in the visual field is a
function of which receptor groups fire, and how they fire. The difference between
seeing something red off to the left in the visual field and seeing something red in
the center of the visual field is just a difference in which retinal receptor groups
fire and what location a sensory name encodes as a result. So, Clark concludes,
feature-placing explains the qualitative character of sensing without committing to
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mental qualities pertaining to the spatial properties of stimuli or to a mental
analogue of visible space.

6. Why We Need Mental Spatial Qualities, and Why Clark Does Too
But Clark’s feature-placing view fails to account for the differences
between the mental states involved in our sensing stimuli at different locations.
We cannot pick out our sensations of stimuli at different locations without
reference to properties of those sensations that pertain to the locations of stimuli.
And we cannot identify the neurophysiological processes that Clark claims
enable one to sense the locations of stimuli without first picking out sensations by
their mental properties that pertain to the locations of the objects we sense.
Clark attempts to avoid positing mental space and mental analogues of the
perceptible locations of stimuli by trying to account for sensory localization in
terms of neurophysiological mechanisms and the spatial properties of stimuli and
sensory receptors. But his feature-placing theory can get off the ground only if it
countenances mental qualities of sensations pertaining to the locations of stimuli.
If Clark is right that sensations do not have mental qualities pertaining to
the locations of stimuli we sense, then sensations of stimuli located in different
places do not themselves differ in ways pertaining to the different locations of
those stimuli. In this case, the sensations one has when one sees a red square
above a green triangle are no different from the sensations one has when one
sees a red square below a green triangle.
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But inasmuch as sensations are theoretical posits posited by folk
psychology to explain how we make perceptual discriminations, the sensations
that one has when one discriminates between a scene consisting of a red square
above a green triangle and a scene consisting of a red square below a green
triangle do in fact differ in some way that pertains to the difference between the
relative locations of the stimuli. Further, common sense holds that the
sensations one has when seeing those two different scenes have introspectible
qualitative differences. If so, the sensations presumably have mental qualities
pertaining to the perceptible locations of stimuli.
According to Clark, the difference between the states involved in one’s
discriminating between these two different scenes is a difference in the
neurophysiological sensory names that fire in conjunction with the sensations of
color, it is not a difference in the mental qualities of the sensations. So Clark
must accept that the sensations themselves do not differ in these two cases.
But we need not accept that conclusion. Presumably, sensations
themselves are realized by neurophysiological states. The neurophysiological
sensory names Clark posits could be the neural correlates of locations*. Since
common sense holds that sensations of stimuli in different locations themselves
differ in ways pertaining to those differences in location, the best explanation is
that sensations have mental locations, or locations*. And, since sensory names,
according to Clark, are theoretical posits posited to explain how one senses the
locations of stimuli, they are posited to fill the same perceptual role that common
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sense posits sensations of objects’ locations to fill. Clark’s feature-placing theory
does not provide an alternative to the view that sensations have mental qualities
pertaining to the locations of objects.
However, Clark does offer another argument against the view that
sensations have mental qualities pertaining to the locations of stimuli. Adapting
Frank Jackson’s (1977) so-called many-properties problem, Clark argues that if
one’s sensations had such mental locations, one could not discriminate between
two scenes consisting of different combinations of the same properties.
One can see the difference between the following two scenes:

a) A red square at location L1 and a green triangle at location L2.
b) A green square at location L1 and a red triangle at location L2.

Clark argues that if the sensations one has when seeing scenes (a) and (b) had
mental qualities pertaining to the locations of the colored shapes, i.e., locations
L1 and L2, then those sensations would be identical. The sensation one has
when seeing scene (a) would have the mental qualities red*, square*, L1*,
green*, triangular*, and L2*. And the sensation one has when seeing scene (b)
would have the mental qualities green*, square*, L1*, red*, triangular*, and L2*.
Since those sensations would have exactly the same mental qualities, they would
be identical sensations. But if those sensations are identical, they could not
enable one to see the difference between scene (a) and scene (b).
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Clark argues that this consideration shows we do not sense the locations
of stimuli in virtue of having sensations with mental locations. Rather, he claims,
we sense the locations of stimuli in virtue of having sensory names that fire in
conjunction with sensations of other perceptible properties, e.g., colors and
shape. Sensory names, according to Clark, serve to bind distinct mental
qualities in the right ways, e.g., binding red* with square* and green* with
triangular* when one sees scene (a), and binding green* with square* and red*
with triangular* when seeing scene (b).
But it could be that sensations have mental qualities that enable one to
sense the locations of stimuli and that those mental qualities play a special role in
sensing combinations of distinct properties, such as color and shape. So Clark’s
view that the mechanisms in virtue of which one senses the locations of stimuli
play a special role in binding separate mental qualities pertaining to, e.g., color
and shape is compatible with the view that those mechanisms are mental
qualities.
I’ll discuss this issue at length in chapter 4. There I argue that we need
not commit to the view that the mechanisms in virtue of which one senses the
locations of stimuli play a special role in sensing feature conjunctions. Rather, I
argue, distinct mental qualities such as colors* and shapes* are interdependent
and need not be bound by a separate mechanism.
Not only is the view that sensations have mental qualities pertaining to the
perceptible locations of stimuli compatible with Clark’s view that there are
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neurophysiological states that enable one to sense the locations of stimuli, but
we cannot identify the neurophysiological states enabling sensory localization
without first identifying those states by their distinctly mental properties.
Identifying the neurophysiological state that enables one to see something in the
center of one’s visual field requires that we have some way of picking out that
state independent of its neurophysiological properties. We do not do this just by
identifying properties of sensory receptors, or by identifying neural activation
patterns. Rather, we pick out the state by the role it plays in enabling one to
sense stimuli, and by the properties in virtue of which that state plays that role.
Since sensing is a folk psychological phenomenon, the state that plays that role
is a mental state, i.e., a sensation, and we pick it out by its mental properties,
specifically the mental properties in virtue of which that state enables one to
sense the perceptible properties of stimuli. Since such sensations enable one to
sense different locations of objects, those states have properties that pertain in
some way to the locations of those objects. So picking out the
neurophysiological states that enable one to sense the locations of objects is a
matter of picking out a sensation in respect of its mental qualities pertaining to
those locations.
We determine that firings of particular receptor groups and neural
mechanisms enable one to sense the locations of objects by discovering that
those firings occur whenever subjects sense the locations of objects. To
determine which receptor groups are firing, we monitor neurophysiological
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activity in the subjects. To determine what the subject is sensing, we monitor the
subject’s overt and verbal behavior. If the subject reports having a sensation of
something red in the center of the visual field, e.g., we infer that the subject has a
sensation of something red in the center of the visual field. If the subject exhibits
some other behavior indicating that the subject sees a red stimulus in the center
of the visual field, we infer that the subject has a sensation of a red stimulus
there, i.e., we infer that the subject has a mental state with properties pertaining
to the color and location of that stimulus. To determine what neurophysiological
mechanisms underlie the subject’s seeing a red stimulus at the center of the
visual field, we monitor the subject’s neural activity while the subject exhibits the
effects of seeing that stimulus, which in turn shows that the subject is in a state in
virtue of which the subject sees that stimulus, i.e., a sensation of a red stimulus
in the center of the visual field. So identifying Clark’s sensory names in the first
place depends on our picking out the sensations in virtue of which one senses
the locations of objects. Again, it is not clear why Clark thinks sensory names
provide an alternative to such mental qualities.
Given that homomorphism theory accounts for our sensing the spatial
properties of stimuli, and it accounts for the introspectible qualitative character of
the sensations in virtue of which we do so, homomorphism theory best explains
the nature of the properties in respect of which we individuate sensations of
objects’ spatial properties. According to this view, a visual sensation of a 40 ft.
tall red square off to the left is not itself 40 ft. tall, square, or off to the left, just as
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it is not red. Rather, that visual sensation has mental qualities that represent the
perceptible size, color, shape, and location of that object. And those mental
qualities represent those perceptible properties in virtue of resembling and
differing from other mental qualities in their respective quality families in ways
parallel to the ways the perceptible size, color, shape, and location resemble and
differ from other perceptible properties in their respective families of properties.
For example, just as perceptible squares are more similar to perceptible
rectangles than perceptible triangles, square* is more similar to rectangular* than
triangular*.
The mental qualities homomorphism theory posits to explain the
qualitative character of sensing and perception are representational properties.
They are representational because they encode information about the
perceptible properties of the stimuli one senses. And it is because mental
qualities encode such information that they are able to fill the perceptual roles
they fill.

7. Peacocke’s Argument for Nonrepresentational Mental Qualities
Christopher Peacocke (1983) argues that an explanation of the qualitative
character of perceptual experience involves more than just an account of the
properties of those experiences in virtue of which one perceives stimuli.
Perceptual experiences, he argues, have nonrepresentational features as well.
Peacocke cites the phenomenon of size constancy to illustrate this point.
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When one sees two trees of the same height but at different distances from one,
one’s visual experience represents the trees as being the same height, so one
perceives the two trees as being the same height. ‘‘Yet,’’ writes Peacocke,
‘‘there is also some sense in which the nearer tree occupies more of your visual
field than the more distant tree. This is as much a feature of your experience
itself as is its representing the trees as being the same height’’ (1983, p. 12).
But, Peacocke claims, “… no veridical experience can represent one tree as
larger than another and also as the same size as the other” (1983, p. 12). So, he
concludes, the aspect of one’s visual experience whereby the closer tree
occupies more of one’s visual field than the farther tree is a nonrepresentational
aspect of that experience.
Peacocke calls such nonrepresentational aspects of perceptual
experiences sensational properties. According to this view, though one’s visual
experiences of the two trees represent them as being the same size, one’s
experience of the closer tree differs from one’s experience of the farther tree in
respect of some nonrepresentational sensational property. Peacocke holds that
we can best explain the way in which the closer tree occupies more of the visual
field than the farther tree, or looks in some way larger than the farther tree, in
terms of the view that the experience of the closer tree and the experience of the
farther tree differ in respect of their sensational properties.
Peacocke refers to sensational properties with primed predicates.
Accordingly, the visual experience of the closer tree is large’, and the visual
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experience of the farther tree is small’.
This account extends to perceptual experiences of other spatial properties
of objects, not just their sizes. For example, when one sees circular objects,
such as pennies, tilted slightly away from one’s line of sight, one usually sees
them as being circular. However, such circular objects look in some way similar
to elliptical objects presented perpendicular to one’s line of sight, even though
one does not see the circular objects as being elliptical. On Peacocke’s view,
this is because one’s visual experience of a circular object tilted away from one’s
line of sight has a sensational property, elliptical’, that one’s visual experiences of
elliptical objects presented perpendicular to one’s line of sight also have.12
Peacocke’s argument that perceptual experiences have
nonrepresentational properties, i.e., sensational properties, rests on the
assumption that those perceptual experiences would represent contradictions if
all of their properties were representational. And that assumption rests in turn on
the further assumption that if one’s perceptual experiences represented the
closer tree in Peacocke’s example as occupying more of one’s visual field than
the farther tree, as Peacocke describes the situation, one’s experience would
represent the two trees as being different sizes.
But perhaps one’s visual experience represents one tree as having the
feature Peacocke describes as occupying more of one’s visual field than the
other tree in virtue of representing those trees as differing in some property other

12

Peacocke also applies this view to visual experiences of colors.
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than their sizes. If so, it could be that a visual experience that represents the two
trees as being the same size and as occupying different portions of the visual
field does not have contradictory representational content. On such a view, we
need not commit to nonrepresentational properties of visual experiences to
account for such cases. But we must then determine what properties of the trees
other than their sizes one’s visual experiences represent such that we describe
the closer tree as occupying more of one’s visual field than the farther tree, or
such that we claim that the closer tree looks in some way larger than the farther
tree.
The two trees do in fact differ in respect of some property other than their
sizes. The two trees are located at different distances from the perceiver. So,
perhaps, we can best explain the way in which one tree occupies more of the
visual field than the other tree, or the sense in which one tree looks in some way
larger than the other tree, in terms of the visual experience’s representing the
trees as being located at different distances from one.
But this fails to account for the phenomenon Peacocke describes. Two
trees at different distances could occupy the same amount of one’s visual field,
or look in some way the same size, if those trees are different sizes. And two
trees located the same distance away from the perceiver could occupy different
amounts of the perceiver’s visual field if those trees are different sizes. So the
additional aspect of visual experience that Peacocke describes in terms of one
tree’s occupying more of the visual field than the other tree is not simply a
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function of one’s seeing the two trees as being located at different distances from
one.
Still, even though the additional aspects of one’s visual experiences of the
trees do not represent the sizes or distances of those trees, such additional
aspects of visual experiences do bear nonarbitrary relations to the sizes and
distances of such stimuli. One’s visual experiences of two trees of the same size
and at the same distance away do not differ in respect of this additional aspect.
And it is by altering the sizes and distances of stimuli that we change this aspect
of our experiences. So the additional aspect of visual experience that Peacocke
attempts to explain in terms of sensational properties is a function of the size and
distance of a stimulus, even though it is not a function of either size or distance
individually.
That the additional aspects of these visual experiences bear nonarbitrary
relations to the sizes and distances of stimuli is also suggested by the way we
describe the additional aspects. It is arguably most natural to describe such
aspects of one’s experience of the two trees using size predicates, as Peacocke
does. And perhaps, as Peacocke suggests, one would describe the trees
themselves as in some way looking different in size, or as occupying different
portions of the visual field.
However, it is important to be careful when drawing conclusions based on
these ways of describing such aspects of one’s perceptual experiences. The
way Peacocke describes things is problematic. He claims that the closer tree
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occupies more of one’s visual field than the farther tree. But this is not how
ordinary perceivers describe such cases. If ‘visual field’ is a commonsense
expression, it is arguably used to refer to the three-dimensional space in which
the objects one sees are located. But the two trees in Peacocke’s example are
the same size, so they occupy the same amounts of the three-dimensional visual
field. Moreover, since one sees the two trees in Peacocke’s example as being
the same size, one sees them as occupying the same amount of space within
such a three-dimensional visual field. And one would not claim that the trees
appear to occupy different amounts of that three-dimensional space. So, ‘visual
field’, as Peacocke uses it, is presumably a technical expression, not one that
ordinary perceivers would use to describe such cases.
Perhaps ordinary perceivers would describe the closer tree as looking in
some way larger than the farther tree. This way of describing the ways the trees
look reveals that we are not describing them simply in terms of the sizes they
look to be, but that the additional aspect we are describing is in some way related
to the sizes of the trees. If in such cases we are describing nonrepresentational
aspects of our experiences, as Peacocke argues, then we must explain why we
use size predicates to describe them, and why we describe the trees themselves
as looking different from each other. On the other hand, perhaps we describe
such cases using size predicates because the additional aspects of our
experiences represent perceptible properties of stimuli that relate in some
nonarbitrary way to the sizes of those stimuli. If so, we must determine what
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those properties are and how they relate to the sizes of stimuli.
The two trees in Peacocke’s example do in fact differ in respect of
properties distinct from but related to both their distances from the perceiver and
their sizes. So, perhaps, one’s visual experiences represent the two trees as
differing in respect of those properties.
The two trees project retinal images of different sizes; the two trees
subtend different retinal angles. So the trees must differ in respect of some
property in virtue of which they subtend those different retinal angles. And two
trees of different sizes and at different distances from one could subtend the
same retinal angles, so they could project retinal images of the same size. So
such trees have some property in common in virtue of which they project retinal
images of the same size, even though the trees themselves are not the same
size. Such properties are a function of both an object’s distance from the
perceiver and its size.
Perhaps one’s visual experiences of the two trees represent those
properties in virtue of which the trees subtend the retinal angles they subtend.
Since those properties are distinct from the sizes of the trees, a visual experience
could represent the trees as differing in respect of those properties without
representing the trees as differing in respect of size. In that case, one’s visual
experience could represent the trees as differing in respect of the properties in
virtue of which the trees subtend different retinal angles while also representing
the trees as being the same size. If so, we need not countenance
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nonrepresentational properties of visual experiences to account for the additional
aspect of visual experience that Peacocke describes.
The property in virtue of which an object projects a retinal image of a
certain size is a property that object has in relation to the perceiver, since the
property is a function not only of the size of the object but also of its distance
from the perceiver. I’ll call these perceiver-relative properties P-properties, and
I’ll prefix a ‘P’ to a predicate to refer to the corresponding P-property.13 For
example, I’ll call the property in virtue of which an object subtends a particular
retinal angle the object’s P-size.
On this view, when one sees two trees of the same size but at different
distances from one, one might describe the closer tree as occupying more of
one’s visual field than the farther tree, or one might describe the closer tree as
looking in some way larger than the farther tree, because one’s visual experience
represents the trees as having different P-sizes. And, again, the trees do in fact
have different P-sizes; if they did not, they would project retinal images of the
same size.
If this view is correct, then one’s experience could represent the two trees
as being the same size while also representing them as looking in some way
different in size, or, as Peacocke describes the case, as occupying different
portions of one’s visual field. In this case, one’s experience represents the trees
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Alva Noë (2004) uses the same notation to refer to such properties, which
he calls perspectival properties. I’ll discuss Noë’s treatment of our perceiving
these properties in the next chapter.
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as being the same size but as having different P-sizes; one’s experience
represents the closer tree as P-larger than the farther tree. If so, one’s visual
experience does not have contradictory representational content.
But Peacocke rejects a similar account due to Irvin Rock (1975).
According to Rock, in normal perception one perceives at least two distinct but
related stimuli at once. One perceives what Rock calls the distal stimulus, the
object at some distance from one’s eyes, and one perceives what Rock calls the
proximal stimulus, the image on the retina that distal stimulus causes. On this
view, when one sees the size of an object, one sees both the size of the distal
stimulus and the size of the proximal stimulus, i.e., the retinal angle the distal
stimulus subtends. Accordingly, one sees the two trees in Peacocke’s example
as being the same size because one’s visual experience represents the trees as
being the same size. And the closer tree in some way occupies more of the
visual field than the other tree, or looks in some way larger than the other tree,
not because one’s visual experience represents the trees as being different
sizes, but because one’s visual experience represents the proximal stimuli
caused by the trees as being different sizes. Since the distal and proximal stimuli
are distinct, this experience would not represent a contradiction.
However, according to Peacocke, in order for one’s experience to
represent a property of a stimulus, one must posses the concept of that property.
If Rock’s view is correct, he argues, one must have the sophisticated concept of
a retinal angle to have the experience one has when one sees the two trees
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(1983, pp. 19-20). But, Peacocke argues, we need not have the concept of a
retinal angle to have such an experience. He claims that “… for an
unsophisticated perceiver who does not have the concept of subtended angle it
is nevertheless true that one object takes up more of his visual field than another,
just as it does for a more sophisticated theorist” (1983, p. 20). If Peacocke is
right, the view that one’s visual experience represents the proximal stimuli as
subtending different retinal angles does not help explain the aspect whereby the
two trees occupy different amounts of one’s visual field, or look in some way
different in size.
Nevertheless, it could be that one’s visual experience represents the two
trees as having different P-sizes without representing the visual angles
subtended by the trees as such. The P-size of a tree is a property of the tree
itself; it is thus a property of the distal stimulus, not a property of the proximal
stimulus. The P-size of an object one sees is in fact the property in virtue of
which that object subtends the particular retinal angle it subtends. But the P-size
of an object has effects other than subtending a particular retinal angle. For
example, if two objects of the same size are positioned at different distances
from a mirror, the closer object will produce a larger reflection than the farther
object. That is, the reflection of the closer object will occupy a larger region of
the mirror’s surface than the reflection of the farther tree will. Likewise, an object
close to a surface will cast a smaller shadow on that surface than an object of the
same size that is farther away from the surface, assuming that the light source is
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located directly behind the two objects. If the two objects did not differ in respect
of some property, they would not produce reflections and shadows of different
sizes. It could be that when one perceives the P-size of an object, one does so
in virtue of having some concept of a property with such effects, even if one does
not have the concept of a subtended angle or the concept of a retina.
Further, it is widely held that for one to perceive the properties of stimuli,
such as their sizes and shapes, vision must compute those properties from
properties those objects have in relation to the perceiver (see, e.g., Marr, 1982).14
This is most often discussed in regard to the problem of inverse optics, the
problem of explaining how one sees stimuli as having invariant, perceiverindependent properties given the impoverished, perceiver-dependent nature of
visual stimulation. Size and distance perception provide examples of this
problem. Again, two objects of the same size but at different distances cause
different visual stimulation; the closer object projects a larger retinal image than
the farther object. But somehow one perceives the objects as being the same
size but at different distances. In order to enable one to perceive the invariant
properties of stimuli, the visual system must disambiguate the visual stimulation,
e.g., to determine whether the two objects are of the same size but at different
distances, different sizes and at different distances, or different sizes but at the
same distance. To compute the invariant sizes of stimuli, the visual system can
14

The view that vision computes the invariant properties of stimuli from
impoverished, ambiguous stimulation has been challenged most notably by the
psychologist James Gibson (1966, 1979) and more recently by Noë (2004). I’ll
discuss Noë’s view in the next chapter.
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exploit various depth cues to first determine how far away the stimuli are. Once
vision computes the distance of a stimulus, it can use that information to compute
its size.
One such depth cue that vision exploits to determine an object’s distance
is motion parallax. When one moves one’s eyes while looking at an object, the
retinal stimulation caused by that object also moves. And the retinal stimulation
caused by an object nearby moves more with a movement of one’s eyes than the
retinal stimulation caused by an object further away. So the visual system can
use information about changes in retinal stimulation caused by eye movements
to disambiguate the retinal stimulation and determine how far away a stimulus is.
Once vision determines how far away the stimulus is, it can then compute its size
using principles of trigonometry. Specifically, vision could compute the height of
an object as the product of the distance of that object and the tangent of the
retinal angle the object subtends. Of course, one need not understand
trigonometry for vision to perform such computations. Rather, these
computations are performed subpersonally.
But to perform such computations, vision must form representations of the
visual stimulation caused by the distal stimulus. And the properties of the retinal
stimulation, as well as those of the subsequent visual representations caused by
that retinal stimulation, correspond to the properties of the distal stimulus that
cause them. But the properties of the visual representations do not correspond
to the sizes of those stimuli and they do not correspond to the distances of those
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stimuli, since stimuli of various sizes and distances can cause the same retinal
stimulation. Stimuli of different sizes and distances cause the same retinal
stimulation because they have certain properties in common, i.e., P-properties.
So vision enables one to perceive invariant, perceiver-independent properties of
distal stimuli in virtue of performing computations on representations of
perceiver-dependent properties, such as P-properties.
If vision uses representations of P-properties to enable perception of
invariant, perceiver-independent properties, perhaps we can best explain the
aspect of visual experience Peacocke describes as an object’s occupying more
of one’s visual field than another object of the same size in terms of one’s having
visual representations of the different P-sizes of those objects.
If Peacocke is right that one’s perceptual experiences can represent only
those properties one has concepts of, then anyone who sees the two trees in
Peacocke’s example as being the same size arguably has concepts of Pproperties. On the other hand, perhaps the visual system represents Pproperties without one’s possessing concepts of those P-properties. If so,
Peacocke is wrong that representing properties requires concepts of those
properties.15 In fact, Peacocke (1992, 2001) himself argues for such

15

Perhaps Peacocke would claim that what I call representations of Pproperties are what he would call states with informational content; i.e., states
that carry information about a stimulus but that do so in a referentially
transparent, nonconceptual way. Peacocke claims that he is not arguing that
intrinsic, sensational properties of experience are determined by informational
content (1983, p. 8). So, Peacocke might argue, our views are compatible.
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nonconceptual perceptual representation.

8. Nonconceptual Representational Content
Common sense distinguishes between qualitative and intentional aspects
of perception. Inasmuch as one can see that there is, e.g., a Coke can on the
table, one’s visual perception must involve an intentional state about the Coke
can. And one could not have such an intentional state if one did not have a
concept of a Coke can. However, common sense is arguably not committed to
the view that the qualitative aspects of perceiving also require such concepts.
Presumably, one can have a sensation of a Coke can without perceiving it as a
Coke can. Nevertheless, common sense also holds that one’s visual sensations
do in fact play a role in perception. So sensations, according to common sense,
do in fact represent perceptible stimuli in some way. Perhaps sensations
represent stimuli nonconceptually, i.e., independent of the concepts required for
one to have intentional states about those stimuli. If so, perhaps one’s
sensations represent P-properties independently of one’s having any concepts of

However, Peacocke also claims that sensational properties are “… properties
an experience has in virtue of some aspect—other than its representational
content—of what it is like to have that experience” (1983, p. 5). Since there is
something it is like to have an experience only when one is conscious of one’s
experience, sensational properties are determined by the way one is conscious
of one’s experience. But information-carrying states need not be intrinsic,
conscious states. So establishing that experiences involve information-carrying
states does not establish that they have intrinsically conscious properties. Even
if my use of ‘representational’ is so broad as to include informational content, my
argument still denies that Peacocke has established that experiences have
sensational properties.
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P-properties. In that case, it could be that the problematic difference between
one’s visual experience of the closer tree and one’s experience of the farther tree
that Peacocke discusses is a function of those experiences’ nonconceptually
representing the trees as having different P-sizes.
In fact, Peacocke (1992, 2001) is one of the strongest proponents of the
view that perception has nonconceptual representational content in addition to
conceptual content.16 However, he claims that the issue of nonconceptual
content is independent of the issues surrounding sensational properties,
suggesting that he thinks perception has nonrepresentational sensational
properties, even if it also has nonconceptual representational content.
I will first discuss several arguments for the view that perception has
nonconceptual representational content. I will then argue that if perception has
such nonconceptual representational content, we need not commit to the
existence of nonrepresentational sensational properties. Finally, I’ll argue that
homomorphism theory best accounts for nonconceptual representation and for
the problematic aspects of perceptual experiences that Peacocke (1983)
attempts to explain in terms of nonrepresentational sensational properties.
Peacocke’s arguments for the existence of nonconceptual
representational content depend on his views of conceptual content. He argues
that giving a noncircular explanation of what it is for one to possess a perceptual
16

José Luis Bermúdez (1998), Tim Crane (1988a, b), Adrian Cussins (1990),
Fred Dretske (1995), Gareth Evans (1982), Susan Hurley (1998), and Michael
Tye (1995) also argue that perception has nonconceptual content.
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concept, such as the concept of the color red or the concept of a square, requires
nonconceptual content. According to Peacocke, concepts are to be individuated
by their so-called possession conditions, which describe their functional roles.
Perceptual concepts, such as the concept of the color red or the concept of a
square, are to be individuated by their roles in the formation of perceptual
judgments.

Peacocke writes:

We may individuate a perceptual concept C in part by a statement
of this form: it is that concept C to possess which a thinker must be
willing to judge that certain things are C in such and such
circumstances in which he perceptually experiences them as falling
under C… (1992, pp. 88–89)

Accordingly, the possession conditions for the perceptual concept of a
square are as follows:

The perceptual concept of a square is that concept to possess
which a thinker must be willing to judge that certain things are
square in such and such circumstances in which he perceptually
experiences them as falling under the concept of a square.
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On Peacocke’s view of concepts, one has the concept of a square if one can
judge, or think, that something one sees is square based on one’s seeing that
that thing is square. But, Peacocke argues, such possession conditions for the
concept of a square are circular if one must already possess the concept of a
square in order to see something as square. So, he concludes, seeing
something as square does not require that one possesses the concept of a
square. Rather, seeing something as square involves nonconceptual
representational content.
Adrian Cussins (1990) and Peacocke (2001) offer a similar argument for
nonconceptual representational content. They argue that one could not acquire
perceptual concepts, such as the concept of a square, if perceptual experience
did not already have nonconceptual content. For example, if seeing a square
does not involve a nonconceptual representation of a square, then one could not
learn the concept of a square by seeing a square, since seeing a square would
require that one already has the concept of a square. So if perceptual
experiences, such as those involved in seeing squares, do not have
nonconceptual content, then perceptual concepts, such as the concept of a
square, are innate. Since such concepts are not innate, Cussins and Peacocke
hold, perceptual experiences have nonconceptual content.
Peacocke also argues that if perceptual experiences did not have
nonconceptual content, those experiences could not rationally justify one’s
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perceptual beliefs (1992, p. 80). When one sees a red square off to the left, one
forms the perceptual belief that there is a red square object off to the left. And
that perceptual belief is based on one’s seeing such an object. If seeing that
object does not involve a representation of it as a red square off to the left, then
seeing the object does not rationally justify one’s belief that there is a red square
object off to the left. If such perceptual beliefs are in most cases rationally
justified, as Peacocke assumes, perceptual experiences have nonconceptual
representational content.
We can give a similar argument without committing to the rational
justification of perceptual beliefs. One’s perceptual beliefs are reliable, i.e., they
are usually true. If one’s perceptual beliefs were not usually true, one would not
form them. And one’s perceptual beliefs are caused by one’s perceptual
experiences. So one’s perceptual experiences are reliable indicators of the
properties of stimuli. This in turn suggests that one’s perceptual experiences
represent those stimuli.
Peacocke also claims that we can best explain the fine-grained nature of
perceptual experience in terms of nonconceptual representational contents
(1992, pp. 67-68). According to Peacocke, the amount of detail of one’s
perceptual experiences outstrips the conceptual content of those experiences.
For example, when one describes the shapes of mountains one is looking at,
one’s description is much less specific than one’s visual experience; one’s
description of the shapes of the mountains applies equally well to other mountain
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ranges, but one has different visual experiences when seeing those different
mountain ranges. One’s perceptual experiences thus represent perceptible
details that one’s descriptions, and thus one’s concepts, fail to represent.
Tim Crane (1988a, 1988b) offers yet another argument for nonconceptual
representational content. According to Crane, certain illusions present problems
for the view that the representational contents of perceptual experiences are
exhausted by their conceptual contents, i.e., the contents of intentional states
such as beliefs. For example, when one sees a straight stick in water, the stick
looks in some way that is perhaps best described as broken or bent. However,
one believes that the stick is straight and intact. So we must explain how
something can look in some way broken when one believes it is intact.
Some, e.g., David Armstrong (1968) and George Pitcher (1971) claim that
we can best explain such cases in terms of the view that one has distinct
contradictory beliefs. When one sees the stick in water, they argue, one has
both the belief that the stick is straight and intact and the belief that the stick is
bent or broken.
But, Crane argues, when one discovers that one’s beliefs are false, one
ceases to hold those beliefs. If one believes that the stick is in fact broken, as
Armstrong and Pitcher claim, one would stop believing that the stick in the water
is broken when one discovers that it is intact. But discovering that the stick is not
in fact broken does not eliminate the illusion; those who are aware that the stick
is intact still experience the illusion. So, Crane concludes, the illusion does not
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result from one’s believing that the stick is broken.
Rather, Crane claims that the mental state in virtue of which the stick
looks in some way broken is informationally encapsulated, in Jerry Fodor’s
(1983) sense; that state is unaffected by other mental states one has. And,
Crane further claims, this suggests that perceptual experiences have two distinct
kinds of contents, conceptual contents, which are affected by one’s other mental
states, and nonconceptual contents, which are not affected by one’s other mental
states. Accordingly, the stick looks in some way broken because one’s visual
experience nonconceptually represents it as broken, even though one believes
that the stick is intact and one does not believe that the stick is broken.
If perceptual experiences do in fact have nonconceptual representational
content, i.e., if they represent features of stimuli independent of the concepts of
those features, then we can explain the problematic additional aspect of visual
experience that Peacocke (1983) describes without committing to the
nonrepresentational features of perceptual experiences he commits to. It could
be that when one sees two trees of the same size but at different distances,
one’s visual experience nonconceptually represents the closer tree and the
farther tree as having different P-sizes, the properties in virtue of which those
trees subtend different retinal angles. In this case, we describe the closer tree as
looking in some way larger than the farther tree, or as occupying more of the
visual field than the other tree, because one’s experiences of the trees
nonconceptually represent them as having different P-sizes. If so, one need not
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have the concept of a P-size in order to perceive a P-size.
One might object to the above arguments for nonconceptual
representational content on a number of grounds.17 For example, one might
argue, against Cussins and Peacocke, that there is no reason to think that
perceptual concepts are not innate. Or one might argue, against Peacocke, that
one could describe a complex stimulus, such as a craggy mountain range, in
such detail that one’s description would in fact capture all of the visible detail of
that stimulus. Nevertheless, common sense arguably holds that the qualitative
states, i.e., sensations, involved in perception are not conceptual in the way that
intentional states, such as perceptual beliefs, are. And common sense also
arguably holds that those qualitative states play perceptual roles. So, if we can
explain how sensations represent the perceptible properties of objects, we need
not commit to the existence of nonrepresentational sensational properties to
account for the phenomenon Peacocke describes in his example of the visual
experience of the two trees.

9. Homomorphism Theory and Sensory Representation
We can explain how the qualitative states involved in perception represent
perceptible properties independently of one’s having the concepts of those
perceptible properties in terms of homomorphism theory. Again, according to
homomorphism theory, sensations enable one to sense the properties of stimuli
17

John McDowell (1994) and Bill Brewer (1999) both argue against the
existence of nonconceptual perceptual content.
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in virtue of having mental analogues of those properties. And those mental
analogues pertain to their perceptible counterparts by way of homomorphisms
between families of mental qualities and families of perceptible properties. The
relations of similarity and difference that, e.g., mental shapes bear to each other
parallel the relations of similarity and difference that perceptible shapes bear to
each other. Accordingly, the mental quality of a visual sensation of a square,
e.g., represents a perceptible square in virtue of resembling and differing from
other mental shapes in ways parallel to the ways that perceptible squares
resemble and differ from other perceptible shapes. Just as perceptible squares
are more similar to perceptible rectangles than perceptible triangles, mental
square, or square*, is more similar to mental rectangular, or rectangular*, than to
mental triangular, or triangular*.
Nevertheless, such mental qualities are not concepts, since concepts
arguably do not represent properties and objects in virtue of homomorphisms
between families of concepts and families of properties or objects. Concepts do
not form families in the ways that mental qualities do. So mental qualities
arguably represent perceptible properties nonconceptually.
Homomorphism theory also accounts for the additional aspects of
perceptual experience that Peacocke (1983) discusses in his example of one’s
visual experience of the two trees, and it does so without committing to the
existence of any nonrepresentational sensational properties of perceptual
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experiences.18
As I argued above, objects have perceiver-relative properties, or Pproperties. And two objects of the same size but at different distances from a
perceiver have different P-properties in virtue of which they subtend different
retinal angles; those objects have different P-sizes. And when one sees the two
objects, one sees their P-sizes. As I argued above, seeing the size of an object
and seeing how far away the object is located depends on one’s seeing the Psize of the object. When one sees two objects of the same size but at different
distances, one sees those objects as being the same size and as being at
different distances away. But one also sees their different P-sizes. We can best
explain how one sees the P-sizes, and other P-properties of objects, in terms of
the view that one’s sensations have mental qualities that represent those Pproperties.
On this view, when one sees the two trees in Peacocke’s example, one’s
visual sensation of the closer tree has a mental quality that pertains to that tree’s
P-size, and one’s visual sensation of the farther tree has a mental quality that
pertains to a different P-size. One’s visual sensation of the closer tree is Plarge*, and one’s visual sensation of the farther tree is P-small*. Further, the
mental quality of one’s sensation pertaining to the P-size of the closer tree could
18

I am of course not arguing that perceptual experiences have no
nonrepresentational properties, just that we need not commit to their having
nonrepresentational sensational properties to account for Peacocke’s example.
Perceptual experiences do of course have nonrepresentational properties. My
current visual experience, e.g., has the nonrepresentational property of occurring
at 5:30 pm.
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resemble the mental quality of one’s sensation pertaining to the P-size of a larger
tree at a different distance more than it resembles the mental quality of one’s
sensation pertaining to the farther tree in Peacocke’s example. Two trees of
different sizes and distances sometimes look in some way the same size, or
occupy the same amount of the visual field, because those trees cause
sensations with the same mental qualities pertaining to P-size, i.e., they cause
sensations with the same P-sizes*.
Homomorphism theory explains how sensations represent the Pproperties of objects. When one sees an object, one has a visual sensation with
mental qualities that resemble and differ from other such mental qualities in ways
parallel to the ways the P-properties of the object resemble and differ from other
P-properties. For example, the P-size of a 10 ft. tall object 10 ft. away from one
is more similar to the P-size of a 10 ft. tall object 9 ft. away than the P-size of a
10 ft. tall object 20 ft. away. Likewise, the visual sensation one has when seeing
a 10 ft. tall object 10 ft. away has a mental P-size, or P-size*, that resembles the
P-size* of a visual sensation of a 10 ft. tall object 9 ft. away more than it
resembles the P-size* of a visual sensation of a 10 ft. tall object 20 ft. away. The
visual sensations one has when seeing the two trees in Peacocke’s example
have different P-sizes*; one’s visual sensation of the closer tree is P-larger* than
one’s visual sensation of the farther tree.
Homomorphism theory also accounts for our sensing P-properties of
objects other than their P-sizes. When one sees a circular object, such as a
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penny, tilted slightly away from one’s line of sight, one’s visual sensation has a
mental P-shape, or a P-shape*. And that P-shape* is the same as the P-shape
of the visual sensation one has when seeing an elliptical object straight on; both
sensations are elliptical*. That is why we claim that circular objects tilted away
from us look in some way elliptical, or at least that they look similar to elliptical
objects seen straight on. Nevertheless, the visual system is sensitive to other
factors in virtue of which it determines the difference in shape between an
elliptical object seen straight on and a circular object tilted from one’s line of
sight. Because the visual system computes the perceiver-independent shape of
the object, one sees the titled object as circular and the elliptical object as
elliptical.
Homomorphism theory thus accounts for the qualitative character of
perceiving the spatial properties of objects without committing to
nonrepresentational, sensational properties of perception.
I have argued that we can account for the visual phenomenon Peacocke
describes without committing to nonrepresentational, sensational properties of
perceptual experiences. I argued that it could be that one’s visual experience of
the two trees in Peacocke’s example represents the trees as being the same
height while also representing them as having different perceiver-relative
properties, P-sizes. Their representing the two trees as having those different Psizes, I claimed, could account for the phenomenon by which the closer tree in
some way occupies more of one’s visual field than the farther tree. I further
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argued that such representation is arguably nonconceptual, sensory
representation, and I offered homomorphism theory as an account of such
representation.
But Peacocke offers two other arguments for the claim that we must posit
nonrepresentational, sensational properties to fully account for the qualitative
character of perceptual experiences. And it could be that these two arguments
succeed where the first fails. I will argue that they do not.
Peacocke claims there are cases in which the representational content
and some nonrepresentational, sensational aspect of perceptual experience vary
independently of each other. He claims that there are perceptual experiences
within the same sensory modality that have the same representational content
but differ in some other intrinsic, sensational respect, and that there are
perceptual experiences that differ from each other in respect of their
representational contents but that share some nonrepresentational, sensational
aspect.
Peacocke cites cases of depth perception to argue that two perceptual
experiences could have the same representational content while differing in
some nonrepresentational, sensational aspect (1983, pp. 13-16). When one
looks at an array of furniture in a room, one sees some of the items of furniture
as being behind other items; one sees the pieces of furniture as being at different
depths. And when one closes one eye and looks at the same room, one still
sees those items of furniture as being at various depths. However, Peacocke
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claims, the experience one has when looking at the room through one eye differs
from the experience one has when looking at the room through both eyes. Since
the two experiences both represent the pieces of furniture as being at various
depths, he argues, the difference between those experiences is a difference in
some nonrepresentational, sensational property associated with depth
perception.
But one might argue that the difference between these two experiences is
in fact representational. Perhaps binocular vision represents depth in some way
that differs from the way monocular vision represents depth. Since binocular
vision does in fact enable better depth perception than monocular vision,
binocular and monocular experiences of depth do in fact differ in terms of the
functional roles they play. Binocular experiences result in more accurate
judgments of depth, and more accurate behavior directed towards objects. So
binocular and monocular experiences of depth arguably differ in terms of how
they represent depth. Perhaps that functional, representational difference
between the experiences captures the difference Peacocke mentions.
However, Peacocke argues that if the difference between binocular and
monocular experiences is purely representational, “… it ought to be impossible to
conceive of cases in which the alleged sensational property is present, but in
which a representation of certain objects as being behind others in the
environment is absent” (1983, p. 14). Since, Peacocke further argues, we can in
fact conceive of such cases, we cannot account for the difference between
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monocular and binocular vision solely in terms of a difference in the
representational properties of the experiences. Rather, such experiences also
differ in respect of some nonrepresentational, sensational properties.
Peacocke’s reasoning is as follows. If the difference between the two
visual experiences of depth is a purely representational difference, e.g., a
difference in the precision or accuracy with which they represent depth, then we
could not imagine a situation in which one has an experience that does not
represent depth at all but that does have the aspect present in the binocular case
but not in the monocular case. If that difference is purely representational, then
when one imagines a case in which one’s experience does not represent depth
at all, one would imagine an experience that lacks the aspect that is present in
the binocular but not the monocular experience.
Peacocke claims that we can imagine perceptual experiences of depth
that nonetheless do not represent anything as being at any depth. And he further
argues that we could imagine a case in which one has a visual experience of
depth that has the aspect that differentiates binocular and monocular
experiences of depth, but that does not represent anything at a depth.
Peacocke’s example invokes the perceptual experiences generated by
prosthetic vision. Paul Bach-y-Rita (1972) developed a prosthetic device that
substitutes tactile stimulation for visual stimulation. The system translates
information from a video camera mounted on a pair of eye-glass frames into
vibrations on a matrix of pins placed against some patch of skin on a blind
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person’s body, e.g., on the person’s back or tongue. When properly trained,
people can use this tactile-visual substitution system (TVSS) to navigate their
environments and even to identify objects with some success. The system
provides the user with spatial information about objects and the layout of the
region of space in front of the camera. However, before subjects are fully trained
on the TVSS, there is a period during which they claim that the sensations they
have as a result of the TVSS are neither sensations of anything as existing out in
the space in front of them, nor tactile sensations of a stimulus on their skin. Still,
the sensations vary in two dimensions, corresponding to the two spatial
dimensions of the vibrotactile array causing them; in this sense, they are spatial
experiences.
Peacocke supposes that we can imagine adding a third dimension of
variation to those sensations, e.g., by adding a second camera, thus creating a
binocular TVSS. In this case, Peacocke claims, the TVSS user would have
sensations of three dimensions of space that nonetheless do not represent
anything as being at any depth. This experience, Peacocke asserts, would be an
experience of depth that does not represent depth. And, he further claims, we
could imagine that a blind person who is suddenly given binocular vision would
have a visual experience of depth that does not in fact represent anything as
being at any depth, just as the binocular-TVSS user has a TVSS experience of
depth that does not represent anything as being at any depth. When we imagine
such an experience, Peacocke assumes, we imagine an experience with the
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nonrepresentational aspect of seeing depth that is present in normal binocular
visual experiences of depth but not in normal monocular visual experiences of
depth. So, he concludes, visual experience involves such a nonrepresentational
aspect.
Peacocke’s argument rests on the assumption that there would be a stage
during which the binocular-TVSS user has sensations that do not represent
depth. And Peacocke assumes this because, at some point during their training,
TVSS users have sensations that “…do not seem to [them] to be of objects in the
space around [them]… The subjects report that the sensations are not as of
anything ‘out there’” (1983, p. 15).
But we can account for the occurrence of sensations of depth that one
nonetheless claims are not sensations of anything at any depth in terms of the
view that sensations are nonconceptual representations. The binocular-TVSS
user in Peacocke’s imaginary case has an experience with three dimensions of
variation. But that being, we imagine, reports the experience as not being of
anything at any depth. Nevertheless, even if the being reports the experience as
not being of anything at any depth, the experience could in fact represent
something at a depth. One’s reports express one’s intentional states, such as
one’s thoughts and beliefs; intentional states are prerequisites for reporting. So
one would report that one sees something at a depth, or as being out in the
space surrounding one, only if one thought that there was in fact something at a
depth. But having a nonconceptual, sensory representation without having such
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a thought is insufficient for such a report. If one had a nonconceptual, sensory
representation of something at a depth, but one did not have an accompanying
intentional, conceptual representation of something at a depth, then one would
deny seeing something at a depth while having that three-dimensional
experience. And it could be that the binocular-TVSS user Peacocke imagines
would not form the intentional representation, e.g., the belief, that there is
something at a depth because he or she has not yet forged a connection
between such intentional states and the novel nonconceptual, sensory
representations caused by the binocular TVSS. Peacocke’s example thus does
not show that binocular experiences of depth perception have some
nonrepresentational, sensational property that monocular experiences of depth
do not have.
Peacocke also claims that there are visual experiences that differ in their
representational content, but that have some nonrepresentational qualitative
aspect in common (1983, pp. 16-17). For example, imagine looking through one
eye at a wire figure in the shape of a cube, where side ABCD of the cube is in
front of side EFGH. One can at one moment see ABCD as in front of EFGH, and
at the next moment see ABCD as being behind EFGH. This aspectual switch in
how one sees the cube reflects a switch in the representational content of one’s
experience of the cube. However, Peacocke claims, there is also some aspect of
one’s experience of the cube that remains constant between these switches in
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representational content. That aspect, Peacocke claims, is a
nonrepresentational, sensational property.
Peacocke claims there is a common aspect between the experiences
because one sees that the cube has not changed, even though one sees it
differently in each case (1983, p. 16). But Peacocke does not explain why one’s
seeing the cube as invariant is not a function of the representational content of
that experience. One’s seeing that the cube isn’t changing is arguably a function
of one’s beliefs about the cube’s not changing. And such beliefs are
paradigmatic representational states.
Perhaps Peacocke would reply that we can best explain why one forms
that belief on the basis of some nonrepresentational feature that is common to
both experiences. But one could form such a belief on the basis of factors other
than a common, nonrepresentational feature of those experiences. For example,
it could be that one forms that belief because one believes that the sides of
objects, such as the cube, do not reverse themselves without those objects’
moving, and because one did not see the cube move.
In any case, perhaps this example presents a difficulty similar to that
posed by Peacocke’s example of the two trees. If at one moment one’s visual
experience represents face ABCD of the cube as being in front of face EFGH,
and at the next moment one’s experience represents ABCD as being behind
EFGH, but one’s experience also represents the cube as not changing, then
one’s experience represents a contradiction. Since an experience cannot
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represent a contradiction, Peacocke could argue, one’s experience does not
represent ABCD as being in front of EFGH at one moment, ABCD as being
behind EFGH at the next moment, and the cube as not changing throughout.
However, even if one’s initial experience of the cube represents ABCD as
being in front of EFGH, and one’s subsequent experience of the cube represents
ABCD as being behind EFGH, it could be that one does not form both the belief
that ABCD is in front of EFGH and the belief that ABCD is in back of EFGH.
Rather, it could be that one forms the belief that ABCD is in front of EFGH, and
then one has a nonconceptual visual representation of ABCD behind EFGH
without forming the belief that ABCD is in fact behind EFGH. If so, then one’s
representations of the relative positions of ABCD and EFGH do not contradict
each other, and they do not contradict one’s belief that the square does not
change while one is performing the experiential switch.
As with Peacocke’s other examples, we need not posit
nonrepresentational, sensational properties to account for this example.
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Chapter 2: Change Blindness, Part 1

1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, I argued that we sense the spatial properties of
stimuli in virtue of having sensory states, i.e., sensations, that have properties
pertaining in a specific way to those perceptible spatial properties. Such
properties of sensations, I argue, are distinctly mental, and they correspond to
the spatial properties of stimuli by way of homomorphisms between families of
perceptible spatial properties and families of mental qualities. Accordingly, a
visual sensation of a square, e.g., has a mental quality that occupies the same
position in its property family that perceptible squareness occupies in the family
of perceptible shapes; just as physical, perceptible squares resemble physical,
perceptible rectangles more than physical, perceptible triangles, the property of a
visual sensation of a square, i.e., square*, resembles rectangular* more than
triangular*. This homomorphism theory, I argued, can account for our sensing
not only shapes but also all other perceptible spatial properties, such as the
locations, sizes, orientations, and movements of objects, as well as their
nonspatial properties, such as color, texture, and temperature.
This view suggests that one sees the spatial layout of a visual scene in
virtue of having a sensation that has mental qualities representing that spatial
layout.
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But recent experiments on the phenomenon of change blindness
intuitively seem to challenge the view that one sees the spatial layout of a visual
scene in virtue of having a sensation with properties that pertain to that spatial
layout. Subjects in change-blindness experiments often fail to notice significant
changes in visual scenes. For example, one could fail to notice that a central
figure of a scene is changing locations, size, or color when that change occurs
while the scene is obscured, or while one is looking elsewhere. When subjects in
such experiments are subsequently told what in the scene changed, they
immediately notice it and express great surprise at their having missed it.
Intuitively, such change blindness poses a challenge to the view that one
sees the spatial layout of a scene in virtue of having a visual sensation with
mental qualities pertaining to the spatial properties of the scene. If one had such
sensations with such mental qualities, the sensation one had before the change
and the sensation one had after the change would presumably differ in ways
corresponding to the changed perceptible features. And, one might argue, if
one’s sensations changed, one would presumably notice that change, so one
would notice the change in the visual scene. Since one fails to notice changes in
visual scenes during change-blindness experiments, one might further argue,
one does not have such sensations with mental qualities pertaining to the spatial
layout of the visual scene. Alternatively, if we do have such sensations with
mental qualities pertaining to the spatial layout of visual scenes, as I have
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argued, we must explain why we sometimes fail to notice changes in those visual
scenes.
In this chapter, I’ll examine the psychological literature on change
blindness and several accounts of what change blindness reveals about visual
perception. I’ll focus primarily on Alva Noë’s view that change blindness
supports his so-called enactive theory of visual perception against the orthodox
view that visual perception involves visual representations, e.g., sensations, of
the spatial layout of visual scenes. I’ll argue that change blindness does not in
fact support Noë’s view, nor does it challenge the view that we see the spatial
layout of visual scenes in virtue of having sensations with mental qualities
pertaining to the spatial properties of those scenes. In so doing, I’ll argue that we
can best explain visual perception in terms of the existence of visual
representations, such as sensations, not in terms of Noë’s view that visual
perception does not rest on such representations.
Before examining Noë’s account of change blindness and visual
perception, I will first discuss a number of experiments on the phenomenon of
change blindness.

2. Experiments on Change Blindness
Change blindness occurs under a number of different conditions, including
both highly controlled experimental settings and real-life situations.
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Some of the earliest experiments on change blindness tested one’s ability
to see changes in visual stimuli when those changes occurred during saccades,
quick movements of one’s eyes that occur three or four times a second. One
usually fails to notice these eye movements, which often occur involuntarily.
However, they play a significant role in perception, enabling one to fixate a
number of stimuli in a short period of time. The early experiments on change
blindness showed that subjects often fail to notice changes to visual scenes
when those changes occur during subjects’ saccades.
The earliest of these studies examined how changing the visual properties
of text affects one’s ability to read that text. George McConkie and David Zola
(1979) tested how altering the cases of letters affects one’s ability to read a
sentence. To do so, McConkie and Zola used the so-called eye-movementcontingent display system, developed by McConkie and Keith Rayner (see
McConkie, Zola, Wolverton, and Burns, 1978), in which an eye-tracking device
monitors one’s saccades and triggers a computer to change a visual scene
during those saccades.
McConkie and Zola presented subjects with a sentence printed in
alternating capital and lowercase letters, e.g., sentence (1) below.19

1) ThE sPaCe ShUtTlE tHuNdErEd InTo ThE sKy On A cOlUmN oF sMoKe.

19

Since reading such sentences is difficult, subjects were first habituated to a
number of similar sentences, also composed of alternative capital and lowercase
letters.
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When subjects saccaded, the computer switched the case of each letter,
changing capital letters to lowercase letters and lowercase letters to capital
letters. Sentence (1), e.g., was changed to sentence (2) below.

2) tHe SpAcE sHuTtLe ThUnDeReD iNtO tHe SkY oN a CoLuMn Of SmOkE.

The computer alternated between such sentences each time the subject
saccaded.
McConkie and Zola found that subjects did not notice that the letters were
changing case. Also, before running the experiment on subjects, they ran it on
Zola, who expressed concern that the setup was malfunctioning, and that the
computer was not switching the cases of the letters at all. However, though Zola
failed to notice the changes, the experimenters whose eye movements were not
being monitored by the eye tracker easily noticed the changes as they watched
the computer screen.
John Grimes (1996) used an eye-movement-contingent display system to
test subjects’ ability to detect changes in photographs when those changes are
made during subjects’ saccades. Subjects were presented with a photograph,
e.g., of two cowboys sitting on a fence, or of a city’s skyline. Like in McConkie
and Zola’s experiment, subjects’ eye movements were monitored by an eyetracking device. As soon as a subject saccaded, the computer switched the
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photograph with another photograph that differed from the first in respect of one
prominent detail. For example, in the trials in which subjects were presented with
a photograph of two cowboys, the heads of the two cowboys were switched in
the second photograph. And in trials in which subjects were presented with a
photograph of a skyline, a prominent skyscraper was 25% larger in the second
photograph than in the first photograph.

Figure 1: Adapted from Grimes (1996)
T1

T2

Grimes presented subjects with a photograph, e.g., of two cowboys. When subjects saccaded,
something in the photograph changed, e.g., the heads of the two cowboys switched places.

Grimes found that none of the subjects shown the photographs of the
skyline noticed the change in the size of the skyscraper, and only 50% of the
subjects presented with the photographs of the cowboys noticed that their heads
were being switched. Grimes tested subjects with 10 different pairs of
photographs, and found those subjects noticed only 33% of the changes made to
those photographs.
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On one widely held view, one fails to notice changes to a visual scene
made while one is saccading because one normally sees such changes by
detecting what are called motion transients, and one’s saccades prevent one
from seeing those motion transients. Motion transients are slight flickers caused
by a changing feature that serve as a signal, stimulating visual processing of
features at that location. Saccades produce motion transients of their own, since
all retinal stimulation changes when one’s eyes move. And such changes are
much like the changes caused by a change at a single location in one’s field of
view. So saccades produce global motion transients, corresponding to changes
at every location in one’s field of view. And it could be that such global motion
transients mask the local motion transients caused by the changes in the
sentences in McConkie and Zola’s experiments and the changes in the
photographs in Grimes’s experiments.
To test whether change blindness is in fact caused by one’s failure to
detect local motion transients, and not by some other factor particular to
saccading, Ronald Rensink, Kevin O’Regan, and James Clark (1997) developed
the so-called flicker paradigm. The flicker paradigm controls for the global
motion transients produced by saccades by enacting changes in visual scenes
independently of subjects’ saccades. Subjects are presented with a picture that
briefly disappears at regular intervals. After those brief interruptions in the visual
scene, the picture reappears. However, when it reappears, the picture is
changed in respect of some significant feature. Then the picture disappears
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again for another brief interval, after which it reappears in its original form, and
the cycle begins again until the subject finally notices the change or the
experimenter ends the trial.
The pictures used in such flicker experiments, like those used in Grimes’
experiments, involve significant changes. For example, a subject is presented
with a picture that changes between an image of the Cathedral of Notre Dame in
Paris and an image of the same cathedral missing one of its two towers, or the
subject is presented with a picture of an airplane with a jet engine attached to its
wing alternating with a picture of that plane missing its jet engine.

Figure 2: Flicker Paradigm20

Subjects are briefly presented with picture A, followed by an intermittent blank screen, then by
picture A’, which differs from A in some respect, and then by another blank screen. The cycle
then begins again. In this example, the wall behind the statue is higher in A than in A’.
20

From Ron Rensink’s website, http://www.psych.ubc.ca/~rensink/flicker/.
Image reprinted with permission from Ron Rensink. For demonstrations of the
flicker paradigm, see Dan Simons’s website:
http://viscog.beckman.uiuc.edu/change/demolinks.shtml.
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Rensink et al. found that subjects often fail to notice these changes during
the first cycle of the trial, and many fail to notice them even after a minute of
cycles. However, when one sees these pictures alternating without the
intermittent blank screens, one immediately notices the changes. And when
subjects finally discover the changes, or the experimenter describes the changes
to them, the subjects are often greatly surprised that they missed the changes.
These results were also found in experiments in which changes to scenes were
made while subjects blinked (O’Regan, Deubel, Clark, and Rensink, 2000).
The flicker-paradigm experiments show that subjects fail to notice
significant changes in pictures even when those changes are made
independently of subjects’ saccades. So these experiments show that change
blindness does not result from something specific to one’s saccades. However,
since the changes are made to the pictures during the intermittent blank screens,
so when subjects do not see the pictures, those changes occur without subjects’
seeing the motion transients normally caused by such changes. So perhaps
change blindness does in fact result from one’s failure to see local motion
transients caused by local changes to scenes.
However, experiments using another paradigm challenge this view.
O’Regan, Rensink, and Clark (1996) showed that subjects often fail to notice
changes in pictures even when the motion transients produced by those changes
are visible. Motion transients due to changes made during saccades, during an
intermittent blank screen, or during a blink are not visible; they are masked by the
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global motion transients caused by one’s eye movements, they are obscured by
one’s eyelids during a blink, or they are never produced by the change, as in the
flicker paradigm. To test whether change blindness results from one’s failing to
see local motion transients, O’Regan et al. developed the so-called mudsplash
paradigm, in which a picture is changed while an unaltered part of the same
picture is briefly occluded by colored shapes simulating a splash of mud on the
windshield of a car.

Figure 3: Mudsplash Paradigm

T1

T2

T3

T4

Subjects are shown a picture at T1. At T2 a simulated mudsplash appears and the scene
changes; e.g., the heads of the two figures switch places. At T3 the simulated mudsplash
disappears. At T4 the mudsplash reappears, and the scene changes again, i.e., the heads switch
places again. The cycle then begins again.

O’Regan et al. found that subjects fail to notice significant changes in
pictures when those changes occur during such simulated mudsplashes, even
though the changes are not themselves obscured by the simulated mudsplash.
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Again, subjects easily notice those changes when they occur in the absence of a
simulated mudsplash. Since the changes are not obscured in these cases, the
motion transients they produce are not obscured either. So change blindness
can occur even when such motion transients are visible.21
However, even though the change in the scene is not obscured in
mudsplash experiments, the appearances and disappearances of the
mudsplashes themselves also present changes in the visual scenes. So it could
be that the motion transients caused by the mudsplashes mask the motion
transients caused by the change in the visual scene.
But change blindness can also occur in the absence of any disruption at
all in the visual scene, e.g., a disruption due to a saccade, blink, or intermittent
blank screen, or any distractor, such as a mudsplash. Dan Simons, Steven
Franconeri, and Rebecca Reimer (2000) and Cédric Laloyaux, Christel Devue,
Elodie David, and Axel Cleeremans (submitted) showed that subjects are even
worse at noticing significant changes in scenes when those changes occur
gradually in front of their open, functioning eyes than they are at noticing
changes that occur during flicker-paradigm experiments. In such gradual-change
experiments, subjects are presented with a scene that changes slowly over the

21

Perhaps there is some other reason to think that the mudsplashes render
the local motion transients caused by the change invisible. For example, one
might argue that the mudsplash draws one’s attention away from the change,
and thus from the location of the motion transient. If so, and if attention is
necessary for seeing, one would fail to see the local motion transient caused by
the change. I’ll discuss the view that change blindness results from a failure to
attend to a changing feature below.
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course of 12 seconds. For example, subjects are presented with a picture of a
house with a chimney. Over the course of 12 seconds, the chimney gradually
fades into the background, leaving a picture of the house without a chimney.22 At
the end of the trial, subjects were prompted to use a mouse to click on the region
of the picture that changed. They were also asked to report whether they saw a
change and, if so, whether they were confident that they saw a change where
they clicked, whether they simply guessed at the location of the change, or
whether they thought they saw a change but were not sure that they did. Both
Simons et al. and Laloyaux et al. found that subjects failed to notice a significant
number of such gradual changes to pictures.
Simons et al. also ran a flicker experiment using the image from the
beginning of the gradual-change trials and the images from the end of those
trials. In this case, the picture of the house with the chimney was presented for
11,250 msecs, then a blank screen was presented for 250 msec, and finally the
picture of the house without the chimney was presented for 11,250 msecs.
Simons et al. found that subjects in this flicker experiment were slightly more
successful at noticing changes than subjects in the trials in which the picture
changed gradually, though they still failed to notice a significant number of
changes.

22

In half of the trials, the change was reversed. In this case, such a reversal
consisted of a picture of a house without a chimney gradually morphing into a
picture of a house with a chimney.
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In the gradual-change experiments, as opposed to the flicker experiments,
the change in the picture occurs in front of one’s open, functioning eyes, and,
unlike in the saccade experiments and the mudsplash experiments, no global or
local motion transients occur that could mask the gradual change.23 Change
blindness can thus occur even when the change in the visual scene occurs in
front of one’s open, functioning eyes and in the absence of a masking change.
Massimo Turatto, Alessandro Angrilli, Veronica Mazza, Carlo Umiltà, and
Jon Driver (2002) found that change blindness occurs more often with changes in
the background of a scene than it occurs with changes in the foreground, even if
those background changes are more significant than the foreground changes.
They also found that semantic primes reduce subjects’ rates of change
blindness.
Turatto et al. presented subjects with a scene consisting of six dots, some
of which were light gray and some of which were dark gray, arranged in a circle
at the center of the screen against a background consisting of 20 alternating
black and white stripes. The initial scene appeared for 400 msecs and was
followed by a blank screen for 100 msecs. Then a second scene also consisting
of six gray dots arranged in a circle against a background of black and white
vertical stripes appeared for 400 msecs.

23

Both Simons et al. and Laloyaux et al. ran similar experiments in which an
object in one picture changed color. And Laloyaux et al. ran experiments in
which the facial expressions of people in pictures changed. The results of all of
these experiments showed significant change blindness in both the gradual and
flicker trials.
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The scene could either undergo a change after the blank screen or it could
remain the same. A foreground change consisted in each of the six dots
changing luminance, with light gray dots changing to dark gray dots and dark
gray dots changing to light gray dots. And a background change consisted in
each of the vertical stripes changing color, with black stripes changing to white
stripes and white stripes changing to black stripes.
After the second scene disappeared, subjects were to report whether they
saw any change at all.

Figure 4: Adapted from Turatto et al. (2002)

Background Change

Foreground Change

No Change

400 msecs

100 msecs

400 msecs
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The first set of trials consisted in non-cued trials in which subjects were
not primed to look for a particular kind of change. Each trial began after the
subject heard the word ‘attention’ for 500 msecs. In these trials, subjects
reported only 10% of the changes that occurred to the background. However,
this is not significantly different from the 13% rate of false alarms during trials in
which no change occurred. Further, all of the subjects in these trials expressed
surprise when they were told about the background changes they had missed.
However, subjects correctly reported 98% of the changes to the foreground dots.
Turatto et al. also found that semantic priming significantly reduces
change blindness. They ran a second block of trials in which subjects were cued
to look for a particular kind of change. Some trials began after the subject heard
the word ‘background’, indicating that if a change occurred, it would occur in the
background. And other trials began with the word ‘circles’, indicating that if any
change occured, it would occur in the foreground circles.
In these cued trials, subjects correctly reported 88% of the background
changes, suggesting that the questioning at the end of the first block of trials and
the word ‘background’ cued them to look for the changes in the background
stimuli. This suggests that change blindness is reduced by semantic priming,
which in turn suggests that the mechanisms that enable one to successfully
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notice changes, i.e., the mechanism that is inoperative during change blindness,
is susceptible to semantic priming.24
All of the change-blindness experiments I have discussed so far involve
cases in which one fails to notice changes in static images, such as photographs,
static computer images, or text. However, change blindness also occurs with
dynamic images, such as movies, and it also occurs in live situations. This
suggests that change blindness is not limited to picture perception, and it is not
an artifact of experimental settings.
Daniel Levin and Daniel Simons (1997) tested whether subjects would
notice significant changes in movie scenes when those changes occurred across
edits, e.g., when they occur during cuts from one camera to another. In the first
experiment, Levin and Simons presented subjects with a short film of two people
sitting at a table and talking. There were a total of nine film cuts during the
movie, and some element of the scene changed during each of these cuts. For
instance, one of the characters was wearing a scarf that disappeared after one
cut, and plates resting on the table in front of the people changed color during
another cut. Levin and Simons found that only one out of 90 subjects noticed
any of the changes occurring during the film.

24

Other experiments showed that subjects’ familiarity with the subject matter
of changing pictures also effects their rates of change blindness. For example,
drug users notice more changes in pictures of drug paraphernalia than people
who do not use drugs (Jones et al., 2003). And football experts notice more
changes in football scenes than non-experts (Werner and Thies, 2000).
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These changes made during the film were somewhat peripheral and
arguably unimportant to the story line. However, in a second experiment, Levin
and Simons showed subjects a film with a single character, in which the actor
playing that character changes during an edit. In one such film, a person sitting
at a desk hears a phone ring and gets up to go and answer the phone. When the
person stands up, the film cuts to a different camera angle, and the actor who
appears after that cut is different from the actor who appeared before the cut.
Subjects in these experiments were given no directions before viewing the
film, and they were asked to write a description of it afterwards. If a subject failed
to mention the change in actor, the experimenters asked the subject whether he
or she noticed the switch. Levin and Simons found that only 33% of the subjects
noticed that the actor was switched during the film.25 However, even subjects
who failed to notice the change provided otherwise detailed descriptions of the
films.
Simons and Levin (1998) also showed that change blindness occurs in
real-life situations. In their experiment, an experimenter stopped students on a
college campus to ask for directions. While the experimenter and the student

25

The pairs of actors used in these films were of the same gender and race,
had the same hair color, either both wore glasses or neither did, and they wore
similar clothing. However, in a subsequent experiment, subjects were shown
both films in which the actors were switched and films in which they were not
switched, and they were instructed to look for changes occurring during the film.
Those subjects had little trouble identifying the changes in actors. Since the
same actors were used in these films, this suggests that subjects’ failure to
notice the switch in the previous experiment was not due to the similarities
between the actors.
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were talking, two other people carrying a door rudely walked between the
experimenter and the student, interrupting their conversation. As the people
carrying the door passed between the experimenter and subject, the
experimenter changed places with one of them, and that person then stayed
behind and continued the conversation with the student.
Simons and Levin found that only half of the subjects in this experiment
noticed that the person they were speaking with after the interruption was
different from the person they were speaking with before the interruption. These
results suggest that people fail to notice significant changes in visual scenes
even in everyday life, i.e., that change blindness is not an artifact of
psychological experiments run in laboratories, nor is it an artifact of picture or
movie perception.
There are at least two crucial findings of these experiments on change
blindness. One is that people fail to notice significant changes in visual scenes,
and that such failures to notice changes occur under a variety of different
circumstances. Another interesting finding is that subjects are greatly surprised
that they fail to notice many of these changes. The first finding, one might argue,
seems to suggest something about visual perception, e.g., that we fail to see
significant features in visual scenes. The second finding, one might argue,
reflects a folk psychological committment to the view that we see a great amount
of detail in visual scenes, and perhaps that our visual experiences of visual
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scenes are themselves highly detailed. Any theory of visual perception must
account for these two findings.

3. Change Blindness and Visual Representations
Perhaps the most radical account of change blindness is the view that it
shows visual perception involves no visual representations of the spatial layouts
of visual scenes. If visual perception involved such representations, such as
sensations with mental qualities pertaining to the spatial properties of stimuli in
one’s field of view, then one’s representation would have properties pertaining to
the spatial layout of the visual scene one is currently viewing. However, one
might argue, if one sees a visual scene in virtue of having a sensation with
mental qualities pertaining to the spatial layout of that scene, it is unclear why
one would fail to notice an otherwise obvious change in that scene, e.g., a
change in the location, size, or color of a significant figure.
Alva Noë (2004, 2005; O’Regan and Noë, 2001) claims that change
blindness poses such a challenge to the view that we see visual scenes in virtue
of having visual representations, such as sensations, that represent the spatial
layouts of those scenes. In particular, Noë argues that change blindness raises
a problem for what he calls the orthodox view of visual perception, according to
which visual perception involves the construction of highly detailed, picture-like
representations of visual scenes, i.e., representations with mental qualities
representing the spatial properties of those scenes. This view, which he
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attributes to Ernst Mach (1906/1959), is motivated primarily by phenomenological
concerns. According to the orthodox view, we can best explain why visual
perception seems to present one with so much detail of visual scenes in terms of
the view that one sees such scenes by having detailed visual representations of
them. If visual perception does in fact involve such detailed representations, it is
unclear why change blindness occurs. If one sees a scene in virtue of having
detailed representations of the features of that scene, then one will presumably
have detailed representations that represent the features of the different scenes
presented in succession in change-blindness experiments. And, if the visual
representations representing the features of different, consecutively presented
scenes differ in ways pertaining to the differences between those visual scenes,
one would presumably notice the changes in those scenes. Since subjects in
change-blindness experiments often fail to notice such changes, Noë argues,
visual perception must not involve such detailed representations.
To be more precise, Noë does not claim that change blindness shows that
there are no detailed visual representations of visual scenes. He claims that
“[c]hange blindness is compatible with the existence of detailed internally stored
information about what is present to vision” (2004, p. 52). Rather, according to
Noë, “[c]hange blindness suggests that we don’t make use of detailed internal
models of the scene (even if it doesn’t show that there are no detailed internal
representations). In normal perception it seems that we don’t have online access
to detailed internal representations of the scene” (2004, p. 52). So Noë holds
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that if one made use of detailed visual representations, or if one had online
access to them, one would not fail to notice significant changes in visual scenes,
as one often does in change-blindness experiments.
Noë is presumably equating one’s using a visual representation and one’s
having online access to a visual representation. And one’s having online access
to a visual representation is arguably a matter of one’s being conscious of that
visual representation. But one could arguably use a visual representation without
being conscious of the representation, i.e., if the representation mediates visual
stimulation, other psychological states, and behavioral outputs while one is
unaware of that visual representation. So it could be that one uses visual
representations in this way, even when one fails to notice changes in visual
scenes. I’ll address this issue in the next chapter, and I’ll argue that we do in fact
use visual representations in this way, even when we fail to notice changes in
visual scenes. I’ll argue that this shows that change blindness is a failure to be
conscious of seeing a change, not a failure to see a change.
However, in this chapter I’ll address Noë’s claim that change blindness
shows that we do not use visual representations, where such use involves one’s
conscious access to those representations. I’ll argue that change blindness does
not threaten the view that visual perception involves visual representations,
though perhaps it suggests that those representations are not always highly
detailed.
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Noë claims change blindness shows that one sees very little of the visual
scene in front of one’s eyes at any given moment. According to Noë, one sees
only what one attends to. “If a change takes place when attention is directed
elsewhere, the change will tend to go unnoticed. In general, you only see that to
which you attend. If something occurs outside the scope of attention, even it it’s
perfectly visible (i.e., unobstructed, central, large), you won’t see it” (2004, p. 52).
However, Noë does not explain what he takes attention to be. So it is not
clear how to understand his claim that we see only what we attend to.
Presumably, Noë assumes that attention requires no explanation; one simply
knows what it is to attend to something.
Common sense arguably holds that visual attention is a process whereby
vision allocates more resources to processing certain select stimuli than it
allocates to processing other stimuli. Accordingly, attention is a limited-capacity
mechanism that facilitates and heightens perception of some stimuli at the
expense of other stimuli.26
But, one might argue, Noë’s view that we see only what we attend to
conflicts with such commonsense theorizing about visual perception. Though we

26

This view of attention is widely held throughout psychology as well. But it
is widely debated what kind of processing attention facilitates. In chapter 4, I
discuss the views that attention facilitates our perception of combinations of
distinct features, for example when seeing combinations of color, shape, size,
and location, and that attention facilitates our ability to keep track of objects.
Other views hold that attention facilitates working memory, our conscious
awareness of our perceptions (Prinz, 2005), and our knowledge of what our
words refer to (Campbell, 2002).
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often take ourselves to see the objects we attend to better than the objects we do
not attend to, i.e., that attention somehow heightens and facilitates our
perceptual awareness of select stimuli, we do take ourselves to see objects that
we fail to attend to. Attention does not simply block out everything one is not
attending to. Also, objects one is not currently attending to often capture one’s
attention, e.g., when a flash of light draws one’s attention from what one is
currently attending to towards that flash of light. But it is unclear how the flash of
light could capture one’s attention if one did not already see the region of space
where the flash of light occurred.27
Nevertheless, perhaps Noë’s claim that change blindness undermines the
so-called orthodox view does not rest on his assumptions about the relations
between seeing and attending. Change blindness, Noë argues, shows that we
do not see a great amount of detail at once, so vision does not involve detailed
representations of visual scenes. And that could be true even if we do in fact see
more than we visually attend to. If so, perhaps we see less than the orthodox
view holds, but we see more than just those stimuli we attend to.
But, one might argue, this account of seeing conflicts with what it’s like for
one to see a visual scene. When one sees a visual scene, one seems to oneself
to see a great amount of detail at once. This is, of course, the motivation for the
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The so-called cocktail-party effect presents an auditory analogue. When
one is involved in a conversation at a cocktail, one attends to that conversation.
However, when someone involved in another conversation in the room says
one’s name, it often catches one’s attention. But it is not clear how one’s name
could catch one’s attention if one did not hear it in the first place.
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so-called orthodox view that Noë rejects. Again, according to the orthodox view,
we seem to see a great amount of detail at any given moment because we do
see a great amount of detail at any given moment; and we see a great amount of
detail at each moment because vision constructs detailed representations of all
the visible detail in the current visual scene. If Noë is right that we do not see a
great amount of detail at once, he must explain why one seems to oneself to see
a great amount of detail at once, and why one’s visual experiences themselves
seem to one to be so detailed.
Some (e.g., Blackmore et al., 1995; Dennett, 1991, 2002; O’Regan, 1992)
argue that our impression that we see a great amount of detail at once is illusory.
According to this view, we do not see a great amount of detail at once, and visual
experience is not itself highly detailed, though it seems to us that we see a great
amount of detail at once, and that our visual experiences represent a great
amount of detail at once.
But Noë claims there is no such illusion in ordinary visual perception.
Rather, he argues, it does not seem to one that one sees a great amount of
detail at once, and one’s visual experiences do not seem to one to be highly
detailed. Rather, according to Noë, we take visual experience to present us with
a great amount of detail because we can easily move in ways that will enable us
to see details that we do not currently see, and we implicitly understand how
such movements will enable us to see those details (2004, p. 63). In this way,
one is aware of the visual scene as being highly detailed, and one is aware that
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one can easily access those details. But, on Noë’s view, visual experience
presents a visual scene as detailed without presenting one with all of its details at
once.
One might argue that this view fails to explain an important aspect of
change blindness. When change-blindness subjects finally discover the change
they previously failed to notice, or when the experimenter tells them what had
been changing, subjects are greatly surprised that they failed to notice the
change right away. That subjects are so surprised is one of the main motivations
for the claim that we are under the illusion that visual experience is highly
detailed and presents one with a great amount of detail at once. Since Noë
claims that we are not under such an illusion about our visual experiences, he
must explain why change-blindness subjects are so surprised when they
discover the changes they were missing.
Noë claims that subjects are surprised, not because they think their
experiences are so detailed, but because they think they are better at noticing
changes than they in fact are (2004, p. 58). So, on Noë’s view, subjects’ surprise
about their own change blindness reveals that they overestimate the ease with
which they can access details in visual scenes, not that they overestimate the
detailed nature of visual representations involved in visual experience.
Noë motivates his so-called enactive approach to visual perception, i.e.,
the view that we see visual scenes as detailed in virtue of implicitly
understanding how one’s movements will enable one to see more detail than one
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currently sees, with a number of examples (2004, p. 60). In one such example,
Noë draws an analogy between visual perception and tactile perception. When
one grasps an object, e.g., a bottle, in one’s hand, one touches only those parts
of the object currently in contact with one’s skin. Nevertheless, one does not feel
the bottle as consisting of only those parts. Rather, one feels the bottle as
having parts that one is not touching but that one could touch if one moved one’s
hands and fingers over the surface of the bottle. According to Noë, the
impression that the bottle consists of more than those parts one is currently
touching, results from one’s understanding that if one moved one’s hands in
certain ways, one would feel other parts of the bottle.
Vision, according Noë, is analogous to touch in this way. Just as one
feels a bottle one grasps as consisting of more than just the parts one currently
touches, one experiences a visual scene as consisting of more than just those
parts that one is in fact seeing at that moment. And just as one perceives the
bottle as consisting of more parts than just those one is touching because one
understands that one will feel other parts of the bottle if one moves one’s hands
in certain ways, one perceives the visual scene as consisting in more than just
what one sees at that moment because one understands that if one moves one’s
eyes and head, one will see more than what one currently sees.
Noë illustrates his point with a visual example as well. When one sees a
cat standing behind a picket fence, one sees only the parts of the cat that show
through the fence, since the fence occludes the other parts of the cat.
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Nevertheless, one sees the cat as a whole animal, not as one consisting of only
those parts that one currently sees. According to Noë, this is because one
understands how one could move in order to see the parts of the cat that are
currently hidden from view; e.g., one understands that one could walk to the
other side of the fence, or one could peer over the top of the fence.
Noë claims that all visual perception involves one’s understanding that
one could move in certain ways to see details in the visual scene that one does
not see at that moment. Accordingly, we take our visual experiences to present
us with highly detailed visual scenes, despite our seeing only a very limited
amount of detail at each moment, because we understand that we can easily
move to see details of the visual scene that we do not currently see, not because
seeing involves the construction of detailed visual representations.

4. Sparse Visual Representations
The view that we see very little at once is of course compatible with the
view that we see stimuli in virtue of having visual representations of those stimuli
and their properties. It could be that one sees only a small subset of the visible
details of a visual scene at once, as Noë claims, but one sees those details in
virtue of having visual representations, or sensations, that represent those few
details (O’Regan, 1992; Simons & Levin, 1997). This would be the case if at any
given moment one has a visual sensation with mental qualities pertaining to only
a small subset of the visible properties present. Accordingly, when presented
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with a visual scene consisting of a green triangle off to the right and a red square
off to the left, if one has a visual sensation with mental qualities pertaining to a
green triangle off to the right but no mental qualities pertaining to a red square off
to the left, one will see the green triangle off to the right and fail to see the red
square off to the left. And it could be that one has such sparse visual
representations, but experience seems to present one with a detailed visual
scene because one implicitly understands that if one moves one’s eyes, one will
see more details that one currently sees, as Noë claims.
Representations often represent things in terms of only a small subset of
their properties. In fact, representations rarely, if ever, represent all of the
properties of an object. Most drawings and paintings, e.g., are too coarsegrained to capture every visible wrinkle and pore of a person’s face. And
cartoons represent people and objects while leaving out much of the visible
texture and 3-D shape of those objects.
Likewise, one’s visual representations doubtless fail to represent all of the
details of the objects they are representations of. And it could be that such visual
representations leave out considerably more detail than we ordinarily think we
see at a given moment. In this case, it could be that one fails to notice certain
changes during change-blindness experiments because, though one sees the
visual scene in virtue of forming a visual sensation with mental qualities
pertaining to perceptible properties of stimuli, that visual sensation lacks the
mental qualities that pertain to the perceptible properties and features
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undergoing the change. If one’s sensations fail to represent the changing
features in a scene because those sensations lack the corresponding mental
qualities, one will fail to notice the change. So the view that the visual
representations involved in seeing are sparse in representational detail could
account for change blindness.
But, according to Noë, we need not countenance visual representations at
all to explain how we see the sparse details that we do in fact see at each
moment. Rather, Noë claims, in addition to explaining why visual experience
seems to us to present a great amount of visible detail, his enactive approach to
visual perception also accounts for how we see those sparse details that we do
see at a given moment.
Noë adopts James Gibson’s (1966, 1979) view that seeing a stimulus
does not involve visual representations or sensations that represent the features
of that stimulus. Gibson’s rejection of visual representations is motivated, not by
surprising visual phenomena such as change blindness, but by the problem of
explaining how we see stimuli as having objective, perceiver-independent
perceptible properties, e.g., three-dimensional shapes, despite the impoverished,
perceiver-relative nature of visual stimulation. When one sees an opaque cubical
object, e.g., one sees only those sides, edges, and vertices facing one; only
those sides, edges, and vertices project an image on the retina. As one moves
around the cubical object, one sees other sides, edges, and vertices, but still only
those projecting a retinal image at that moment. So one never sees all of the
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sides, edges, and vertices of the cubical object at once; one sees at most three
sides, nine edges, and seven vertices at a time.28 And though one sees different
sides, edges, and vertices at different moments, and the visual stimulation one
receives is constantly changing as one moves, one sees the object as having an
invariant, three-dimensional shape. So we must explain how one sees such
invariant properties, such as three-dimensional shape, despite the constant
changes in visual stimulation.
According to traditional views of perception, seeing such invariant
properties of stimuli involves vision’s forming static visual representations of
stimuli pertaining to the retinal images they project, and then inferring (Fodor and
Pylyshyn, 1981; Helmholtz, 1867/1962; Rock, 1997) or computing (Marr, 1982)
the invariant properties from those static representations. According to such
views, one determines that a stimulus is, e.g., cubical, by inferring or computing
its shape from such factors as the changes in one’s visual representations
caused by the movements of one’s eyes relative to that stimulus, or by the
movements of the stimulus relative to one’s eyes.
But Gibson claimed that seeing invariant properties does not require such
computations or inferences involving visual representations (1966, p. 2). Rather,
he claimed, one sees invariant properties of objects by directly picking them up
from the light entering one’s eyes, and one directly picks up such invariant
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Of course, one can see more sides, vertices, and edges of a translucent
cube. I’ll discuss only cases of seeing opaque objects here.
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properties from the light by moving one’s sensory receptors, e.g., one’s eyes,
thus changing the sensory stimulation caused by the light (1966, p. 4).
Noë unpacks Gibson’s view that vision is sensitive to the relations
between movements of one’s eyes and changes in stimulation in terms of one’s
implicitly understanding those sensorimotor correlations. According to Noë,
seeing the invariant properties of objects, such as their shapes, depends on
one’s implicit, practical understanding of sensorimotor relations (2004, pp. 7779). On this view, one sees an object as cubical, e.g., in virtue of understanding
how one’s movements, e.g., those of one’s eyes, are changing the stimulation
the object is causing.
But one need not move at all to see a stimulus or its properties. One often
sees a cube, e.g., as a cube without moving in relation to the object. Moving
relative to a stimulus can of course change how one sees that stimulus by
enabling one to see parts of it that one failed to see earlier. But one does in fact
see the object as having an invariant shape even before one moves one’s eyes.
So Gibson and Noë must explain how one sees the properties of a stimulus
before one moves one’s eyes. And they must also explain why our ability to see
a stimulus without moving does not show that their view is false.
According to Noë, one can see a stimulus as having a particular shape,
e.g., without moving one’s eyes relative to the stimulus as long as one exercises
one’s understanding of how one’s movements could change the visual
stimulation caused by the stimulus. On this view, one can see a stimulus as
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cubical if one implicitly understands the ways in which moving one’s eyes will
change the sensory stimulation from its current state. One’s implicit
understanding of such sensorimotor correlations presumably depends on one’s
having seen a cube before, and on one’s having moved one’s eyes to visually
explore cubes on such occasions. But once one understands how moving one’s
eyes relative to a cube transforms the visual stimulation caused by cubes, one
can exercise such understanding even without moving one’s eyes. When one
sees the sides, edges, and vertices of a cube facing one, one sees the stimulus
as cubical even without moving one’s eyes because one implicitly understands
how various movements of one’s eyes relative to the stimulus will change the
visual stimulation that the stimulus is causing (2004, p. 77).
Noë claims this view also explains one’s perceiving properties other than
shape. For example, according to this enactive view, seeing something off to the
left is a function of one’s grasping certain sensorimotor correlations, e.g., that
moving one’s eyes to the left will bring the stimulus into clearer view towards the
center of one’s field of view. Likewise, seeing something as far away is partly a
function of understanding that if one moves forward, that object will in some way
occupy an increasingly larger part of one’s field of view, i.e., it will subtend an
increasingly greater visual angle, so it will project an increasingly larger retinal
image.
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5. Dissociations of Visual Perception and Action
The view that perception is intricately linked to one’s movements is of
course not at all radical. We often suppose that it is because one visually
perceives the location, shape, and size of an object that one is able to reach for
and grasp that object. And folk psychology arguably individuates visual
experiences in part by their causal connections to both motor inputs and motor
outputs. Visual experiences of cubes, according to folk psychology, are states
that are normally caused by cubes in good lighting conditions and that cause one
to reach for and grasp cubical objects when one desires to grasp such objects.
Folk psychology individuates such experiences in respect of other typical effects
as well, such as their causing one to believe that a cube is present. But visual
experiences are arguably also individuated partly in respect of their causing
certain visually guided actions.
Noë, however, goes beyond this folk psychological claim that visual
experiences often cause one’s movements. According to Noë’s enactive view,
visual experience is constitutively linked to certain movements.
However, experiments in cognitive neuroscience suggest that separate
visual processing streams underlie visual perception and visually guided action.29
And Ned Block (2005) claims that these experiments pose a problem for Noë’s
enactive view of visual perception. Noë, according to Block, holds that there is a
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For a useful philosophical discussion of the view that visual perception and
visually-guided action rest on separate processing streams, see Andy Clark
(2001).
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constitutive link between visual perception and visually guided action. So, if
perception and visually guided action rest on separate processes, Block argues,
Noë’s view of perception fails.
Some of the most striking support for the claim that vision involves
separate processing streams for visual perception and visually guided action
comes from experiments on patients with the neurological disorders visual form
agnosia and visual ataxia. Patients with visual form agnosia, which is caused by
bilateral occipital lesions destroying the ventral prestriate cortex and
disconnecting the inferior temporal lobes from visual input, are unable to report
the orientations and shapes of visual stimuli. However, these patients can
successfully perform visually guided actions, such as reaching and grasping
stimuli presented in their visual fields, indicating that they do in some way see, or
at least visually process, the orientations and shapes of those stimuli.
David Milner and Melvyn Goodale (1995) presented visual agnosic DF
with a slot the orientation of which they varied between 0, 45, 90, and 135
degrees across trials. Milner and Goodale instructed DF to report the orientation
of the slot, and then to insert either her hand or a note card into it. They found
that though DF could not report the orientation of the slot, she could easily orient
her hand or a note card to insert it into it. They take this to show that though DF
could not visually perceive the orientation of the slot, she visually processed the
information about the slot in a way that enabled her to perform the visually
guided action. And Milner and Goodale conclude that this shows that vision
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involves two separate processing streams, the ventral stream, which underlies
visual perception and is damaged in DF, and the dorsal stream, which underlies
visually guided action and remains intact in DF.
But, one might argue, this experiment does not show that visual
perception and visually guided action rest on separate processing. Rather, it
could be that DF fails to report the orientation of the slot, not because she fails to
perceive it, but because she fails to perceive it consciously. One reports only
what one perceives consciously. But nonverbal, overt behavior also reflects what
one perceives. So it could be that DF successfully orients her hand to fit it into
the slot because she visually perceives its orientation, but she fails to report the
orientation of the slot because she does not perceive it consciously.
This view rests on the assumption that conscious perception involves a
process by which one perceives stimuli and another process by which one is
conscious of perceiving those stimuli, and that the process in virtue of which one
is conscious of perceiving, but not that in virtue of which one perceives, is
damaged in DF. If so, conscious perception requires both the dorsal processing
stream, which remains intact in DF, and the ventral processing stream, which is
damaged in DF.
If this view is correct, one could not consciously perceive a stimulus
without having dorsal processing, even if one’s ventral processing stream is
intact. So one could not consciously perceive the orientation of a stimulus
without the processes underlying one’s ability to act on that orientation, unless of
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course one has some motor deficiency preventing one from performing such
actions.
But experiments on patients with optic ataxia, which results from damage
to the dorsal processing stream, suggest that the dorsal processing underlying
visuomotor actions, such as those exhibited by DF, are not identical with
unconscious perception. Rather, these experiments confirm Milner and
Goodale’s theory that visual perception and visually guided action rest on
separate processing.
Patients with optic ataxia exhibit dissociative behavior opposite to that
exhibited by patients with visual form agnosia. Optic ataxics successfully report
the orientations of stimuli, such as slots, but they fail to accurately orient their
hands to insert them into those slots (Perenin and Vighetto, 1988). Optic ataxics
thus exhibit intact perception of orientation, but disrupted visuomotor skills. If
visually guided action, such as hand orienting, in the absence of conscious
perception is best explained in terms of one’s unconsciously perceiving
orientation, then one who consciously perceives the orientation of a slot could
arguably both report the orientation of the slot and orient one’s hand to fit it into
the slot. However, optic ataxics consciously perceive the orientations of slots, as
reflected by their accurate reports of the orientations of the slots, but they fail to
orient their hands to insert them into the slots.30 This shows that the processing
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Optic ataxics can perform motor actions such as reaching and grasping, as
long as it is not visually guided. So their inability to perform visually guided
movements does not result from a motor deficiency.
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underlying visually guided action is dissociable from the processing involved in
conscious visual perception. So the processing involved in visually guided action
is not required for conscious perception. This in turn suggests that DF’s ability to
accurately orient her hand to insert it into a slot does not depend on intact,
unconscious perception of orientation.
Taken together, the occurrence of visual form agnosia and optic ataxia
show that visual perception and visuomotor skills are doubly dissociable,
suggesting that the visual processing underlying visual perception and the visual
processing underlying visually guided action are distinct.
Support for a dissociation between visual processing underlying visual
perception, on the one hand, and visuomotor processing, on the other, is not
limited to cases involving subjects with neurological disorders. Rather, there is
also evidence for such dissociations in normal subjects.
For example, Goodale and Kelly Murphy (1997) showed that subjects
perceive the sizes of visual stimuli presented foveally more accurately than they
perceive the sizes of visual stimuli presented peripherally, but visual processing
for visually guided action towards peripherally presented stimuli is not less
accurate than visual processing for visually guided action towards foveally
presented stimuli.
Goodale and Murphy presented subjects with both a perceptual task and a
visuomotor task. In the perceptual task, subjects were first presented with 5
blocks of different widths. Subjects were trained to rank the widths of these
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blocks on a scale from 1 to 5. In each trial of the test phase, subjects were
presented with a block at a position ranging from 5 to 70 degrees from the line of
sight, and they were to report the width of the block using the scale they learned
in the training session.
In visuomotor trials, subjects were presented with a block positioned
between 5 and 70 degrees from the line of sight, and they were asked to reach
for and grasp the block. As subjects reached for the blocks, Goodale and
Murphy measured the maximum aperture of subjects’ grips, measured as the
distance between the subject’s index finger and thumb.
Goodale and Murphy found that subjects in the perceptual task accurately
reported the widths of blocks presented towards the fovea and underestimated
the sizes of the blocks presented towards the periphery. However, in the
visuomotor task the subjects’ grips were accurately scaled to the widths of the
blocks no matter where the blocks were presented.
These results suggest that one’s ability to perceive the sizes of stimuli is
significantly more accurate in foveal vision than in peripheral vision, but one’s
ability to accurately adjust one’s grip aperture to grasp objects does not depend
on where in one’s field of view the stimulus is presented. This in turn supports
the view that visual perception and visually guided action depend on separate
processes.
Other experiments show that certain visual illusions affect visual
perception but not visually guided action. For example, Angela Haffenden, Karen
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Schiff, and Goodale (2001) showed that the Ebbinghaus illusion affects subjects’
perception of the sizes of stimuli but it does not affect their grasp scaling when
subjects reach for those objects. The Ebbinghaus illusion is a visual illusion
whereby two circles of equal diameters look different in size when one is
surrounded by an annulus consisting of small circles and the other is surrounded
by an annulus consisting of larger circles. A circle surrounded by an annulus of
small circles looks bigger than a circle of the same diameter surrounded by an
annulus of larger circles.

Figure 5: The Ebbinghaus Illusion
A.

B.

The diameter of the central circle in A is equal to the diameter of the central circle in B, even
though the central circle in B looks larger than the central circle in A.

Haffenden et al. presented subjects with two circles of equal diameters,
one surrounded by an annulus of small circles and the other surrounded by an
annulus of larger circles. They asked the subjects to manually estimate the size
of the target circles using the distance between their thumbs and index fingers to
estimate the diameters of those central circles. Haffenden et al. then asked
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subjects to reach for the central circles to grasp them, and measured subjects’
grip apertures as they reached for the central circles. They found that subjects’
manual estimates of the sizes of those circles reflected the Ebbinghaus illusion;
subjects used a wider grip aperture to estimate the size of the circle surrounded
by an annulus of small circles than they used to estimate the size of the circle
surrounded by an annulus of larger circles. However, Haffenden et al. also found
that subjects’ grip apertures when reaching for the circles do not reflect the
Ebbinghaus illusion; subjects’ grip apertures were the same when reaching for
the circle surrounded by an annulus of small circles and when reaching for the
circle surrounded by an annulus of larger circles. This result further supports the
view that visual perception and visuomotor action depend on distinct processes.
According to Block, such dissociations between visual perception and
visually-guided action show that Noë’s enactive approach to perception fails
(2005, pp. 268-269). According to Noë, perception depends on one’s
understanding correlations between visual stimulation, on the one hand, and
one’s movements, on the other. But, Block argues, perception does not rest on
one’s understanding visuomotor correlations, since the visual processing
underlying one’s visually guided movements is distinct from the visual processing
underlying perception. If Noë’s view were correct, Block assumes, dissociations
between visual perception and visually guided movement would not arise.
But the dissociations between visual perception and visuomotor
processing do not show that Noë’s enactive approach to perception is false. Noë
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holds that visual perception rests on one’s implicitly understanding how one’s
movements affect visual stimulation. Accordingly, to see the shape, size, or
location of an object, e.g., one must understand how moving one’s eyes in suchand-such a way will change the stimulation caused by the stimulus, or how
movements of the stimulus relative to one’s eyes will change the stimulation that
stimulus produces. But Noë does not claim that visual perception requires an
understanding of how one can act on stimuli one sees.
The bodily movements involved in such visually guided actions as
reaching and grasping are outputs of visual processing; they are bodily
movements caused by processing of visual information, such as orientation,
shape, and location. But the movements Noë invokes in his account of visual
perception are inputs to visual processing. Noë claims that visual perception
constitutively depends on the inputs provided by, e.g., eye movements. He does
not claim that visual perception constitutively depends on one’s ability to act on
visual stimuli.31
Of course, the sensorimotor understanding Noë invokes does include
one’s understanding of how visual stimulation varies with movements of one’s
limbs, head, and sometimes one’s entire body; it is not limited to movements of
one’s eyes. For example, when one explores a cubical object by turning it with
one’s hand to view the object’s previously hidden features, according to Noë’s
31

Further, optic ataxics successfully direct their eyes towards objects they
cannot reach for or grasp (Riddoch, 1935; Ratcliff and Davies-Jones, 1972). This
suggests that it could be that some visually guided movements are in fact
involved in visual perception, even when other visuomotor abilities are absent.
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view, one sees it as cubical in virtue of understanding how those hand
movements relate to changes in the stimulation caused by the object. But in
those cases, kinesthetic information about one’s hand movements serve as
inputs to visual processing, they are not outputs of visual processing. Indeed,
one could visually explore an object without moving one’s body at all. If the
object itself is rotating and one is aware of its movements relative to one’s eyes,
one could determine how the object’s movements are changing the visual
stimulation.
The experiments Block cites against Noë’s enactive view show only that
visual perception and visually guided action rest on separate processing. Those
experiments do not show that one perceives, e.g., an object’s shape in the
absence of inputs about one’s movements relative to the object. So Block’s
argument against Noë’s enactive approach to perception fails.
Of course, even if Noë did argue for a constitutive link between seeing and
visually guided actions, the data showing that separate visual-processing
streams underlie visual perception and visuomotor activity would not argue
against his view. Although certain visually guided actions do not depend on
visual perception, there are of course actions that are guided by what one
visually perceives. Visual perception could be constitutively linked to those
perceptually guided actions, even if it is not constitutively linked to other visually
guided actions, i.e., those resulting from dorsal processing.
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6. The Perspectival Character of Seeing
Although Noë’s view withstands Block’s objection, as stated it does not
fully capture the qualitative character of seeing. When one sees a cube without
moving in relation to it, one often sees it as cubical, even though one sees it from
only one perspective. And when one sees a cube from a different perspective,
one can also see it as a cube, again even if one does not move in relation to the
cube. But seeing a cube from one perspective is qualitatively different from
seeing a cube from another perspective. And that qualitative difference is
arguably independent of one’s seeing the stimulus as cubical, since one sees the
cube as cubical from these different perspectives. Noë must account for such
qualitative differences.
Noë must also explain the qualitative similarities that hold between seeing
different shapes from different perspectives. For example, seeing an object with
a circular surface, e.g., a penny, tilted at an angle away from one’s eyes is
qualitatively similar to seeing an object with an elliptical surface perpendicular to
one’s line of sight. Nevertheless, one usually sees such tilted circular objects as
circular, not as elliptical. And one usually sees elliptical objects as elliptical, not
circular.
So the qualitative character of seeing shape is not exhausted by the
invariant shape one sees a stimulus as having. Noë must explain how his
enactive approach accounts for this further aspect of visual experience.
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Noë claims that when one sees an object one sees not only its invariant
perceptible properties, e.g., its three-dimensional shape, but also what he calls
its perspectival properties. And he holds that seeing those perspectival
properties accounts for the perspectival aspect of seeing. Perspectival
properties are properties a stimulus has in virtue of its bearing certain spatial
relations to a perceiver’s body (2004, p. 83). For example, the perspectival size
of a stimulus is a property corresponding to the size of the region of a plane
perpendicular to one’s line of sight that one would have to fill to occlude the
stimulus and nothing else. This property is distinct from the perceiverindependent, invariant size of the stimulus, since two stimuli of different sizes
could have the same perspectival size when they are positioned at different
distances from the perceiver. Likewise, two stimuli of the same size could have
different perspectival sizes when they are positioned at different distances from
the perceiver. Though such perspectival sizes are properties stimuli have in
relation to the perceiver, they are not subjective, mental properties of perceptual
states. Rather, perspectival sizes are relations between stimuli and one’s
perceptual system.
Stimuli have perspectival shapes as well. A circular object, such as a
penny, has one perspectival shape when its surface is perpendicular to one’s line
of sight and it has a different perspectival shape when its surface is tilted 45
degrees from one’s line of sight. These perspectival shapes correspond to the
shape of the retinal image the penny projects; a penny with its surface
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perpendicular to one’s retina projects a circular retinal image, and a penny tilted
45 degrees away from one’s retina projects an elliptical retinal image. Again,
these properties depend on the spatial relations the stimulus bears to the
perceiver, but they are nonmental, perceptible properties of those stimuli.
One might argue that perspectival properties are not legitimate physical
properties, but perceiver-dependent properties countenanced only to preserve a
particular theory of perception.32 But there are reasons independent of Noë’s
theory, as well as the very different theory of perception I argued for in chapter 1,
to countenance perspectival properties.33 In addition to producing different
perceptual experiences, a penny tilted 45 degrees from a surface produces
different nonperceptual effects from those that a penny positioned parallel to that
surface produces. If the surface is reflective, the tilted penny causes an elliptical
reflection, but the penny positioned parallel to the reflective surface produces a
circular reflection. Likewise, a tilted penny casts an elliptical shadow on a
surface, whereas a penny positioned parallel to that surface produces a circular
shadow, assuming that the light source is directly behind the penny. So the tilted
penny and the penny positioned parallel to the surface differ in respect of some
properties in virtue of which those pennies cause differently shaped reflections
and shadows. Neither reflections nor shadows are mental phenomena, and they
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Gary Hatfield raised this objection to such properties during a 2/15/06 talk
to the CUNY Graduate Center Philosophy Colloquium.
33

Sydney Shoemaker (1996) and Michael Tye (1996) also offer distinct views
of perception that countenance perspectival properties.
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exist independently of one’s perceiving them. So the properties of the pennies
that produce differently shaped reflections and shadows are posited to explain,
not just the various ways pennies look to us when seen from different
perspectives, but a number of effects such pennies produce independently of
perception. Those properties are perspectival properties, properties one
perceives in virtue of seeing stimuli from a particular perspective.
According to Noë, such perspectival properties account for the qualitative
character of seeing stimuli from different perspectives. When one sees a penny
straight on, one sees a particular perspectival shape; when one sees the penny
at an angle, one sees another perspectival shape. Further, the penny seen at an
angle from one’s line of sight and an elliptical object seen straight on look similar
to each other, according to this view, because they share a perspectival shape.
Perceiving such perspectival properties is integral to Noë’s enactive
approach to perception. Although, prior to his discussion of perspectival
properties, Noë characterizes seeing in terms of one’s understanding the
correlations between one’s movements and changes in visual stimulation, he
later modifies that view to accommodate the perspectival character of seeing.
According to the modified version of Noë’s view, we see invariant properties,
such as 3D shapes, in virtue of exercising implicit, practical understanding of the
ways the perspectival properties of a stimulus vary with the movements of one’s
eyes relative to the stimulus (2004, p. 84). One exercises such sensorimotor
understanding when one visually explores a stimulus, i.e., when one moves
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one’s eyes relative to the stimulus and determines how the perspectival
properties one sees change as a result of those movements. And one also sees
invariant properties without moving one’s eyes, i.e., when one sees the stimulus
and implicitly understands how moving one’s eyes would change the perspectival
properties of the stimulus. So to see a stimulus as, e.g., cubical, one must see
the perspectival shape of the stimulus.
If Noë’s enactive approach to seeing invariant properties depends on
one’s seeing perspectival properties, then Noë must account for how one’s sees
the perspectival properties of stimuli.
Noë’s account of how we see invariant properties of stimuli does not apply
to our seeing perspectival properties. If it did, one would see a perspectival
shape, e.g., by seeing some property P that is distinct from both the perspectival
shape and the invariant shape of the stimulus, and implicitly understanding how
moving one’s eyes would change property P to some other property that is also
distinct from any perspectival shape or invariant shape of the stimulus. Such an
account would thus be committed to one’s implicitly understanding how
movements of one’s eyes change nonperspectival, noninvariant properties of the
stimulus. But such a view must then explain both the nature of those properties
and how we see those properties. Any attempt to do so in terms of further
sensorimotor understanding leads to a regress of perceptible properties of stimuli
and sensorimotor correlations.
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Further, the enactive approach to explaining how one sees stimuli as
having viewpoint-independent, invariant properties is supported by one’s ability to
see stimuli as having such invariant properties despite one’s failing to see all of
the parts of a three-dimensional stimulus at once. One must explore a cube,
e.g., or at least understand how to move one’s eyes in order to explore it, to see
the cube as a cube because one sees only those sides, angles, and vertices of
the cube facing one. But seeing a perspectival shape does not require such
active exploration; one sees all of the perspectival shape at once, from a single
perspective. So seeing a perspectival property arguably does not require any
understanding of the ways movements of one’s eyes change any other
perceptible properties of a stimulus.
Nevertheless, Noë does attempt to explain how we see perspectival
properties in terms of our implicit understanding of sensorimotor correlations.
According to Noë, one sees a particular perspectival property, e.g., a
perspectival shape, “… only insofar as, in encountering it, one is able to draw on
one’s appreciation of the sensorimotor patterns mediating (or that might be
mediating) your relation to it. How you appreciate it as being is constituted by the
sensorimotor knowledge you bring to bear in your encounter with it” (2004, p.
90). According to this view, seeing the perspectival properties of an object, like
seeing its invariant properties, depends on one’s implicit understanding of
sensorimotor correlations.
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But it is not clear how one could bring any sensorimotor understanding to
bear on a perspectival property if one did not already see that perspectival
property. And it is not clear how one could see an invariant property in virtue of
understanding how the perspectival properties one sees would change as a
result of one’s movements if seeing those perspectival properties itself depends
on one’s understanding how they would change as a result of one’s movements.
Further, the sensorimotor understanding one brings to bear on the
perspectival shape one sees when one sees, e.g., an elliptical object
perpendicular to one’s line of sight is different from the sensorimotor
understanding one brings to bear on the perspectival shape one sees when one
sees a circular object tilted from one’s line of sight. According to Noë, it is
because one brings different sensorimotor understanding to bear in these
situations that one sees the first stimulus as elliptical and the second as circular.
But, according to Noë, these stimuli share the same perspectival shape. So
seeing a perspectival shape depends on something other than the sensorimotor
understanding one brings to bear on that perspectival shape. So it is unclear
how Noë’s view could explain how one sees the perspectival properties of
objects.
But we can explain how we see perspectival properties in terms of the
view that we have visual sensations that represent them. According to this view,
one sees the perspectival shape of a penny tilted away from one’s eyes in virtue
of having a visual sensation with a mental quality pertaining to that perspectival
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shape. And that mental quality is similar to the mental quality of the visual
sensation one has when one sees an elliptical object straight on. This is the view
I proposed in chapter 1. There I argue, against Peacocke (1983, 2001), that
such mental qualities represent objective, perceptible properties of stimuli, i.e.,
perspectival properties, and they account for the qualitative character of seeing
such properties. But if we see perspectival properties in virtue of having visual
sensations that represent them, then Noë’s enactive view of how we see
invariant properties rests on our having visual representations.
In any case, there is further support for the claim that Noë’s enactive
approach to visual perception depends on visual representations of the
properties of stimuli. According to the enactive account, one sees a stimulus as,
e.g., cubical in virtue of implicitly understanding how movements, such as
movements of one’s eyes relative to the stimulus, will change the perspectival
shapes one sees. And this implicit understanding of such sensorimotor
correlations presumably rests on one’s having visually explored cubes before.34
When one visually explores a cube, one moves one’s eyes around it, thus
changing the perspectival shapes one sees, while also changing which sides,
edges, and vertices one sees. According to Noë, seeing the stimulus as a cube
requires that one is aware of the correlations between the movements one has
made and the changes in perspectival shapes one has seen. So at one moment,
one must be aware of how one has just moved one’s eyes in relation to the
34

I am assuming here that one’s understanding of sensorimotor correlations
is not innate.
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stimulus and one must be aware that that particular movement resulted in a
change in the perspectival shape from the perspectival shape one saw a moment
earlier to the perspectival shape one is currently seeing. To see such a change
in the perspectival shape, and to be aware of how that change relates to one’s
movements, one must remember what perspectival shape one saw a moment
earlier. But remembering the perspectival shape one previously saw requires a
persisting representation of that perspectival shape, since one is no longer
looking at that perspectival shape. So visually exploring a stimulus to perceive
its invariant shape requires representations of perspectival shapes.
Nevertheless, Noë might argue that this does not show that all seeing
involves visual representations. As discussed earlier, one often sees a stimulus
without moving one’s eyes. In this case, one sees perspectival properties of the
stimulus, but one also sees the stimulus as having nonperspectival, invariant
properties. Seeing the stimulus as having those invariant properties, according
to Noë, is a function of one’s understanding how moving one’s eyes would
change the perspectival properties of the stimulus if one moved one’s eyes, but
one need not move one’s eyes in order to understand those sensorimotor
correlations. In such cases, Noë could argue, seeing the stimulus as having
those invariant properties does not require any visual representations at that
time. Rather, one simply sees the perspectival properties and implicitly
understands how moving one’s eyes would change those perspectival properties
if one were to move one’s eyes.
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But, if visual representations of perspectival properties are required for
one to develop an understanding of the sensorimotor correlations involved in
one’s seeing stimuli as having invariant properties, and if they are required for
one to determine what invariant properties of a stimulus one is in fact visually
exploring, then it is not clear why Noë would deny that one sees perspectival
properties of stimuli in virtue of having visual representations of those
perspectival properties.
In fact, if visual representations are required for visually exploring objects,
but they are not involved in our seeing perspectival properties, it is not clear how
vision could generate the visual representations when one visually explores an
object. If seeing involves visual representations of perspectival properties only
when one is visually exploring an object, then vision must somehow predict that
one will move one’s eyes to explore an object in order to determine when to
generate a visual representation. Without generating visual representations of
the perspectival properties of a stimulus before one moves one’s eyes, vision
could not subsequently determine how the perspectival properties of the stimulus
changed as a result of that eye movement.
Perhaps Noë could argue that vision uses feedback signals from motor
commands35 to determine when one will move one’s eyes, and it then generates
a representation of the perspectival properties one is currently seeing before
one’s eyes move.
35

Patrick Haggard (2005), e.g., argues that there is such feedback from
motor commands.
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But this complex procedure does not help explain how one determines the
invariant shape, e.g., of an object that is rotating on its own. In that case, there
are arguably no motor commands that could trigger vision to generate a visual
representation. So determining the invariant shape of an object on the basis of
correlations between the object’s movements relative to one’s eyes and the
changes in the perspectival properties that the object presents requires that
vision already has generated visual representations of the object’s perspectival
properties. The best explanation is that visual perception of perspectival
properties involves visual representations of those properties.
Further, visual representations best explain how we see changes in visual
scenes when we see those changes. Even during change-blindness
experiments, subjects often successfully notice what feature of the scene
changed. For example, half of the subjects in Grimes’s experiments noticed that
the heads of two cowboys in a picture switched places, even though that switch
occurred while the subjects saccaded. But to see that a particular feature has
changed, one must remember the features of the scene before the change.
Noticing that change requires that those subjects remembered which head was
located where before their saccades. And such memory requires a
representation of at least one of the heads at its previous location. It is unclear
how one could notice such changes if one did not have a visual representation of
the changed feature in the first place, just as it is unclear how one could learn
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sensorimotor correlations or apply them while visually exploring a stimulus if one
did not have such representations.
Since noticing changes in a visual scene and perceiving the invariant
properties of objects by visually exploring them are best explained in terms of the
view that visual perception involves representations, we can best explain how
one sees perspectival properties in terms of one’s having visual representations
of those properties.
This suggests Noë’s view that visual perception involves no visual
representations of the features of visual scenes is wrong. However, it does not
show that he is wrong that we see very little of a visual scene at each moment.
Perhaps Noë is right that change blindness shows we see very little at each
moment. If so, since seeing requires visual representations, such as sensations,
perhaps change blindness shows that such representations represent only a
small subset of the visible features of a scene at each moment. So perhaps
change blindness shows that visual representations, such as visual sensations,
are sparse in representational detail, not that visual perception involves no
representations, as Noë argues.
There is independent support for the view that the representations
involved in visual perception are in fact sparse in representational detail. Visual
acuity is much better at the fovea than at the periphery. This is because there
are many more retinal receptors at the fovea than there are at the periphery
(Grimes, 1996, p. 90). So, without moving one’s eyes, one will see very little at
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once; one will see the details of stimuli presented foveally, but one will see much
less detail of stimuli presented peripherally. However, one’s eyes saccade a
number of times each second, enabling one to shift one’s fixation from foveal
objects to peripheral objects. So visual perception is rarely if ever significantly
limited by the poor visual acuity at the periphery. In fact, we are rarely even
conscious of our saccades, so we are rarely conscious of how little we see
without saccading.
But the sparseness of fixation-dependent visual representations does not
by itself show that visual sensations are themselves sparse in detail. It could be
that vision constructs visual sensations out of consecutive, momentary, fixationdependent visual representations of the parts of the visual scene one sees during
each fixation. If so, it could be that those fixation-dependent representations are
sparse, but sensations are highly detailed.
Nevertheless, if visual sensations are in fact constructed out of sparse,
fixation-dependent subpersonal representations, perhaps change blindness is in
fact best explained in terms of the failure of one’s sensations to represent all of
the detail of a visual scene after all. If the fixation-dependent subpersonal state
that represents a changing feature fails to be integrated with the other
subpersonal representations comprising one’s visual sensation, then one’s visual
sensation will fail to represent that changing feature. And, if one’s sensation fails
to represent that feature, one will fail to see the change.
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For example, consider Grimes’s experiment in which subjects fail to report
a significant change in the size of a single prominent building in a picture of a city
skyline. It could be that subjects fail to see that change because when their
visual systems constructed their visual sensations, they failed to integrate a
subpersonal, fixation-dependent representation of the changing building either
before or after the building changed size. If so, the subjects’ visual sensations of
the picture failed to represent that changing building, so the subjects failed to see
the change.
So it could be that change blindness results from one’s sensation’s failure
to represent a changing or changed feature, even if one’s sensations are
considerably more detailed than the fixation-dependent subpersonal
representations that comprise them. Perhaps Noë is right that change blindness
results from one’s failure to see a changing feature, even if he is wrong that
change blindness shows that we do not see visual scenes in virtue of having
visual representations of those scenes.36
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However, as I discuss in the next chapter, there are several other accounts
of change blindness that do not advert to the representational sparseness of
sensations. There I argue that at least some cases of change blindness occur
even when one does see the changing features, so even when one’s sensations
represent those features.
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7. Homomorphism Theory and Sparse Sensations
Homomorphism theory, the view of the qualitative character of sensing I
argued for in the previous chapter, is compatible with this account of change
blindness.
According to homomorphism theory, the visual representations, or
sensations, in virtue of which we see visual stimuli and scenes have mental
properties, i.e., mental qualities, that pertain to the perceptible properties of those
stimuli and visual scenes. Accordingly, visual sensations have mental qualities
that represent the spatial properties of stimuli and to the spatial layouts of visual
scenes.
The mental qualities of visual sensations pertaining to the spatial
properties of visual stimuli and scenes represent those spatial properties in virtue
of homomorphisms between families of those mental qualities and families of
perceptible spatial properties. A visual sensation of a square, e.g., has a mental
quality, square*, that resembles and differs from other such mental qualities in
ways parallel to the ways perceptible squares resemble and differ from other
perceptible shapes. Just as perceptible squares are more similar to perceptible
rectangles than to perceptible triangles, the mental quality square* is more
similar to the mental quality rectangular* than to the mental quality triangular*.
Likewise, homomorphisms hold between families of other mental qualities and
families of other perceptible spatial properties, e.g., visible sizes, visible locations
within one’s field of view, and visible orientations.
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It is a theoretical claim that we have visual sensations with such mental
qualities, and that those mental qualities represent perceptible spatial properties
by way of homomorphisms. According to homomorphism theory, sensations and
mental qualities are theoretical posits posited to explain how we sense the
perceptible properties of stimuli and scenes. We can see the difference between
a square and a triangle. And we can best explain how we see this difference in
terms of the view that we have visual mental states that differ in respect of some
properties that pertain to those different perceptible shapes. Likewise, we see
relative similarities between different shapes; squares look more similar to
rectangles than triangles. And we can best explain how we see such relative
similarities in terms of the view that our visual states have properties that bear
similar resemblance relations. So homomorphism theory accounts for the ways
we perceptually discriminate various perceptible properties, and for how we see
the perceptible properties we do in fact see.
But homomorphism theory is not committed to the view that our visual
representations, or sensations, are highly detailed. It is committed only to the
view that one’s current visual sensations have mental qualities that pertain to
each perceptible property one sees, i.e., visually perceives, at that time. But it
could be that while one sees a scene consisting of a city skyline with five
rectangular buildings, e.g., one’s visual sensation does not have mental qualities
pertaining to all of those rectangles. Perhaps one’s visual sensation has mental
qualities, i.e., shapes*, pertaining to only four of those rectangles. In that case,
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one will see only four buildings.37 Of course, one’s behavior will reflect one’s
failure to see the fifth building. For example, one will not comment on that
building, nor will one correctly count the number of buildings in the picture if
asked to. Further, if the picture of the building that one’s sensation fails to
represent changes while one is looking at the picture, one will not see those
changes. And when one is asked if one saw the changes, one will report that
one did not. So homomorphism theory is compatible with the view that change
blindness results from our having sparse visual representations, or sensations.
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This does not of course rule out that one’s visuomotor processing stream
encodes the information about the building that one’s visual perceptual system
fails to represent, since sensations are states involved in visual perception, not
visuomotor processing.
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Chapter 3: Change Blindness, Part 2

1. Introduction
In the previous chapter, I argued against Noë’s claim that change
blindness poses a problem for the traditional view of visual perception, according
to which visual perception involves visual representations, or sensations, of the
spatial layouts of visual scenes. I argued that Noë’s enactive view, the view he
proposes as an alternative to the traditional view, itself requires visual
representations. In addition, I argued that the view that visual perception
involves sparse visual representations that fail to represent the changing features
of visual scenes could account for change blindness, and that the
homomorphism theory of sensing I argued for in Chapter 1 is compatible with
that account.
In this chapter, I will examine alternatives to the view that change
blindness is a failure to see changing features that results from a failure of visual
representations, or sensations, to represent the changing features of a visual
scene. I will focus primarily on Fred Dretske’s (2004) view that change blindness
is a failure to see that a visual scene is changing, but it is not a failure to see the
changing features themselves. Dretske’s account of change blindness rests on
his claim that subjects’ reports that they do not see any changes, and their failure
to report changes, do not show that those subjects fail to see the changing
features. If so, change blindness does not show that subjects’ visual
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representations of visual scenes represent only a small subset of the features of
those scenes.
I’ll argue that change blindness could occur even when subjects do see
that a visual scene has changed, since they could see that change without being
conscious that they see it. I’ll then examine psychological and neuroscientific
experiments that arguably support the view that change blindness is due to one’s
failure to be conscious that one is seeing a change, not to one’s failure to see
that change. Finally, I’ll argue that the homomorphism theory of sensing is
compatible with this account of change blindness, as well as with a number of
alternative accounts.

2. Change Blindness Despite Detailed Visual Sensations
The view that change blindness results from one’s having sparse visual
representations rests on the assumption that one does not see the changing
features of the visual scene, or at least that one fails to see the changing feature
either before or after the change. But, one might argue, change blindness does
not show that if visual perception involves visual representations, such as
sensations, of the spatial layouts of visual scenes, those representations are
sparse in representational detail. The main motivation for holding that our visual
representations are sparse in representational detail is that subjects fail to notice
significant changes during change-blindness experiments. But it could be that
subjects see visual scenes in virtue of having very detailed visual representations
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that do represent the changing features, but not all of the details of those
representations are subsequently encoded in short-term, working memory
(Rensink, O’Regan, and Clark, 1997; Rensink, 2000). If so, it could be that one
fails to notice a change in a feature that one did in fact see, i.e., a feature that
one’s visual sensation represented, because vision failed to store a
representation of the feature that subsequently changed. Details that fail to enter
into working memory fail to affect further visual processing, such as change
detection. So subjects’ failure to notice changes in visual scenes could be due to
such failures of memory, not failures to see changing features. So the view that
visual perception involves the formation of detailed visual representations, but
that visual working memory stores only a limited subset of those represented
details, could also account for change blindness.
Alternatively, it could be that we see visual scenes in virtue of having
visual sensations that represent a great amount of detail, and much of that
representational detail is stored in working memory, but not all of the stored
representational detail is then compared with features of newer visual
representations (Mitroff, Simons, and Levin, 2004). On this view, one fails to
notice changes in a visual scene when vision fails to compare a stored
representation of the changed feature with a new representation of that changed
feature. Accordingly, one fails to notice that the visual scene has changed
because whatever mechanism compares visual representations from moment to
moment fails to compare representations of the relevant, changing features.
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3. Verbal Reports and Change Blindness: Dretske
Dretske (2004) offers yet another account of change blindness that is also
compatible with the view that we see visual scenes in virtue of having highly
detailed visual representations of those scenes.38 According to Dretske, subjects
in change-blindness experiments do in fact see the changing features, but they
do not see those changing features in a way that makes them aware that the
features have changed. In this respect, Dretske’s view, like the view that change
blindness results from a failure to compare the changing details of visual
representations pertaining to the changing features of a scene, and like the view
that change blindness results from vision’s failure to store representations of the
features that change, provides an alternative to the view that change blindness
shows that our visual representations of a scene represent less detail that we
ordinarily think they do. The view that change blindness shows our visual
representations are sparse in representational detail rests on the assumption that
subjects in change-blindness experiments fail to see the changing features of the
scene. If Dretske is right that change blindness does not result from a failure to
see the changing details, it does not show that the visual representations in virtue
of which we see visual scenes are sparse.
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Though Dretske’s view appears to be an alternative to the views I have
already discussed, it could be that it is in fact a version of the view that change
blindness results from some sparse visual representation, the view that change
blindness results from a memory failure, or the view that change blindness
results from vision’s failure to compare visual representations of the changing
features. I will discuss these versions of Dretske’s view towards the end of this
section.
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According to Dretske, the view that change blindness shows we often fail
to see changing features of visual scenes rests on a faulty inference from
subjects’ reports. Subjects in change blindness experiments fail to report the
features changing in a scene, e.g., they fail to report the change in size of a
prominent building in a picture of a city’s skyline. However, Dretske claims, this
does not itself show that those subjects fail to see the changing features, since
one’s reports do not always reflect everything that one sees. Rather, Dretske
argues, one’s reports reflect what facts one sees, but they do not always reflect
what objects or features one sees.
Dretske’s account of change blindness rests on a distinction he draws
between two ways of being aware of stimuli, one of which he calls fact
awareness and the other of which he calls object awareness. The distinction
between fact awareness and object awareness can be illustrated by many
commonplace examples. Suppose that Jones sees her neighbor. And suppose
that Jones’s neighbor is a spy. However, suppose also that Jones does not
believe that her neighbor is a spy. If Jones is asked what she sees, she will not
say that she sees a spy. And if Jones is asked whether she sees a spy, she will
say that she does not see a spy. Of course, though she does not believe she
sees a spy, Jones does in fact see a spy, since she sees her neighbor who is in
fact a spy. According to Dretske, although Jones sees a spy, and is therefore
aware of a spy, she is not aware of the fact that the person she sees is a spy. In
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Dretske’s terminology, Jones is object aware of a spy, but she is not fact aware
of a spy.
Dretske claims that because of this distinction between object awareness
and fact awareness, we must be careful when drawing inferences about what
one sees on the basis of what one verbally reports. Though one’s verbal reports
reflect one’s fact awareness, he claims, such reports do not always reflect one’s
object awareness.

One can perceive—consciously perceive—spies and flying saucers
(teapots, bicycles, etc.) while sincerely denying awareness of any
such thing. Behavioral measures of consciousness that tie a
person’s perception … of x in location L too closely to the person’s
ability to report his awareness of x in L tend to confuse conscious
perception of objects … with conscious perception of facts—either
the fact that there is an x in L or the fact that one is aware of an x in
L … Although you can’t see (the fact) that there are spies in the
neighborhood without believing that there are spies in the
neighborhood, you can certainly see spies in the neighborhood
while believing that there are none (and, therefore, that you are
aware of none). (2004, pp. 7-8; emphasis in original)
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Subjects in change-blindness experiments often fail to report the changing
features of scenes, they often fail to report that they see any changes at all, and
they often deny that they see any changes. However, according to Dretske, just
as Jones’s failure to report seeing a spy and her failure to report the presence of
a spy do not show that Jones fails to see a spy, subjects’ failures to report
changes in visual scenes during change-blindness experiments, and their denials
that they see those changes, do not show that they fail to see those changing
features. Those reports, according to Dretske, show only that the subjects are
not aware that those features are changing. In Dretske’s terminology, one’s
failure to report changes shows that one is not fact aware that a feature of the
scene has changed, but it does not show that one fails to see the changing
features, since one could be object aware of the changing features while being
unable to report the changes. Since being object aware of a stimulus is
insufficient for reporting that stimulus, one’s failure to report what features are
changing in a scene does not show that one failed to see those changing
features. So, Dretske claims, change blindness experiments do not show that
subjects fail to see the features that distinguish the visual scenes they are
presented with.
Dretske does not explain how we determine whether one is object aware
of something. Rather, he assumes that one is object aware of something if that
thing is positioned in front of one’s open, functioning eyes, unless one sincerely
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reports seeing nothing at all (2004, pp. 8-9).39 If so, subjects arguably have
visual representations in virtue of which they are object aware of the changing
features of a visual scene, but they fail to report those changes because the
representations involved in object awareness are insufficient for reporting the
things they make one aware of. In that case, one’s failure to report changes in a
change-blindness experiment does not show that one’s visual representations fail
to represent the changing features of the scenes. So change blindness does not
show that the visual representations in virtue of which one sees visual scenes
are sparse in representational detail.
But, one might argue, one’s failure to report the changes in visual scenes
shows that the visual representations involved in one’s fact awareness of those
changing features are sparse, i.e., that those visual representations do fail to
represent the features that change. If at one moment a subject is fact aware that
a prominent building in a picture is taller than all of the other buildings in the
picture, and one is subsequently fact aware that that building is shorter than
some of the other buildings, then the subject will presumably also be fact aware
that the building has changed size between those two scenes. So, one might
argue, when subjects fail to notice such changes, they must have failed to be fact
aware of the size of the building in at least one of the scenes.
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This is compatible with the view that one is object aware of something if
and only if one is also fact aware of it. On Dretske’s view, Jones is object aware
of a spy when she sees her neighbor, even though she is not aware of the fact
that her neighbor is a spy. However, Jones is fact aware of her neighbor; she is
aware of the fact that he is her neighbor, among other things.
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However, it could be that at one moment one is fact aware that, e.g., a
prominent building in a picture is taller than the other buildings, and at another
moment one is fact aware that that prominent building is shorter than those other
buildings, without one’s being fact aware that the building has changed size.
This could be the case if one’s visual representations enabling fact awareness of
the sizes of the building are not encoded in working memory or if those
representations are never compared. Dretske could thus appeal to one of the
other accounts of change blindness I discussed in the previous section. So,
perhaps, we can account for change blindness on Dretske’s view without
concluding even that the visual representations enabling fact awareness are
sparse.
The distinction between mental representations that enable verbal reports
and those that do not enable verbal reports is arguably supported by folk
psychology. Verbal reports express intentional states, such as thoughts and
beliefs, which have intentional, or conceptual, content and mental attitudes. If
one does not have the concept of a spy, one will not have the perceptual belief
that there is a spy in front of one, even if one is looking at a spy. However, folk
psychology is also committed to qualitative states, such as sensations, that are
individuated by their qualitative characters, not by their mental attitudes or
intentional content.40 Such qualitative states enable one to perceptually
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This claim is challenged by some representationalists, e.g., Armstrong
(1968) and Pitcher (1971), who claim there are no nonintentional qualitative
states. However, that representationalist view is motivated by concerns about
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discriminate perceptible properties, such as colors and shapes. But, although
qualitative states represent the perceptible properties they enable us to
discriminate, it is not clear that one must possess the concepts needed to think
about such properties as colors and shapes in order to discriminate them. If one
can have a visual sensation of a red square without also having an intentional
state about that red square, one will see the red square without being able to
report it. Likewise, if one has alternating visual sensations of the different sizes
of the prominent building in the change-blindness experiment, but one does not
have an intentional state, e.g., a perceptual belief, to the effect that the building is
changing size, one will not report that change in size. So one’s failure to report
such a change does not show that one’s qualitative visual states, i.e., one’s
visual sensations, fail to represent the different sizes of the building. So the
results of change-blindness experiments do not show that the visual
representations involved in visual perception are sparse in representational
detail.

4. Unconscious Change Perception During Change Blindness
Dretske’s view and the views that change blindness is due to sparse
visual representations, to vision’s failure to encode all features of a scene in

sense data and qualia, intrinsically conscious and incorrigibly, ineffably, and
exhaustively accessible properties of perception. And, as I argued in chapter 1,
we can preserve the commonsense distinction between intentional states, such
as thoughts and beliefs, and qualitative states, such as sensations, without
committing to such properties.
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working memory, and to vision’s failure to compare the aspects of one’s visual
representations pertaining to the changing features, as well as Noë’s view, all
rest on the assumption that subjects who do not report the change in a changing
visual scene, or who report not seeing a change in a changing visual scene, fail
to see the changing features as changing.
But it could be that subjects in change-blindness experiments not only see
the changing features when those features are present but also see those
features as changing. As Dretske notes, the data from change-blindness
experiments consist of subjects’ reports about what they saw and what they did
not see. But one’s reports express only one’s conscious mental states, i.e.,
those mental states one is conscious of having. So, unless one has exhaustive
access to one’s own mental states, one could have mental states that one is not
conscious of having, i.e., states that are not conscious. It could be that subjects
in change-blindness experiments do in fact see that the features are changing,
but they are not conscious that they see that those features are changing. If so,
those subjects will be unable to report those changes and they will be unable to
report that they see those changes.
Access in the general case in inexhaustive. And there is no reason to
think that one has exhaustive access to one’s own mental states, including one’s
visual representations, or sensations. Both commonsense and experimental
considerations suggest that one is often unaware of certain aspects of one’s
mental states. It is widely held that intentional states often occur without one’s
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being aware of them. For example, one’s desires often guide one’s behavior,
even when one sincerely denies having those desires. And one often struggles
and fails to recall something, e.g., someone’s name, but that name suddenly
pops into one’s mind later, suggesting that one was wondering about it all along,
even when one was not aware that one was doing so.
But cases of unconscious mental states are not limited to intentional
states. In cases of subliminal perception, one is unaware that one perceives a
stimulus. And studies of masked priming (Marcel, 1983; Breitmeyer et al., 2004),
blindsight (Weiskrantz, 1997), and unilateral neglect (Bertelson et al., 2000), all
of which rely on indirect measures of perception, also suggest that one can
perceive something without being conscious that one is perceiving it. If seeing
visual stimuli depends in part on one’s having visual sensations that represent
the properties of those stimuli, then such cases suggest that sensations
sometimes occur unconsciously, i.e., without one’s being conscious of them.
And we can account for change blindness in terms of the distinction
between perception and conscious perception, i.e., perception of which one is
not conscious. It could be that one’s visual sensations of a changing visual
scene do in fact represent the changing features, but one fails to access the
details of the representations that are changing. In this case, one will fail to
notice the change simply because one will be unaware that one has different
visual sensations at those different times, even if one does in fact have such
visual sensations. Without being aware that one’s sensations are changing, it is
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likely that one will be unaware that one is seeing a change. According to this
view, change blindness results, not from a failure to see changing features, but
from a failure to see them consciously.
Alternatively, it could be that one sees the changing features of a
changing scene in virtue of having changing visual sensations, and one sees that
those changing perceptible features are changing in virtue of having the
perceptual belief that those perceptible features are changing, but one is
unaware both that one’s sensations are changing and that one has the
perceptual belief that the features of the scene are changing. If one is unaware
that one sees that the scene is changing, one will fail to report that change.
One might object that cases of so-called unconscious, subliminal
perception are not cases of perception at all, so they do not provide support for
the view that change blindness could occur even when one sees the change in
the visual scene. Rather, one might claim, cases of so-called unconscious visual
perception involve only subpersonal visual processing, not personal-level mental
states such as sensations. If so, they are not cases of one’s seeing something
while being unaware that one is seeing it. So, one might further argue, though it
could be that information about changes in visual scenes is processed at a
subpersonal level during change blindness, that would not show that change
blindness results from one’s failing to be conscious of seeing a change that one
does in fact see.
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However, as I argued in chapter 1, it is unclear why one would deny that
one could see a stimulus without being aware that one sees it. It is not at all
obvious that folk psychology holds that all seeing is conscious. And it could be
that folk psychology individuates sensations by their perceptual roles. That
would allow for a folk psychological distinction between seeing and conscious
seeing, i.e., seeing of which one is conscious. So it could be that change
blindness occurs even when one sees the change.
The account of change blindness I am arguing for is different from
Dretske’s view. According to Dretske, one’s reports that one sees no change,
and one’s failure to report changes, show that one does not see that the scene
one is looking at changed. However, unless one has exhaustive access to one’s
visual representations and other mental states, one could see that the scene
changed while failing to be aware that one sees that the scene changed.
Further, this account of change blindness rests on a distinction between one’s
having a mental state, such as a perceptual belief or a sensation, and one’s
being aware that one has that mental state. Dretske’s account, on the other
hand, rests only on his distinction between the two ways of being visually aware
of something.41

41

There is a way in which the view I’ve argued for and the view that Dretske
argues for could be compatible. Dretske is arguing that it could be that one
consciously sees the changing features but fails to see that they have changed.
If Dretske is claiming just that change blindness results from one’s failing to
consciously see that the features have changed, while allowing that one might
unconsciously see that they have changed, perhaps our views are in fact quite
close.
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5. Experiments on Unconscious Change Detection During Change Blindness
Experiments on implicit, or unconscious, change detection suggest that
one sometimes sees changes in visual scenes, even when one cannot report
those changes or that one sees them (Fernandez-Duque and Thornton, 2000,
2002, 2003; Hollingworth, Williams, & Henderson, 2001; Houck and Hoffman,
1986; Laloyaux, Destrebecqz, and Cleeremans, forthcoming; Mack, 2002;
Russell & Driver, 2005; Smilek et al., 2000; Thornton and Fernandez-Duque,
2000; Williams & Simons, 2000). I’ll argue that such experiments show that at
least some cases of change blindness are in fact due to one’s failure to be
conscious that one is seeing a change in a visual scene, even when one does
see the change. So these experiments show that change blindness sometimes
occurs even when one is in fact aware that the visual scene has changed.
Dretske fails to account for such cases.
Experiments on implicit change detection during change blindness
examine whether changes that subjects fail to notice, i.e., those they fail to report
or those they report not seeing, result in priming effects on subjects’ subsequent
behavior. If changes that subjects deny seeing, or fail to report seeing, affect
subjects’ subsequent behavior, this suggests that subjects did in fact see those
changes.
Charlotte Russell and Jon Driver (2005) found that subjects’ ability to
report a change in a target stimulus is influenced by the occurrence of other
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changes occurring in the scene, even when subjects report seeing no changes
other than those occurring to the target stimulus.
Russell and Driver instructed subjects to watch for a slight change in a
small matrix of black and white pixels presented at the center of a screen. In
addition to the matrix, the scene consisted of a background of sixteen dots, four
across and four down. Each dot was one of two colors, e.g., red or green, and
the dots could be colored so as to form columns of same-colored dots, rows of
same-colored dots, or neither. For instance, when the leftmost dots are green,
the dots just to the right of them are red, those directly to the right of those dots
are green, and the rightmost dots are red, they appear to form two columns of
green dots and two columns of red dots. Alternatively, when the uppermost dots
are all red, the next four down are all green, the four directly below them are red,
and the dots at the bottom are all green, they appear to form four rows of dots.
And when the red and green dots are distributed randomly, they do not appear to
form rows or columns.
The scene flashed for 200 msecs, then a blank screen appeared for 150
msecs, and finally a second scene appeared for 200 msecs (figure 4). After the
second scene appeared, the subjects were to report as quickly as possible
whether the black and white matrix in the center of the screen changed from the
first scene to the second, where a change consisted of a single pixel's changing
from black to white or from white to black.
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Figure 1: Adapted from Russell & Driver (2005)

200 msecs

150 msecs

200 msecs

A.

B.

In trial A, the background organization is invariant from the first display to the second. In trial B,
the background organization changes from the first display to the second.

Subjects reported changes in the center matrix more accurately and faster
when those changes were accompanied by changes in the background
organization, e.g., when the background dots changed color in a way that altered
the background organization from columns to a random configuration or from a
random configuration to columns.42

42

The colors of the background dots always changed from the first to the
second scene, even if the background organization did not change. For
example, red and green dots forming rows could change to blue and yellow dots
also forming rows. Driver et al. changed the colors of the dots because, without
doing so, each change in the background organization would coincide with the
change in at least some of the dots’ colors. In that case, they could not
determine whether the effects on one’s detection of changes in the center matrix
were due to the relation between those changes and changes in the background
organization, as opposed to changes in the colors of the background dots.
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However, although the speed and accuracy of subjects' reports about
changes to the target matrix were influenced by changes in the background
organization, subjects were at chance at reporting the background organizations,
or even whether those background organizations changed. Though the subjects
did in fact see the background organization, and they saw that it changed, they
could not report that change.
In another experiment, Russell and Driver tested whether such unreported
changes to the background organization of a scene affect subjects’ ability to
detect a small change to a target matrix when those changes occur during a
saccade.
In this experiment, Russell and Driver presented subjects with an initial
scene consisting of a small black and white matrix, like that in the earlier
experiments, but this time the matrix was located off to the far left of the screen.
The scene also contained a background consisting of 16 dots grouped by color
similarity into either rows or columns, as in the previous experiments. The initial
scene was presented for 200 msecs, and was followed by a screen with a small
square off to the right, which served to direct the subject’s gaze to that location
off to the right. That screen was otherwise blank, and was presented for 150
msecs. Then a second scene consisting of a background of 16 dots grouped by
color similarity into either rows or columns and a target black and white matrix
positioned to the far right appeared for 1,200 msecs.
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Figure 2: Adapted from Russell & Driver (2005)

200 msecs

150 msecs

1,200 msecs

As in the previous experiments, subjects were to report as quickly as
possible whether the target matrix changed from the first scene to the second,
where a change consisted in a single pixel’s changing from white to black or from
black to white. Subjects were then also asked whether the background had
changed, and whether the background dots were organized into vertical columns
or a random configuration.
Since the target matrix moved from the left to the right between the two
scenes, subjects were required to saccade from the left to the right to perform
this task.43 So any changes to the target matrix or the background occurred
while the subjects were saccading.44
Russell and Driver again found a congruency effect of the background
organization, although the effect differed in this experiment from the effect found
in the previous experiment. Unlike in the previous experiment, subjects were
43

44

This was confirmed in a pilot study.

Russell and Driver thus avoided the complicated use of eye-trackers
involved in saccade-dependent experiments, such as those of McConkie and
Zola (1979) and Grimes (1996).
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neither more accurate nor faster at reporting changes to the target matrix when
that change was accompanied by a change in the background organization than
they were when that change was not accompanied by a change in the
background organization. However, subjects were faster at reporting that the
target matrix did not change when the background organization also did not
change than when the background organization did change. And, again, this
congruency effect did not depend on subjects’ ability to report the background
change or the background organization. Though subjects did not consciously
see the background change, they did in fact see the change.
Pepper Williams and Daniel Simons (2000) also found priming effects of
changes that subjects failed to report seeing. Williams and Simons briefly
presented subjects with a novel object with multiple parts. The object then briefly
disappeared and then reappeared again. When it reappeared, either it did not
change or one, two, or three of its parts were changed. Subjects were to report
as quickly as they could whether the object had changed from its first
presentation; they were to press the S key if the object was the same as in its
first presentation, and they were to press the D key if the object had changed.
Williams and Simons found that 68% of the subjects were faster at
reporting that the object did not change in trials in which the object did not
change than they were at reporting that the object did not change in trials in
which the object did in fact change, i.e., in change-blindness trials. So subjects
were slower at reporting that an object did not change when the object did in fact
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change than they were at reporting that an object did not change when the object
did not change. This suggests that the change in the stimulus affects subjects’
response times, even though the subjects failed to report the change. Since the
change affects subjects’ response times, the subjects arguably saw the changes.
However, since subjects in those trials reported that the stimulus had not
changed, they arguably were not aware that they saw the change.
Andrew Hollingworth, Carrick Williams, and John Henderson (2001) found
that subjects fixate objects that have changed longer than they fixate those same
objects in control trials when they have not changed, even when subjects fail to
report those changes.
Subjects viewed a line drawing of a scene, e.g., a laboratory, while their
eye movements were monitored with an eye-tracking device. In some trials, after
a subject fixated a particular object, e.g., a microscope, and then saccaded away
from that object, the object changed, e.g., it changed into a different type of
microscope. Subjects were instructed ahead of time to push a button as soon as
they saw a change in the scene. In control trials, the scene remained
unchanged. In all trials, the experimenters monitored subjects’ eye movements,
and measured how long subjects fixated the changed object when they saccaded
back to it after the change.
Hollingworth et al. found that in trials in which subjects failed to report a
change that occurred, i.e., in change-blindness trials, subjects fixated the
changed object for a longer period of time than they fixated the unchanged object
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after their initial saccade in the control trials. So the change to the visual scene
affected subjects’ fixation of the changed object, even when they failed to report
the change. Again, this suggests that the subjects did in fact see the changes,
but they were not aware that they saw the changes, i.e., they unconsciously saw
the changes.
I have been arguing that the above experiments show that changeblindness subjects do in fact see changes in visual scenes, even when they
cannot report those changes or that they see them. These experiments thus
support the view that change blindness results, not from one’s failure to see a
change, but from a failure to consciously see a change.
But Stephen Mitroff, Simons, and Steven Franconeri (2002) argue that
such results do not show that subjects unconsciously perceive changes in visual
scenes. These experiments show that subjects unconsciously perceive changes
only if they show that changes in visual scenes have subsequent effects on
subjects’ behavior even when subjects do not consciously perceive the changes.
However, Mitroff et al. argue, it could be that subjects fail to report changes, or
that subjects report that no change occurred, not because the subjects failed to
consciously see the changes, but because they were not confident that they saw
the changes. According to Mitroff et al., subjects could employ a conservative
reporting strategy, whereby they report only those changes that they are certain
they saw. Operating with such a conservative strategy, subjects will fail to report,
or will deny that they saw, a change that they are not completely confident that
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they saw, even if they were aware that they saw that change, i.e., even if they
saw the change consciously. So, perhaps, subjects in the Russell and Driver,
Williams and Simons, and Hollingworth et al. experiments consciously see the
changes, but they are not highly confident that they see them. To determine
whether subjects do in fact unconsciously perceive changes, one must insure
that subjects employ a liberal reporting strategy, whereby they report a change
whenever they have even just the slightest sense that they saw a change.
Some psychologists have attempted to insure that change-blindness
subjects employ such a liberal reporting strategy by instructing those subjects to
report changes whenever they think they might have seen a change, regardless
of how confident they are that they saw the change. I will describe such
experiments by Diego Ferndandez-Duque and Ian Thornton, and I will argue that,
despite objections by Mitroff et al., these experiments show that subjects
sometimes see changes in visual scenes without seeing those changes
consciously.
Fernandez-Duque and Thornton (2000) showed that subjects employing
such a liberal reporting strategy see changes in the orientations of stimuli, even
when they report seeing no such changes. Subjects were presented with a
matrix of 16 black rectangles, each of which was either horizontally or vertically
oriented. This matrix appeared for 250 msecs, was followed by a blank screen
for 250 msecs, and then bv another matrix of black rectangles for 250 msecs.
The second matrix of rectangles differed from the first matrix in respect of the
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orientation of one of the rectangles; that rectangle changed from horizontal to
vertical or from vertical to horizontal.45 When that second matrix disappeared,
another screen appeared containing only two of the rectangles from the second
matrix, and subjects were asked to report which of the two rectangles was most
likely to have changed orientation from the first scene to the second. Subjects
were then asked whether they saw a change; they were instructed to report
changes if they saw a change or if they thought or sensed that they saw a
change.

45

The experiment also included catch trials in which no change occurred
between the first and second matrices of rectangles.
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Figure 3: Adapted from Fernandez-Duque & Thornton (2000)

A.

250 msecs
250 msecs
250 msecs

B.

Subjects are first presented with a flicker sequence (A) in which the orientation of one of the
rectangles could change after the intermittent blank screen. Then subjects are presented with a
probe screen (B), and they are asked to guess which rectangle changed orientation, and to report
whether they saw a change.
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Fernandez-Duque and Thornton found that even when subjects reported
that they saw no change, their guesses about which rectangle had changed were
above chance levels. This suggests that subjects saw the change in the
rectangle’s orientation, even though they could not report it. And this in turn
suggests that subjects fail to report the change, not because they failed to see it,
but because they were unaware that they saw it.
Fernandez-Duque and Thornton confirmed these results in a variation of
the experiment. They first presented subjects with eight black rectangles
organized in a ring around a fixation cross such that the rectangles were
equidistant from that fixation cross. Four of the rectangles were horizontal and
four were vertical. This initial scene lasted for 250 msecs, was then followed by
a blank screen for 250 msecs, and then by a second ring of eight rectangles for
250 msecs. In trials in which a change occurred, the second ring of rectangles
differed from the first in respect of the orientation of one of the rectangles, which
had changed from horizontal to vertical or from vertical to horizontal. Subjects
were then presented with a scene in which two of the rectangles from the second
scene were cued by changing from black to light gray. Subjects were asked to
report which of those two cued rectangles had most likely changed between the
first and second scenes, and then to report whether they had seen a change.
Again, subjects were instructed to report a change if they saw a change or if they
thought or sensed that they saw a change.
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Figure 4: Adapted from Fernandez-Duque & Thornton (2000)

A.

250 msecs
250 msecs
250 msecs

B.

Subjects are first presented with a flicker sequence (A) in which the orientation of one of the
rectangles could change after the intermittent blank screen. Then subjects are presented with a
probe screen (B), and they are asked to guess which of the two cued rectangles changed
orientation, and to report whether they saw a change.
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Thornton and Fernandez-Duque again found that subjects locate the
change above chance levels, even when they report that they did not see a
change. Since subjects employed a liberal reporting strategy, their reports of
seeing no changes arguably reflect, not a lack of confidence that they saw the
changes, but that they did not consciously see the changes. These results, like
those from the previous experiment, suggest that subjects saw the change in
orientation, even though they were not conscious that they saw it.
However, Mitroff, Simons, and Franconeri (2002) argue that FernandezDuque and Thornton’s experiments do not show that subjects unconsciously see
the changes in orientation. Rather, Mitroff et al. argue, it could be that subjects
guess above chance at the location of the change by following strategies based
on what they consciously see, even though they do not see the change either
consciously or unconsciously. If so, Fernandez-Duque and Thornton’s
experiments do not show that some cases of change blindness result from one’s
failure to be conscious that one is seeing a change.
According to Mitroff et al., the subjects in Fernandez-Duque and
Thornton’s experiments could follow an exclusion strategy, whereby they infer
where a change likely occurred based on their having consciously seen that no
such change occurred at another location. Subjects in Fernandez-Duque and
Thornton’s experiments were instructed to report which of two rectangles had
changed. In trials in which a rectangle changed orientation, as opposed to catch
trials, subjects were asked to choose between a rectangle that had changed and
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the rectangle appearing at the location diametrically opposed to where that
changed rectangle appeared. If subjects failed to see the change, whether
consciously or unconsciously, but they consciously saw that the rectangle at one
of the two cued locations did not change, then they could guess that it was likely
that a change occurred at the other location. This strategy would of course lead
to a number of false-positive responses in catch trials in which no change
occurred at either location. However, it would also result in a subject’s guessing
above chance at the correct location of the change in trials in which a rectangle
changed orientation but the subject failed to see the change at all, i.e., not even
unconsciously. In such cases, subjects would report that they did not see the
change, but they would correctly guess where the change had occurred. Without
showing that the subjects are not following such an exclusion strategy, Mitroff et
al. argue, Fernandez-Duque and Thornton fail to show that subjects see changes
unconsciously, i.e., without being aware that they are seeing those changes.
Fernandez-Duque and Thornton (2003) tested whether subjects in their
experiments were following such an exclusion strategy. They hypothesized that
subjects using such a strategy in trials in which they reported seeing no change
at all would be above chance levels at reporting the location at which no change
occurred. If, in trials in which they report seeing no change, subjects guess the
location of a change above chance levels because they consciously saw that no
change occurred at the other cued location, subjects will report above chance
levels that no change occurred at those other cued locations. If subjects’ reports
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of the locations at which no change occurred are not above chance, then they did
not consciously see that no change occurred there. If so, subjects’ abovechance guesses about the location of the change did not result from their
employing an exclusion strategy; they did infer the location of change because
they consciously saw that no change occurred at the other cued location.
As in their previous experiments, Fernandez-Duque and Thornton
presented subjects with a ring of eight rectangles for 250 msecs, followed by a
blank screen for 250 msecs, then another ring of rectangles for 250 msecs, and
finally a screen in which two of the eight rectangles were cued by changing from
black to light gray. Subjects were asked to report which of the two cued
rectangles was located opposite from the rectangle that they think was most
likely to have changed orientation; i.e., they were asked to select the rectangle
they thought most likely did not change orientation. Subjects were then asked to
report whether they had seen any change in orientation.
Fernandez-Duque and Thornton found that in trials in which subjects
reported seeing no change at all, they were below chance levels at selecting the
rectangle located opposite from the one they thought was most likely to have
changed; i.e., subjects were below chance at selecting the rectangle that had not
changed orientation. Since subjects would presumably be able to select the
rectangle that had not changed if they had consciously seen that it did not
change, these results suggest that subjects did not consciously see that the
rectangle opposite the one that changed did not change, at least not in trials in
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which they report seeing no change in the scene. This in turn suggests that
subjects’ above-chance guessing about which rectangle changed orientation in
trials in which they reported seeing no such change is not due to their using an
exclusion strategy, as Mitroff et al. suggest.
In another experiment on unconscious change detection, Thornton and
Fernandez-Duque (2000) tested whether changes that subjects report not seeing
can nonetheless affect subjects’ subsequent orientation discriminations.
Specifically, they tested for a congruency priming effect, an effect whereby a
change in the orientation of a stimulus affects the response times or accuracy of
subsequent speeded reports about the orientation of a probe object. In many
cases, a congruency between features of a previously presented stimulus and
those of subsequently presented probes facilitate subjects’ reports of the features
of the probes, and incongruencies between features of previously presented
stimuli and those of subsequently presented probes hinder subjects’ reports of
the features of the probe, affecting the speed or accuracy of those reports (see,
e.g., Lu and Proctor, 1995; Ericksen and Ericksen, 1974; Posner, 1980; Simon
and Small, 1969; Stroop, 1935). For example, Michael Posner showed that
subjects are faster at reporting the appearance of a stimulus when a cue, e.g., a
flash of light, appeared at the same location prior to the onset of the stimulus,
whereas subjects are slower at reporting the onset of the stimulus when it is
preceded by a cue appearing at a different location.
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Thornton and Fernandez-Duque tested whether changes in the
orientations of stimuli affect subjects’ reports of the orientations of subsequently
presented probes in cases in which subjects report not seeing the changes in
orientation. Such a congruency effect, they argue, would show that subjects did
in fact see the changes in orientation, even if they were not aware that they saw
them.
As in the experiments discussed above, Thornton and Fernandez-Duque
presented subjects with a ring of eight vertical or horizontal rectangles for 250
msecs, followed by a blank screen for 250 msecs, and then by another ring of
eight rectangles for 250 msecs. One of the rectangles in that ring could have
changed orientation from the first screen.46 Finally, subjects were presented with
a screen in which one of the eight rectangles was cued. Subjects were asked to
quickly report the orientation of the cued rectangle by pressing one of two keys
on a keyboard. They were then to press the spacebar if they thought they had
seen a change in the orientation of any rectangle, or to do nothing if they thought
that they had seen no change.47
There were four variations for trials in which a change occurred, valid and
congruent trials, valid and incongruent trials, invalid and congruent trials, and
invalid and incongruent trials. In valid trials, the probe at the end of the trial

46

These experiments, like the previous experiments, included catch trials, in
which no change occurred between the first and second scenes.
47

In a later experiment, subjects also pressed a key to report that they had
not seen a change.
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appeared at the location where a rectangle had changed orientation from the first
to the second scenes. In invalid trials, the probe appeared at a different location
from where the change had occurred. In congruent trials, the orientation of the
probe was the same as that of the changed rectangle; e.g., if a horizontal
rectangle had changed to a vertical rectangle, a vertical rectangle was cued as a
probe. In incongruent trials, the orientation of the probe differed from that of the
changed rectangle after the change; e.g., if a horizontal rectangle had changed
to a vertical rectangle, a horizontal rectangle was cued as a probe.
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Figure 5: Adapted from Thornton & Fernandez-Duque (2000)
A. Valid/Congruent

B. Invalid/Congruent

C. Invalid/Incongruent

Subjects were first presented with a flicker sequence in which the orientation of one of the
rectangles could change after the intermittent blank screen. In all three trials above, the rectangle
at the one o’clock position changed from horizontal to vertical. Then subjects were presented
with a probe screen in which one of the rectangles was cued. In valid/congruent trials, (A), the
rectangle that had changed was cued. In invalid/congruent trials, (B), a rectangle of the same
orientation, but at a different location from, the rectangle that changed was cued. In
invalid/incongruent trials, (C), a rectangle of a different orientation from, and at a different location
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from, the changed rectangle was cued. Subjects were asked to report as quickly as possible the
orientation of that cued rectangle.

Thornton and Fernandez-Duque found that subjects’ reports of the
orientations of probes in invalid, incongruent trials were significantly less
accurate than their reports of the orientations of probes in invalid, congruent
trials, even in trials in which the subjects reported seeing no changes. This
result, Thornton and Fernandez-Duque argue, suggests that subjects saw the
changes in orientation, even when they failed to report them. On this
interpretation of the data, subjects’ reports of the orientations of probes are less
accurate when those orientations differ from the final orientations of the changed
rectangles because the final orientations of the changed rectangles primed the
subjects to report those orientations, not the orientations of the probes. Vertical
rectangles prime one to report vertical rectangles, whereas horizontal rectangles
prime one to report horizontal rectangles. So, when one is primed to report
horizontal rectangles, one will make more mistakes when reporting the
orientations of vertical rectangles than when reporting horizontal ones. And
when one is primed to report vertical rectangles, one will make more mistakes
when reporting the orientations of horizontal rectangles than when reporting
vertical ones.
It is important to note that this congruency effect is due in part to the
change itself, not simply to the incongruency between the final orientation of the
changed rectangle and the orientation of the probe. The probe and the changed
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rectangle appeared at different locations. And some of the unchanging
rectangles in the invalid, congruent trials also had orientations different from
those of the probes. However, those incongruencies between the orientations of
those rectangles and the orientation of the probe did not affect subjects’ reports
of the orientations of probes. So the best explanation of the congruency effect in
invalid trials is that the final orientation of the changed rectangle primes subjects’
reports. If so, the subject must have seen that rectangle change orientation.
Otherwise, the orientation of the changed rectangle would not affect subjects’
reports any more than the orientations of other rectangles also presented. Since
this congruency effect occurs in trials in which the subjects report seeing no
change at all, the subjects must have unconsciously seen the rectangle change
orientation.
But, again, Mitroff et al. argue that the results of this experiment do not
show that subjects unconsciously see the rectangle change orientation. Rather,
they argue, the decreased accuracy of subjects’ reports in invalid, incongruent
trials in which subjects report seeing no change could result from subjects’
awareness of an invariant spatial relation holding between the changing
rectangle and the probe.
In invalid trials in Thornton and Fernandez-Duque’s experiment, the probe
always appeared at a location diametrically opposed to the location of the
changed rectangle. It could be that subjects learn this relationship, i.e., during
those trials in which they consciously see the rectangle change orientation. After
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learning that the changes always occur at the location diametrically opposite from
the probe, subjects could direct their attention to that location diametrically
opposed to the location of the probe at the end of each trial, in which case they
would attend to the changed rectangle. That in turn would increase the saliency
of the orientation of that rectangle, thus creating a priming effect for subjects’
subsequent reports of the orientation of the probe. If so, the congruency effect
results from subjects’ attending to the changed rectangle after the change, not
from one’s having seen the change when it occurred.
Fernandez-Duque and Thornton (2003) tested this hypothesis by running
trials in which they eliminated the invariant spatial relationship between the
change and the probe. Rather than presenting the probe at a location
diametrically opposed to the location of the change, they systematically varied
the spatial relation between the probe and the change. Fernandez-Duque and
Thornton found that subjects’ reports of the orientations of probes in invalid,
incongruent trials were still less accurate than their reports of the orientations of
probes in invalid, congruent trials, even when subjects reported seeing no
change. So, Fernandez-Duque and Thornton concluded, this congruency effect
does not depend on subjects’ awareness of an invariant spatial relation between
the probes and the changes.
However, Fernandez-Duque and Thornton note another account of the
congruency effects that does not invoke unconscious perception of the change in
orientation of the rectangle. After the rectangle changes orientation, the scene
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contains more rectangles of one orientation than rectangles of the other
orientation. In all trials, the first scene consists of a ring of four horizontal
rectangles and four vertical rectangles. In trials in which one of the rectangles
changes orientation, the second scene of rectangles contains five rectangles of
one orientation and three of the other orientation. For example, in trials in which
a horizontal rectangle changes to a vertical rectangle, the scene appearing
directly after the blank screen has five vertical rectangles and three horizontal
rectangles. In trials in which a vertical rectangle changes to a horizontal
rectangle, that second scene contains five horizontal rectangles and three
vertical ones. So it could be that the congruency effect is due to this discrepancy
between the number of horizontal and vertical rectangles in the second scene. A
scene with more vertical rectangles than horizontal rectangles could prime
subjects to report that a subsequently presented probe is vertical. And a scene
with more horizontal rectangles than vertical rectangles could prime subjects to
report that a subsequently presented probe is horizontal.
To control for priming effects caused by an unequal number of vertical and
horizontal rectangles in the second scene, Fernandez-Duque and Thornton ran
another experiment in which each trial started with a scene consisting of an
uneven number of vertical and horizontal rectangles. For example, the first
scene could consist of five vertical rectangles and three horizontal rectangles. In
this case, one of the vertical rectangles would change orientation in the second
scene, leaving four vertical rectangles and four horizontal rectangles. If the
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congruency effect in the earlier experiments resulted from an uneven number of
horizontal and vertical rectangles in the second scene, the congruency effect
would be eliminated in these new trials.
However, Fernandez-Duque and Thornton found that subjects’ reports of
the orientations of probes in invalid, incongruent trials were still less accurate
than their reports of the orientations of probes in invalid, congruent trials, even in
trials in which subjects reported that they saw no change. These results show
that the congruency effect does not result from the presence of different numbers
of horizontal and vertical rectangles in the second scene.
These results arguably support the view that subjects often see changes
in visual scenes, even when they are unable to report them. Since subjects’
reports about visual stimuli, such as changes, reflect only what they consciously
see, change-blindness experiments show that subjects often fail to consciously
see changes in visual scenes. However, since subjects’ behavior, e.g., their
reports of the orientation of a target object presented directly after the changing
scene, is affected by changes that the subjects were not conscious of seeing,
those subjects arguably saw the changes without being conscious of doing so. If
so, change blindness is not a failure to see a change, it is a failure to be
conscious of seeing a change that one is in fact seeing.
It is not clear how we could explain the above data on the views that
change blindness results from sparse visual representations, a memory failure,
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vision’s failure to compare representations of the changing features before and
after the change, or one’s failure to see that the scene has changed.
Since subjects see the changes, they arguably see the changing features
before and after the change. So their visual representations had mental qualities
pertaining to those changing features, e.g., the changing orientations of the
rectangles. So change blindness does not result from one’s having sparse visual
representations.
This also undermines much of the motivation for Noë’s (2004) enactive
account of change blindness, which I discussed in the previous chapter. Noë
argues that change blindness shows that we see only a subset of the details of
visual scenes at once. And he claims that we take visual experience to present
us with so much detail, contrary to what change blindness shows, because we
implicitly understand how moving will enable us to see more detail than we
currently see. However, if change blindness does not show that we see very little
at once, as the above experiments on unconscious change perception suggest,
then we need not invoke such implicit sensorimotor understanding to explain the
sense that we see a great amount of detail at once. Perhaps we seem to
ourselves to see a great amount of detail at once because we do in fact see a
great amount of detail at once.
Also, since the change itself produces the various priming effects
discussed above, subjects arguably see that the features have changed, they do
not just see the changing features without seeing them as changing. Dretske
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claims that change blindness results from one’s failure to see that a change has
occurred, even though subjects see the changing features. So Dretske’s view
also fails to account for the data.
Further, since the subjects see the change in features, vision must have
encoded and stored a representation of the feature of the original scene before it
changed. So change blindness does not result from vision’s failure to retain
representations of the changing features from moment to moment.
Finally, if seeing changes requires that vision compares the representation
of the scene before the change with the representation of the scene after the
change, subjects’ visual representations of the scene before and after the
change must have been compared.
So the best explanation of the above results is that subjects see the
changes in the visual scenes, but they are not conscious that they saw those
changes. On this view, subjects fail to report the changes because they do not
consciously see those changes, not because they do not see that those changes
occurred, as Dretske argues.

6. Neural Evidence for Change Perception During Change Blindness?
If subjects do in fact perceive changes when they are unable to report
those changes, or even when they deny seeing those changes, then the areas of
the brain underlying perception of change are presumably active during change
blindness. So, one might argue, neuroscientific studies of brain activity during
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change-blindness experiments could help determine whether change blindness
is in fact a failure to be conscious that one sees a change, not a failure to see
that change.
Diane Beck, Geraint Rees, Christopher Frith, and Nilli Lavie (2001) found
that certain neural areas are activated during change blindness, i.e., when
subjects fail to report a changing feature, that are not activated when subjects
view a scene that does not change. This shows that, even when subjects are
unable to report changes in visual scenes, their brains do register such changes.
One might argue that these results support the view that subjects perceive
changes in visual scenes, even when they are unable to report those changes. If
so, these results support the view that change blindness is due to one’s failure to
be conscious that one is seeing a change.
Beck et al. used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to monitor
subjects’ neural activity while the subjects were engaged in a change-detection
task. The subjects were presented with a sequence of scenes starting with a
scene consisting of two faces positioned on either side of a fixation cross and two
strings of three letters each positioned 2.4 degrees of visual angle above and
below the fixation cross. After that initial scene was briefly presented it was
followed by a blank screen. Following the blank screen, another scene
consisting of two strings of letters, a fixation cross, and two flanking faces
appeared briefly, and was then followed by another blank screen. After subjects
viewed two cycles of this sequence, they were prompted to report whether an ‘X’
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had appeared in the strings of letters and whether either of the two faces
changed during the trial. In some trials, i.e., change trials, one of the faces
changed after the intermittent blank screens; in no-change trials, neither face
changed.
Beck et al. found that during trials in which a face changed but subjects
failed to report that change, there was significant activation of an area of the
fusiform gyrus, an area sensitive to face perception, and there was also
activation of the lingual gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus. However, in trials in
which neither face changed, these neural areas were not activated. Subjects’
responses in both change trials and no-change trials were the same, i.e., they
reported seeing no change to the faces. So, Beck et al. argue, the neural
activation occurring during the change trials in which subjects failed to report the
changes “... reflects stimulus-driven unconscious processing of change” (2001, p.
646).
One might argue that this supports the view that one unconsciously
perceives changes. However, though it could be that the activation during
change blindness reflects unconscious change perception, not all neural activity
underlies psychological processing, such as perception. And it could be that the
stimulus-driven activation Beck et al. found during change blindness reflects
subpersonal processing of changes, not perception of changes. So these results
do not by themselves provide further support for the view that subjects
unconsciously see changes during change-blindness experiments.
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To determine whether the neural activity occurring during change
blindness does in fact underlie change perception, one could monitor neural
activity during a change-blindness experiment in which subjects exhibit priming
effects from changes they fail to report, such as those found by FernandezDuque and Thornton (2000, 2003), Hollingworth et al. (2001), Russell and Driver
(2005), and Williams and Simons (2000). In addition to monitoring neural
activity, one could test whether activation of those neural areas is required for
change perception by applying transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to those
areas while subjects are engaged in a similar test for unconscious change
perception. TMS temporarily deactivates the neural areas to which it is applied.
So, if applying TMS to those areas reduces or eliminates the priming effects of
changes one fails to report, this suggests that those areas are in fact required for
unconscious change perception.
However, other results in the Beck et al. study might pose a problem for
the view that the stimulus-driven activation occurring during change blindness is
identical with, or even underlies, unconscious change perception. If so, the
activations of the fusiform gyrus, lingual gyrus, and inferior frontal gyrus that
Beck et al. found do not support the view that subjects unconsciously see
changes during change blindness.
Beck et al. found that the neural areas activated when subjects report the
changes, so when they consciously perceive those changes, are separate from
the areas activated during change blindness; there is no overlap between the
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areas activated during conscious change perception and the areas activated
during change blindness. Beck et al. claim that the lack of overlap between
those activations shows that the results of experiments showing priming effects
of changes during change blindness are due to unconscious change perception,
not to low-confidence conscious change perception, as some (e.g., Mitroff et al.,
2002) argue. If the priming effects were due to low-confidence conscious change
perception, Beck et al. argue, the neural processes causing them would
presumably involve the same, but weaker, neural processes as the highconfidence conscious change perception underlying subjects’ successful reports
of changes.
However, one might argue that the lack of overlap between areas
activated during change blindness and areas activated during conscious change
perception suggests that the areas activated during change blindness are not
identical with unconscious change perception. If unconscious change perception
occurs, it arguably involves the process in virtue of which one perceives changes
but not the processes in virtue of which one is conscious of perceiving changes.
And conscious change perception arguably involves both the process in virtue of
which one perceives changes and the process in virtue of which one is conscious
of perceiving changes. If so, conscious and unconscious change perception
involve common processes, in virtue of which one perceives changes in both
cases. Since the Beck et al. experiments suggest that there is no overlap
between the neural processes activated during conscious change perception and
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those activated during change blindness, one might argue, the processes
occurring during change blindness are not identical with, and are not even
involved in, unconscious change perception. If so, perhaps the Beck al. findings
do not support the view that subjects see changes even when they fail to see
them consciously.
Still, it could be that conscious change perception does in fact involve
those areas activated during change blindness, but the processes Beck et al.
found to be activated during conscious change perception suppress or mask
those processes. On this view, the activation occurring during change blindness
also occurs during conscious change perception, but the fMRI fails to detect it.
Other results might support this hypothesis. Luiz Pessoa and Leslie
Ungerleider (2004) found that the neural areas activated during conscious
change perception are virtually identical with the areas activated during false
alarms, i.e., cases in which subjects reported seeing changes during trials in
which no changes occurred. So it could be that the activation Beck et al.
detected during conscious change perception does not include processing
involved in change perception, just processing involved in one’s being conscious
of oneself as seeing changes and in one’s reporting changes.48 Since conscious
change perception, as opposed to cases of false alarms, does in fact involve the
48

Although it could be that false alarms are caused by illusory states of
change perception, or that the processes in virtue of which one falsely reports a
change cause illusory states of change perception, we need only conclude that
this activation common to conscious change perception and false alarms
underlies the processes in virtue of which one is conscious of oneself as seeing a
change and in virtue of which one reports changes.
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perception of changes, it arguably involves processing that was not detected by
fMRI.
One could test whether conscious perception of changes requires
activation of those areas Beck et al. found to be activated during change
blindness by applying TMS to those areas in subjects engaged in a changedetection task. If such TMS lowers or eliminates subjects’ ability to report
changes, compared with subjects’ success when TMS is not applied to those
areas, then those areas are in fact involved in conscious change perception,
even if they are not detected by fMRI during conscious change perception.
But other experiments pose another problem for the view that the areas
activated during change blindness underlie change perception. FernandezDuque, Giordana Grossi, Thornton, and Helen Neville (2003) measured eventrelated potentials (ERPs) of activation during both change blindness and
conscious change perception, and they found that those areas activated during
change blindness respond to the changes in the visual scenes after a longer
delay than the areas activated during conscious change perception respond to
the onset of such changes. Again, if the activation that occurs during change
blindness underlies change perception, then the processes it underlies are
arguably involved in conscious change perception as well. Again, this is because
conscious change perception arguably involves both the process of perceiving
changes and the process in virtue of which one is conscious of perceiving
changes. Further, the processes involved in change perception are presumably
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causally antecedent to those in virtue of which one is conscious of perceiving a
change; one would not be conscious of perceiving a change before one sees a
change. Since the areas activated during change blindness respond to changes
more slowly than the areas activated during conscious change perception,
activation of those areas does not cause the activation that occurs during
conscious change perception. So, one might argue, those areas activated during
change blindness do not underlie perception of change.49
Nevertheless, this does not pose a problem for the view that subjects do in
fact see changes while being unable to report them. It could be that the
activation that occurs during change blindness and the activation that occurs
during conscious change perception are both caused by the same processes,
and that those earlier processes are identical with change perception. And it
could be that those earlier processes are suppressed or masked by the
processes detected by fMRI. There is visual processing that occurs earlier than
the processing found during these experiments. So even if the areas activated
during change blindness are not activated during conscious change perception,
that does not show that unconscious change perception does not also occur.

49

Fernandez-Duque et al. claim these results show there are separate
processes underlying conscious and unconscious change detection. However,
that conflicts with the simpler view that conscious change perception involves the
process in virtue of which one sees change, which is also involved in
unconscious change perception, and the process in virtue of which one is
conscious of seeing that change.
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So, whereas the neuroscientific experiments on change blindness do not
support the view that change blindness is a failure to be conscious that one is
seeing a change, they do not pose a problem for that view either.
However, despite the inconclusiveness of the neuroscientific studies of
brain activity during change blindness, the psychological experiments revealing
priming effects of changes during change blindness strongly suggest that
subjects do see changes in visual scenes, even when they fail to report them or
when they report not seeing them. So we can best explain change blindness in
terms of the view that subjects are sometimes unaware that they see changes in
visual scenes that they nonetheless do in fact see.

7. Homomorphism Theory and Change Blindness
If change blindness occurs when subjects see changes and changing
features without being aware that they see them, then change blindness occurs
even when subjects have both visual representations that represent those
changing features and visual representations that represent those changes as
such. So we must explain the nature of such visual representations in a way that
allows for the distinction between one’s having such representations and one’s
being conscious of them.
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It is widely held that intentional states, such as beliefs, often occur without
one’s being conscious of them.50 This is because it is widely held that intentional
states are to be individuated by their mental attitudes and conceptual content,
both of which are amenable to functional explanation in terms of their typical
causes and effects. Since one’s states can play the functional roles of intentional
states without one’s being conscious of those states, intentional states can occur
unconsciously. And, since perceptual beliefs are intentional states, they arguably
sometimes occur without one’s being conscious of them. If so, one’s perceptual
belief that a visual scene is changing could occur unconsciously.
However, seeing also involves qualitative states, or sensations. And
qualitative states are individuated, not only in terms of their functional roles--i.e.,
their roles in mediating between sensory inputs, other mental states, e.g.,
perceptual beliefs, and behavioral outputs--but also in terms of their qualitative
characters. Since it is unclear why one would fail to consciously see a change as
such if one consciously sees the changing features of a scene, the best
explanation of change blindness is that subjects do not consciously see the
changing features, or at least that they do not consciously see the changing
feature either before or after the change. If so, the view that change blindness
results from one’s failure to be conscious that one is seeing a change rests on
the view that qualitative states, such as visual sensations, can occur without
one’s being conscious of them.
50

But see Galen Strawson (1994) for an argument that intentional states do
not occur unconsciously.
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The homomorphism theory of sensing I argued for in Chapter 1 explains
the nature of visual sensations in a way that is compatible with this account of
change blindness, since homomorphism theory allows for a distinction between
one’s having sensations and one’s being aware of those sensations (Rosenthal,
1991, 2005).
According to homomorphism theory, visual sensations represent visual
stimuli and scenes in virtue of having mental qualities that are analogous in a
specific way to the visible properties of those stimuli and scenes. Specifically,
mental qualities represent perceptible properties in respect of homomorphisms
between families of mental qualities and families of perceptible properties. For
example, visual sensations represent perceptible colors in virtue of having mental
qualities, i.e., colors*, that resemble and differ from each other in ways parallel to
the ways perceptible colors resemble and differ from each other. Just as the
color red resembles orange more than green, red*, the mental quality of
sensations of red, resembles orange* more than green*. Likewise, visual
sensations of shape have mental qualities, shapes*, that resemble and differ
from each other in ways parallel to the ways visible shapes resemble and differ
from each other. Just as perceptible squares resemble perceptible rectangles
more than perceptible triangles, square* resembles rectangular* more than
triangular*. And the same account explains how visual sensations represent
size, orientation, and location.
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This view best explains how we see various perceptible properties, and
how we perceptually discriminate those properties. According to homomorphism
theory, we see, e.g., squares as more similar to rectangles than triangles
because visual sensations of squares are more similar to those of rectangles
than those of triangles. Homomorphism theory holds that mental qualities are
theoretical posits posited to explain how we see perceptible properties, such as
the shapes, sizes, orientations, and locations of objects.
Homomorphism theory also accounts for the introspectible qualitative
character of conscious visual sensations. What it’s like for one to consciously
see a square is more similar to what it’s like for one to consciously see a
rectangle than what it’s like for one to consciously see a triangle. This is
because when one introspects the visual sensation one has when seeing a
square, one is aware that that sensation itself resembles and differs from other
visual sensations of shape in ways parallel to the ways the perceptible shapes
they enable one to see resemble and differ from each other.
But, according to homomorphism theory, since visual sensations are
individuated in terms of the properties in virtue of which they enable us to see
perceptible properties, not in terms of how we are conscious of those sensations,
one can have, e.g., a visual sensation of a square without being aware that one
is having it, so without there being anything it’s like for one to see that square.
Homomorphism theory thus accounts for how one can unconsciously see
features of a visual scene.
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This in turn provides an account of how visual sensations represent stimuli
and scenes independently of one’s being aware of those sensations. So one
could see the changing features of a visual scene in virtue of having changing
visual sensations of those features, but without being aware of the changes in
one’s sensations. If so, one would fail to report the change. Also, if one
sometimes sees something without being conscious of seeing something, it could
be that one sees the change in the scene as such, but one fails to be conscious
of seeing it. In this case, one would fail to report seeing the change, and one
would deny seeing the change if asked.
This view of change blindness rests of course on a distinction between
one’s seeing something, e.g., a change, and one’s being aware that one is
seeing it. So the view is committed to a distinction between the mental
processes in virtue of which one sees something and the mental processes in
virtue of which one is aware of seeing something. Accordingly, when we
consciously see something, we are aware of seeing it in virtue of having a higherorder mental state that represents the first-order mental state enabling us to see.
We can account for how we are aware of the first-order states in virtue of which
we see stimuli in terms of a higher-order theory of consciousness, such as
Rosenthal’s (1997, 2005) higher-order-thought model of consciousness.
According to Rosenthal, one consciously sees something when and only when
one has a seemingly noninferential thought to the effect that one is seeing that
thing. Accordingly, if one fails to have a higher-order thought to the effect that
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one is seeing a change in a visual scene that one does in fact see, one will fail to
see that change consciously, so one will fail to report that change.51
Though I have argued that the results of experiments on change blindness
are best explained in terms of one’s failure to be aware that one sees a change,
it could be that some cases of change blindness are due to other causes, such
as vision’s failure to represent the changing features, to encode them in working
memory, or to compare them after the change. Homomorphism theory is
compatible with all of these other accounts of change blindness.
For example, homomorphism theory is compatible with the view that visual
representations are sparse, not highly detailed. A sparse visual sensation, on
this view, is one that has mental qualities pertaining to only a small subset of the
visible properties of the visual scene. If one had such a sparse sensation, one
would see only those perceptible properties that one’s sensation represented. If
the sensation lacked the mental qualities pertaining to the changing details of a
scene, one would fail to see those details as well as the change.

51

There are a number of factors that could contribute to a higher-order
thought’s failing to represent one’s seeing a change. For example, it could be
that one’s consecutive higher-order thoughts fail to represent one as seeing the
features that in fact change, even though one does in fact see those features.
Alternatively, it could be that one’s higher-order thoughts do represent one as
seeing those features at the times when one sees them, but one fails to retain
the earlier higher-order thought long enough for one to notice that one has seen
a feature change. Or, perhaps, though one does retain that higher-order thought,
one simply fails to draw an inference between that higher-order thought and the
current higher-order thought that represents one as seeing the new, changed
feature.
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Homomorphism theory is also compatible with the view that change
blindness results from vision’s failure to retain representations of visible features
from moment to moment, since homomorphism theory does not hold that visual
sensations and their mental qualities always persist. It could be that when one is
presented with the picture of a city’s skyline, one’s visual sensation does have
mental qualities pertaining to all of the buildings, but that sensation is not stored
in working memory. In that case, when one forms a new sensation with mental
qualities pertaining to the properties of the changed scene, i.e., the scene in
which one of those buildings is 25% larger than in the first scene, one will fail to
notice that the scene changed.
Further, homomorphism theory is compatible with the view that visual
representations are highly detailed but the mechanism that compares successive
representations of scenes does not compare all of the details of those
representations. If vision fails to compare the mental qualities of one’s
sensations pertaining to the changing building before and after the change, then
one will fail to see the change, even though one’s sensations represented the
features of that changing building before and after the change.
Finally, homomorphism theory is compatible with Dretske’s view of change
blindness. If the mental qualities of one’s sensations pertaining to the changing
features of a scene also change, but one does not form the perceptual belief that
the scene is changing, then one will not report the change, and one will deny
seeing the change if asked. According to homomorphism theory, mental
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qualities of visual sensations are posited to explain how one visually
discriminates visible features. But one could do so without being able to report
the features one is discriminating. As Dretske claims, verbal reporting requires
intentional states. So, if one lacked the belief that the visual scene was
changing, one would not report that it was changing, even if one’s sensations
were changing.
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Chapter 4: Feature Binding and Multiple-Object Tracking

1. Introduction
We discriminate stimuli on the basis of not only their individual perceptible
properties, such as their colors or shapes, but also their combinations of
perceptible properties. For example, one can discriminate a scene consisting of
a red square next to a green triangle and a scene consisting of a green square
next to a red triangle, even though both scenes contain the same colors and
shapes. To discriminate these scenes one must see the difference in how those
colors and shapes are combined.
Sensing such feature conjunctions is not limited to the visual case. One
senses a combination of perceptible properties when one feels something cold,
hard, round, and smooth, when one tastes something both sweet and spicy, and
when one has a pain that is both dull and throbbing. Any theory of sensing must
account for our sensing such feature conjunctions.
Austen Clark (2000, 2004) argues that we sense feature conjunctions in
virtue of sensing distinct perceptible properties at the same location. On this
view, one sees a red square in virtue of seeing red and seeing a square at the
same place, and one feels something both smooth and cold in virtue of feeling
smoothness and coldness at the same place. According to Clark, this way of
explaining how one senses feature conjunctions requires a special treatment of
how one senses the locations of stimuli. Specifically, Clark argues that whereas
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homomorphism theory, the view of sensing I advocate in earlier chapters,
adequately explains how one senses other perceptible properties, e.g., colors,
textures, and pains, we need a separate account of how one senses the
locations of stimuli. Clark offers his Feature Placing view as the best account.
Zenon Pylyshyn (2003) offers an alternative to Clark’s view.52 According
to Pylyshyn, one senses a combination of perceptible properties by sensing them
as properties of the same object, not as properties instantiated at the same
location. On Pylyshyn’s view, seeing a red square, e.g., rests on two distinct
operations. First, vision picks out an object without representing any of that
object’s properties, including its location. And, once vision has picked out an
object in this primitive, nonrepresentational way, it forms representations of that
object’s color and shape. Accordingly, one sees an object as both red and
square in virtue of forming a visual representation of red and a visual
representation of a square in connection with the same primitive,
nonrepresentational access to the object.53
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Jonathan Cohen (2004) and Mohan Matthen (2004) argue for views similar
to Pylyshyn’s.
53

Such access to objects is nonrepresentational only in the sense that it is
supposed to occur independently of representing any of an object’s properties,
e.g., its location, color, or shape. One could of course argue that such access is
in fact representational. It is often claimed that linguistic demonstratives, such as
‘this’ and ‘that’, represent objects without representing any of their properties.
Accordingly, Pylyshyn’s claim is not that vision picks out objects
nonrepresentationally, just that it picks them out independently of representing
any of their properties. Whether we call such access to objects representational
or nonrepresentational is merely a verbal issue.
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Pylyshyn’s view rests on arguments that nonrepresentational access to
objects is needed to explain the effects of so-called object-based attention and to
explain how we keep track of a number of moving visual stimuli at once, as
revealed by his multiple-object-tracking experiments.
If Pylyshyn’s object-based view of sensing feature conjunctions is correct,
Clark’s location-based view is false. If so, we do not need a special account of
sensory localization, as Clark argues.
I’ll argue that Pylyshyn’s view of sensing feature conjunctions is
unmotivated and problematic, and thus fails to undermine Clark’s location-based
view. But I’ll then argue that Clark’s view is superfluous and therefore fails to
undermine homomorphism theory’s account of how one senses the locations of
objects. In so arguing, I’ll argue that we can best explain how one senses
combinations of perceptible properties in terms of the view that distinct mental
qualities, e.g., those in virtue of which we see color and shape, are
interdependent, and that this view is a consequence of homomorphism theory.

2. Homomorphism Theory and the Many-Properties Problem
According to homomorphism theory, one senses perceptible properties,
such as colors and shapes, in virtue of having sensory states with mental
qualities that represent those perceptible properties. On this view, mental
qualities represent perceptible properties in virtue of resembling and differing
from other mental qualities in ways parallel to the ways the perceptible properties
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resemble and differ from each other (Rosenthal, 1991, 2005; Meehan, 2002).
For instance, the sensation one has when one sees an ellipse is more similar to
the sensation one has when one sees a circle than it is to the sensation one has
when one sees a triangle, just as ellipses are more similar to circles than they are
to triangles. This is because the sensations have mental qualities, shapes*, that
resemble and differ from each other in ways parallel to the ways visible shapes
resemble and differ from each other. And it is because such mental qualities
resemble and differ in ways parallel to the ways perceptible properties resemble
and differ from each other that we can sense the similarities and differences
among the perceptible properties. This homomorphism theory, I argue, applies
to cases of sensing all sensible properties, e.g., colors, sounds, textures, bodily
stimulation, and all sensible spatial properties, e.g., shapes, sizes, orientations,
and locations.
But Clark argues that homomorphism theory fails to explain how one
senses feature conjunctions. Clark invokes Frank Jackson’s (1977) so-called
many-properties problem to motivate his view of sensing feature conjunctions
and to argue against homomorphism theory.
One can distinguish the following two scenes:

a) A red square next to a green triangle.
b) A green square next to a red triangle.
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Since both scenes contain the same colors and shapes, seeing the difference
between these scenes requires more than just seeing their colors and shapes.
One can distinguish these two scenes because one sees the differences in the
ways the colors and shapes are combined. When looking at scene (a), one sees
a combination of red and square and a combination of green and triangular;
when looking at scene (b), one sees a combination of green and square and a
combination of red and triangular. Jackson’s many-properties problem is the
problem of explaining how one sees such combinations of properties.
According to Clark, one sees a combination of properties in virtue of
sensing those properties at the same location. When one sees scene (a), one
sees red and square at the same location and green and triangular at another
location, and when one sees scene (b), one sees green and square at the same
location and red and triangular at another location.
But, Clark argues, this location-based solution to the many-properties
problem is unavailable to views, such as homomorphism theory, that account for
one’s sensing the locations of stimuli in terms of one’s having sensations with
mental qualities that represent those locations (2000, p. 68). According to such
views, one sees something off to the left, e.g., in virtue of having a left*
sensation, or a sensation off-to-the-left*.54 Accordingly, if one sees a red square
off to the left, one has a red*, square* sensation off-to-the-left*. But this view,
Clark argues, fails to account for one’s capacity to discriminate between cases
54

I suffix an asterisk, i.e., ‘*’, to a predicate to signify reference to a mental
quality, as opposed to the perceptible property that mental quality represents.
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such as (a) and (b), since, according to this view, seeing both could involve
sensations with exactly the same mental qualities.
Suppose in scene (a) the red square is at location L1 and the green
triangle is at L2, and in scene (b) the green square is at L1 and the red triangle is
at L2. If homomorphism theory is true, Clark claims, one’s sensation of scene (a)
will have the mental qualities red*, green*, square*, triangular*, L1*, and L2*, but
one’s sensation of scene (b) will also have the mental qualities red*, green*,
square*, triangular*, L1*, and L2*. So to explain how one discriminates between
scenes (a) and (b), homomorphism theory must explain how vision binds
particular colors* and shapes* to particular locations*, e.g., to bind red* and
square* to L1* and green* and triangular* to L2*. But, according to Clark,
homomorphism theory does not explain how distinct mental qualities are bound
to each other. So, he claims, though we sense other perceptible properties, e.g.,
colors, in virtue of having sensations with mental qualities that represent those
properties, we do not sense where objects are located in virtue of having
sensations with mental qualities that represent the locations of those objects.
Rather, Clark claims we can best explain how one discriminates cases
such as (a) and (b) in terms of the view that sensing involves two distinct
mechanisms, one in virtue of which we sense the locations of stimuli and the
other in virtue of which we sense perceptible properties at those locations (2000,
p. 74; 2004, p. 450). According to Clark, we sense various properties, such as
colors and textures, in virtue of having sensations with mental qualities, e.g.,
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colors* and textures*, as characterized by homomorphism theory, but we sense
where those properties are located in virtue of mechanisms called sensory
names.
On this view, which Clark calls Feature Placing, one sees a red patch off
to the left when a sensory name picks out a region off to the left in one’s field of
view, the space in which one sees stimuli at a given moment, and one has a red*
sensation in connection with that sensory name. Accordingly, one sees a red
square in virtue of having instantiations of the mental qualities red* and square*
both in connection with the same sensory name.
According to Clark, when one sees a red square next to a green triangle,
one has instantiations of red* and square* in connection with the same sensory
name and instantiations of green* and triangular* in connection with another
sensory name. And when one sees a green square next to a red triangle, one
has instantiations of green* and square* in connection with the same sensory
name and instantiations of red* and triangular* in connection with another
sensory name. Feature Placing can thus solve the many-properties problem.

3. Experimental Support for Clark’s Location-Based View
In support of his location-based solution to the many-properties problem,
Clark cites work on the binding problem in neuroscience, the problem of
explaining how the brain gives rise to unified sensations of feature conjunctions,
given that it represents distinct visible properties, e.g., color, shape, orientation,
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size, and motion, in different parts of visual cortex. According to Clark, properties
of these separate neural representations are identical with the mental qualities of
sensations (2000, p. 44). So, Clark assumes, a solution to the binding problem
constitutes a solution to the many-properties problem.
Clark focuses primarily on Anne Treisman’s influential work on the binding
problem (2000, p. 46; 2004, p. 449-451), especially her experiments on illusory
conjunctions and conjunctive-feature searches (see Treisman, 1999 for a
review). I’ll focus on illusory conjunctions here.
In some of the earliest experiments on illusory-conjunctions, Treisman and
Hilary Schmidt (1982) showed that subjects sometimes accurately report the
visible properties of stimuli present while inaccurately reporting combinations of
those properties. They take these results to reveal a failure of the mechanism
responsible for binding separate visual representations of distinct perceptible
properties.
In one experiment, subjects were briefly presented with a number of
colored shapes flanked by two black numerals; e.g., subjects were presented
with a small blue circle, a larger yellow circle, a small pink triangle, and a larger
brown triangle flanked on either side by a black ‘7’ and ‘4’ (figure 1). Before the
scene appeared, subjects were instructed to give priority to remembering the
numerals for a subsequent memory task.
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Figure 1: Illusory Conjunction Paradigm
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As soon as the scene disappeared, subjects were asked to report the
numerals. Also, a marker appeared where one of the colored shapes had been,
and subjects were asked to report as many of that object’s properties as they
could.
Treisman and Schmidt found that subjects reported a significant number
of illusory conjunctions, i.e., conjunctions of properties that were not present in
the same stimuli. An example of such an illusory-conjunction report is when a
subject reports a small pink circle when presented with small blue circle, a larger
yellow circle, a small pink triangle, and a larger brown triangle. Though some
illusory-conjunction reports included properties not presented in the display, e.g.,
red or square, most of the illusory conjunctions subjects reported combined
properties that had been present in the display.
Treisman and Schmidt take such illusory-conjunction experiments to show
that one can accurately see the perceptible properties present while
misperceiving their combinations. So they conclude that illusory-conjunction
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reports reveal an error of whatever mechanism binds separate neural
representations of distinct perceptible properties.
According to Treisman and Schmidt, these studies suggest that binding
separate neural representations of distinct visible properties requires focal
attention, a limited-capacity processing mechanism that enables vision to
process information about certain stimuli at the expense of processing
information about other stimuli seen at the same time. They base this conclusion
on their finding that subjects are more likely to report illusory conjunctions when
they are allocating such attention to the flanking numerals for the subsequent
memory task rather than attending to the colored shapes.
The view that one must attend to a stimulus to see feature conjunctions is
further supported by studies showing that a patient with Balint’s Syndrome, a
visual-attention deficit caused by bilateral parietal lesions, frequently reports
illusory conjunctions when presented with multiple colored shapes (Friedman-Hill
et al., 1995; Robertson et al., 1997; Cohen and Rafal, 1991).
However, evidence that focal attention is responsible for seeing feature
conjunctions does not, by itself, support Clark’s location-based solution to the
many-properties problem. But several experiments suggest that focal attention is
allocated to locations in one’s field of view, facilitating processing of features
instantiated at those locations (Posner, 1980; Treisman & Gelade, 1980;
Treisman, 1988). If focal attention is required for seeing feature conjunctions,
and it operates on locations, then perhaps seeing feature conjunctions is location
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based, as Clark claims. According to this view, one sees combinations of
perceptible properties when focal attention is allocated to a particular location
and it determines that those perceptible properties are present there.
Michael Posner (1980) showed subjects respond faster to objects
appearing at previously cued locations, e.g., if a light briefly flashes there
preceding the target. According to Posner, subjects are faster at responding to
such an object because the cue attracts focal attention to where the object will
appear, and attention then persists at that location long enough to coincide with
the object’s appearance.
Treisman (1988) found that pre-cueing an object’s location facilitates
subjects’ reports of conjunctions of that object’s properties more than it facilitates
reports of single properties of the object. According to Treisman, this occurs
because allocating attention to a location enables one to see feature
conjunctions there, whereas attention plays no such role in one’s seeing single
features.55
Since it seems that spatially allocated focal attention is required for one to
see feature conjunctions, Treisman concludes that neural representations of
distinct perceptible properties are bound when focal attention determines that the
perceptible properties they represent are present at the same location.
According to Treisman, focal attention does this by determining that separate
55

The claim that attention plays a role in seeing feature conjunctions but not
single features is supported by Treisman’s work with Garry Gelade on
conjunctive-feature searches (Treisman & Gelade, 1980).
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neural representations of those perceptible properties represent those properties
as being at the same location. So Treisman offers a location-based solution to
the binding problem. Since Clark thinks the properties of those separate neural
representations are the mental qualities in virtue of which one senses perceptible
properties, he adopts a location-based view to solve the many-properties
problem.56
Treisman (1999) also cites a number of other sources in support of her
location-based view of binding. For one, Mary Jo Nissen (1985) found a
statistical dependency between one’s ability to report an object’s shape and
one’s ability to report its location, and also between one’s ability to report an
object’s color and one’s ability to report its location. But Nissen found that no
such correlation exists between one’s ability to report an object’s shape and
color. According to Treisman, this suggests that vision represents properties,
such as color and shape, along with their locations in one’s visual field, and that it
represents those distinct properties separately. Further, if vision represents both
colors and shapes along with their locations, then it can bind separate
representations of colors and shapes by correlating them with regard to the
locations at which they represent those colors and shapes.
And Treisman and Gelade (1980) found a significant statistical correlation
between subjects’ correctly reporting feature conjunctions and their correctly
56

Clark claims his view does not rest on all of the details of Treisman’s view
(2004, p. 446). But the details to which Clark is noncommittal are not relevant to
this discussion.
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reporting the locations of those features. Subjects were briefly presented with
two rows of colored letters, each of which was a pink ‘O’ or a blue ‘X’, with the
exception of the target letter, which was either a pink ‘X’ or a blue ‘O’. After the
brief presentation, subjects were to identify which type of target was present and
where it was located.
Treisman and Gelade found that when subjects reported the target’s
location incorrectly they were at chance at identifying which kind of target, a pink
‘X’ or a blue ‘O’, it was. But in a similar task in which targets were distinguished
from distractors by only a single feature, rather than by a feature conjunction,
subjects could identify targets even when they could not locate them. Treisman
and Gelade take this to support their location-based solution to the binding
problem. They claim there is a strong correlation between one’s ability to identify
a feature conjunction and one’s ability to locate that feature conjunction because
seeing feature conjunctions depends on vision’s determining that distinct features
are present at the same location.
Finally, Asher Cohen and Richard Ivry (1989) showed that subjects are
more likely to report illusory conjunctions involving features of objects that are
located close to each other than features of objects farther apart. Again, this
suggests a correlation between vision’s binding representations of distinct
features and the location at which vision represents those distinct features.57

57

See Clark (2004) for more support for the location-based view.
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4. Pylyshyn’s Object-Based View
Zenon Pylyshyn (2003) offers an alternative view, according to which we
see feature conjunctions when vision represents distinct features as features of
the same object, not as features at the same location. According to Pylyshyn,
the experiments frequently cited in support of the location-based view equally
support this object-based alternative.

... in all studies that examine the mislocation of properties, as for
example in the case of conjunction illusions, location and object
identity (i.e., which object it is) are confounded, since the objects
have fixed locations: in this case being a particular object O is
indistinguishable from being at location X. Because of this, the
findings are equally compatible with the view that individual objects
as such are detected first, before any of their properties (including
their locations) are encoded. (2003, p. 180; emphasis in original)

Pylyshyn further argues that we do in fact see conjunctions of features,
e.g., color and shape, in virtue of vision’s representing them as features of the
same object, not as features at the same location. This object-based view has
two main sources. One source is the growing experimental research suggesting
that the kind of focal attention involved in seeing feature conjunctions is allocated
to objects, not locations, so seeing feature conjunctions rests on preattentive
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access to objects in virtue of which vision allocates attention to those objects.
The second source of support for the object-based view of seeing feature
conjunctions comes from Pylyshyn’s experiments on our ability to simultaneously
keep track of several moving visual stimuli.
I’ll argue that both considerations fail to show that seeing feature
conjunctions depends on vision’s representing distinct features as features of the
same object. So, I’ll argue, Pylyshyn fails to undermine Clark’s location-based
account of sensing feature conjunctions.

5. Pylyshyn’s Object-Based View: Object-Based Attention
Along with Treisman, Pylyshyn thinks focal attention is responsible for
binding separate representations of distinct perceptible properties. But Pylyshyn
argues, against Treisman, that focal attention is allocated to objects, not
locations. If focal attention is allocated to objects, not locations, and if seeing
feature conjunctions requires focal attention, vision must access objects in a way
that enables attention to be allocated to those objects prior to seeing feature
conjunctions, so seeing feature conjunctions rests on this preattentive access to
objects. So, Pylyshyn thinks, vision binds distinct representations of distinct
perceptible properties when focal attention determines that those representations
represent properties of the same object, not properties at the same location.
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In support of this view, Pylyshyn cites growing experimental support for
the claim that focal attention operates on objects, not locations (2003, ch. 4; also
see Scholl, 2001 for a review).
Robert Egly, Jon Driver, and Robert Rafal (1994) showed that though
cueing a location in one’s field of view speeds one’s reports of stimuli at nearby
locations, as Posner showed, one’s responses are even faster when the cue and
the stimulus appear within the same object. Egly et al. presented subjects with
two parallel, rectangular bars. One end of one of the bars was then cued by a
brief color change. After the cue disappeared, the luminance of one of the ends
of the two bars changed. The luminance change could occur at the cued end of
the pre-cued bar, at the non-cued end of that bar, or at either end of the bar that
was not pre-cued. Subjects were to report whether that luminance change
occurred at the cued location, i.e., whether the trial was valid.
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Figure 2: Adapted from Egly et al. (1994)
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The cued end is marked here with a ‘C’. A trial in which the luminance of any other end changes
is an invalid trial. Subjects are faster at reporting an invalid trial when the luminance changes at
the end marked with the ‘A’ than when the luminance changes at the ends marked with the ‘B’ or
‘D’, even though the ends marked with the ‘A’ and the ‘B’ are equidistant from the end marked
with the ‘C’, i.e., the cued end.

Egly et al. found that subjects are faster at reporting invalid trials, i.e.,
those in which the luminance change occurred elsewhere from the cue, when the
luminance change occured within the cued bar rather than within the non-cued
bar. This same-object effect occurs even when the luminance change in the
non-cued bar and the luminance change at the non-cued end of the cued bar are
equidistant from the location of the cue. If the speed of such reports depends on
the allocation of attention, and attention is first allocated to the cued end, then
these results show that shifting attention within an attended object is easier than
shifting attention between objects. According to Egly et al., this supports the
view that attention is allocated not to locations but to objects.
Gordon Baylis and Driver (1993) showed subjects are faster at reporting
the relative locations of two features, e.g., vertices, when those features occur
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within a single object than when they occur in different objects. They presented
subjects with displays similar to that in figure 3 and instructed them to report
which vertex, the left or right, is higher. Before the trials began, one group of
subjects was instructed to attend to the red region and another group was
instructed to attend to the green regions. Both groups of subjects were
presented with the same displays. Baylis and Driver found subjects attending to
the red region are faster at reporting the relative heights of the vertices than
subjects who were instructed to attend to the green regions.58

Figure 3: Adapted from Baylis and Driver (1993)
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According to Baylis and Driver, we cannot account for these results in
terms of the view that attention is allocated to locations because the locations of
the vertices are the same in both cases; subjects attending to the red region and
those attending to the green regions were presented with the same displays.
58

In other trials the colors were switched, so parts that are red in figure 3
were green and the parts that are green in figure 3 were red. The colors of the
regions were irrelevant to the results.
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However, we can account for these results in terms of the view that attention is
allocated to objects. It could be that subjects instructed to attend to the red
region see that region as a single object, so they see the vertices as features of
that particular object, whereas subjects instructed to attend to the green regions
see the vertices as features of two distinct, green objects. Accordingly, the
subjects attending to the red region are faster at reporting the relative heights of
the vertices because focal attention facilitates processing of information about
objects, i.e., focal attention is object based. When one sees the vertices as
features of the same object, attention need not shift between objects for one to
determine the relative heights of the vertices. On the other hand, when one sees
the vertices as features of different objects, one’s attention must shift between
the two objects to determine which vertex is higher. If attention is allocated to
objects, shifting one’s attention between objects would result in a processing
cost, which could explain why subjects attending to the green areas are slower at
reporting which vertex is higher.
If focal attention is allocated to objects, not locations, then perhaps binding
is object based, as Pylyshyn argues.59

59

Pylyshyn’s object-based view of binding is compatible with the
homomorphism theory of sensing. It could be that one sees a green, square
object and a red, triangular object in virtue of vision’s forming a green*, square*
representation of one object, and a red*, triangular* representation of another
object.
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6. Objections to Pylyshyn: Binding Without Attention
Pylyshyn’s argument that binding is object based, like Treisman’s
argument that binding is location based, thus rests on the view that focal
attention is required for binding separate representations of distinct perceptible
properties, e.g., color and shape. And this view derives from experiments such
as Treisman’s on illusory-conjunction reports, which are supposed to show that a
limited-capacity processing mechanism, i.e., focal attention, is required for one to
see feature conjunctions.
But illusory-conjunction experiments do not show that attention is required
for seeing feature conjunctions. False reports of feature conjunctions are reports
of feature conjunctions nonetheless. For example, when a subject wrongly
reports a small, blue triangle when presented with only a large red triangle, a
small red triangle, a small blue square, and a large blue square, the subject does
in fact report a conjunction of size, shape, and color. So, if Treisman is right that
such illusory-conjunction reports result from a failure to allocate attention to the
target stimulus, attention is not required for seeing feature conjunctions.60
Perhaps attention facilitates accurate sensing of feature conjunctions, but it is not
required for sensing those feature conjunctions.

60

Of course, it could be that one does not fail to attend to the colored
shapes, but spreads one’s attention across the entire scene. If so, such limited
attention to the colored shapes could explain one’s illusory-conjunction reports.
Still, these experiments do not show this is the case.
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Further, illusory-conjunction experiments show only that, under certain
conditions, subjects inaccurately report feature conjunctions; they do not show
that subjects inaccurately see those feature conjunctions. Reports of visual
stimuli sometimes fail to reflect what one in fact sees. For example, cases of
subliminal perception and experiments on masked priming (Marcel, 1983),
implicit change detection (Fernandez-Duque & Thornton, 1999; Hollingworth,
Williams, & Henderson, 2001), inattentional blindness (Mack & Rock, 1998),
unilateral neglect (Bertelson et al., 2000), and blindsight (Humphrey, 1983;
Weiskrantz, 1997) show that one can see stimuli while being unable to report
them. So it could be that subjects accurately see the feature conjunctions, even
when they inaccurately report them.
And experiments by Russell and Driver (2005)61 and Michael Houck and
James Hoffman (1986) show that one can in fact see feature conjunctions one
cannot report. This shows that what is required for one to report feature
conjunctions is distinct from what is required for one to see them. So it could be
that subjects in Treisman and Schmidt’s illusory-conjunction experiments
accurately see feature conjunctions but inaccurately report them. In this case,
the experiments reveal a failure of the mechanism in virtue of which one
accurately reports feature conjunctions, not a failure of a mechanism in virtue of
which one sees them. Even if illusory-conjunction experiments showed that

61

I discussed these experiments earlier in chapter 3.
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illusory-conjunction reports result from a failure of attention, they would not show
that attention is required for seeing feature conjunctions.
Driver et al. and Houck and Hoffman further argue that their experiments
show one can see feature conjunctions, not only without being able to report
them, but without attending to the objects with those features. If so, attention is
not required for seeing feature conjunctions, as Treisman and Pylyshyn claim.
However, I’ll argue that the Russell and Driver and Houck and Hoffman
experiments fail to show that attention is not required for seeing feature
conjunctions, though they do show that one can see feature conjunctions without
being able to report them. So, I’ll argue, these experiments do not show that one
can see feature conjunctions without attention, but they do undermine Treisman
and Schmidt’s claim that illusory-conjunction experiments show focal attention is
required for one to see feature conjunctions.
Russell and Driver instructed subjects to watch for a slight change in a
scene consisting of a small matrix of black and white pixels that was surrounded
by sixteen dots, four across and four down. Each dot was one of two colors, e.g.,
red or green, and the dots could be colored so as to form columns of samecolored dots, rows of same-colored dots, or neither. For instance, when the
leftmost dots are green, the dots just to the right of them are red, those directly to
the right of those dots are green, and the rightmost dots are red, they appear to
form two columns of green dots and two columns of red dots. Alternatively, when
the uppermost dots are all red, the next four down are all green, the four directly
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below them are red, and the dots at the bottom are all green, they appear to form
four rows of dots. And when the red and green dots are distributed randomly,
they do not appear to form rows or columns.
The scene flashed for 200 msecs, then a blank screen appeared for 150
msecs, and finally a second scene appeared for 200 msecs (figure 4). After the
second scene appeared, the subjects were to report as quickly as possible
whether the black and white matrix in the center of the screen changed from the
first scene to the second, where a change consisted of a single pixel's changing
from black to white or from white to black.

Figure 4: Adapted from Russell and Driver (2005)
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In trial A, the background organization is invariant from the first display to the second. In trial B,
the background organization changes from the first display to the second.
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Subjects reported changes in the center matrix faster or more accurately
when such changes were accompanied by changes in the background
organization, e.g., when the dots changed color in a way that changed the
background organization from rows to columns or from rows to a random
configuration.62 And when no change occurred in the center matrix, subjects
were faster or more accurate at reporting that there was no change when the
background organization also remained unchanged.
However, subjects were unable to report the background organizations.
They could not report whether they had seen, e.g., rows or columns or randomly
arranged dots. And, according to Russell and Driver, subjects don't attend to the
background dots; the task requires them to attend only to the black and white
matrix. Nevertheless, the speed and accuracy of subjects' reports are affected
by changes in the background organization. This shows that the subjects did in
fact see the background organization, even if they did not attend to it and could
not report it. Further, seeing the background organization depends on one’s
seeing the colored dots as parts of larger colored objects with certain
orientations, i.e., rows or columns, and that organization is a function of the
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The colors of the background dots always changed from the first to the
second scene, even if the background organization did not change. For
example, red and green dots forming rows could change to blue and yellow dots
also forming rows. Russell and Driver changed the colors of the dots because,
without doing so, each change in the background organization would coincide
with the change in at least some of the dots’ colors. In that case, they could not
determine whether the effects on one’s detection of changes in the center matrix
were due to the relation between those changes and changes in the background
organization, as opposed to changes in the colors of the background dots.
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colors and relative locations of the dots. So to see the rows and columns one
must see conjunctions of color, shape, and orientation. So, Driver et al.
conclude, subjects see feature conjunctions without being able to report them
and without attending to the objects that have those features.
Houck and Hoffman (1986) showed that the McCollough Effect, a visual
aftereffect caused by certain conjunctions of color and orientation, can occur
without one’s being able to report those feature conjunctions and without one’s
attending to the stimuli causing the aftereffect. The McCollough Effect occurs
when one views two alternating gratings each composed of differently oriented
and differently colored lines, such as a grating of horizontal green lines
alternating with a grating of vertical red lines. After extensive exposure to such
alternating gratings, the subject is presented with a grating of either horizontal or
vertical white lines of the same spatial frequency as those presented earlier.
Subjects experience an aftereffect such that the white lines appear the
complementary color of that of the previously presented lines of the same
orientation; i.e., horizontal white lines appear pink and vertical white lines appear
green.
Houck and Hoffman tested whether this aftereffect depends on one’s
attending to the gratings in the adaptation phase. They hypothesized that if
seeing conjunctions of color and orientation requires attention, the aftereffects
caused by unattended alternating gratings will be weaker than those caused by
attended gratings.
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To test this hypothesis, Houck and Hoffman presented subjects with a
central grating surrounded by either four or eight other gratings. Each grating
was composed of either green or magenta horizontal or vertical lines. They
alternated each grating with a grating of complementary color and orientation
every 5 seconds, so each grating could produce its own aftereffect.

Figure 5: Adapted from Houck & Hoffman (1986)
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During the adaptation phase, the five gratings alternate with gratings of complimentary color and
orientation every 5 seconds. During this phase, subjects performing the central task monitor the
matrix of dots to detect the disappearance of a dot in the middle row, subjects performing the
peripheral task monitor the brackets to detect a change of one of these left brackets to a right
bracket, and subjects performing the dual task monitor both the matrix of dots and the brackets.

To control where subjects attended, Houck and Hoffman assigned them
one of three change-detection tasks to perform during this adaptation phase, a
central task, a peripheral task, or a dual task. Every 500 ms, a left bracket, i.e.,
‘[’, appeared in the center of each peripheral grating for 300 ms. At some point, a
right bracket, i.e,. ‘]’, appeared in one of these gratings instead of the left bracket.
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Also, three rows of three small dots were presented in the central grating. Every
100 ms one of the nine dots briefly disappeared, with a dot in the middle row
disappearing only 10% of the time. Subjects performing the central task were to
indicate when a dot from the middle row disappeared. Subjects performing the
peripheral task were to indicate when and where a right bracket appeared in a
peripheral grating. And subjects in the dual task were to simultaneously perform
both peripheral and central tasks. Houck and Hoffman reasoned that subjects
would allocate attention in accord with their designated task, i.e., subjects
performing the central task would attend only to the central grating, subjects
performing the peripheral task would attend only to the peripheral gratings, and
subjects performing the dual task would divide attention among the peripheral
gratings and the central grating.
Houck and Hoffman found subjects performing the dual task were
significantly less accurate in reporting the presence of targets, i.e., right brackets
or extinguished dots in the middle row, than subjects performing only the central
task or only the peripheral task. According to Houck and Hoffman, this shows
that subjects allocated their attention in accordance with their assigned tasks;
subjects performing the dual task performed worse than subjects performing a
single task, according to Houck and Hoffman, because the former divided their
attention between the peripheral and central gratings, whereas the latter focused
their attention on their designated target gratings.
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Houck and Hoffman hypothesized that if attention is required for one to
see conjunctions of orientation and color, unattended gratings will produce
weaker aftereffects. If so, aftereffects from the peripheral gratings would be less
robust than those from the central gratings for subjects performing the central
task and aftereffects from the central grating would be less robust than those
from the peripheral gratings for subjects performing the peripheral task.
However, Houck and Hoffman found McCollough aftereffects were as
robust for unattended gratings as for attended gratings. For example, subjects
performing the central task claimed aftereffects caused by the peripheral gratings
were as robust as those caused by the central grating. Since the McCollough
effect depends on one’s seeing conjunctions of orientation and color, Houck and
Hoffman claim their results suggest that subjects saw such feature conjunctions
even when they were not attending to the objects with those orientations and
colors.
They also found that when subjects were asked to describe the gratings at
each position directly following the trials, they reported the combinations of
orientation and color at chance levels. Houck and Hoffman take this to show that
subjects did not consciously see conjunctions of the colors and orientations of
the gratings.
If Russell and Driver and Houck and Hoffman are right, seeing
conjunctions of color and orientation does not require attention and one can see
such conjunctions even when one is unable to report them.
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But Russell and Driver and Houck and Hoffman assume that subjects’
inability to accurately report conjunctions of features of the background stimuli
and to accurately report other stimuli, such as the brackets in the Houck and
Hoffman experiments, shows that the subjects are not attending to those
stimuli.63 However, it could be that one can attend to something without being
able to report it. If so, subjects in these experiments could be attending to the
background stimuli even though they are unable to report those stimuli. If
subjects do attend to the background stimuli, their attention could enable them to
see the feature conjunctions. So Russell and Driver and Houck and Hoffman fail
to show that attention is not required for one to see feature conjunctions.
In fact, recent experiments on a blindsight subject suggest that one can
attend to stimuli without being able to report them (Kentridge, Heywood, and
Weiskrantz, 2004).
Blindsight is a phenomenon affecting patients with lesions to primary
visual cortex that prevent them from being able to report and, in most cases, act
on stimuli presented in a certain region of their field of view. However,
blindsighted subjects are able to guess above chance levels at the nature of
63

Both Russell and Driver and Houck and Hoffman provide their subjects
with tasks designed to focus attentional resources on one part of the screen, thus
ignoring the rest of the screen. So, one might argue, there is good reason, apart
from their reports, to think that subjects do not attend to the background in those
experiments. However, the assumption that such tasks prevent one from
attending elsewhere on the screen rests on prior experiments on attention, e.g.,
Treisman’s and Posner’s, that rely on subjects’ reports. Since those experiments
do not test for unreportable attentional effects, it is not clear that the tasks in
Houck and Hoffman’s and Russell and Driver’s experiments control for subjects’
attending elsewhere, e.g., to the background stimuli.
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certain stimuli presented in their blind field. For example, they are above chance
at guessing the orientation of a line presented in their blind field, even though
they cannot report the orientation of the line, or even that the line is present.
Kentridge et al. tested blindsight subject GY to determine whether an
attentional cue facilitates his guessing the orientation of a line presented in his
blind field. First, an arrow pointing in one of two directions appeared at a fixation
point in the center of a screen. When the arrow disappeared, a small, black,
horizontal or vertical bar appeared in GY’s blind field either at the location in
which the arrow had been pointing or in another location. Since this bar was
located in GY’s blind field, he could not report it. When the bar appeared, a 200
ms tone prompted GY to guess the bar’s orientation.
Kentridge et al. found GY was significantly faster and no less accurate at
guessing the orientation of bars located where the arrow had been pointing than
he was at guessing the orientation of bars located where the arrow had not been
pointing. They claim this shows that the arrow effectively cued GY’s focal
attention. And since GY reported seeing nothing in these trials, this suggests he
attended to stimuli he could not report.
If one can attend to stimuli one cannot report, as the Kentridge et al.
experiment suggests, the Driver et al. and Houck and Hoffman experiments do
not show that one sees feature conjunctions without attention.
Still, the Kentridge et al. experiment casts doubt on Treisman’s conclusion
that illusory conjunctions result from a failure of attention. Kentridge et al. show
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that one can attend to a stimulus that one cannot report. So reporting a stimulus
requires some mechanism over and above attention. Treisman’s conclusion that
attention is required for seeing feature conjunctions rests on subjects’ false
reports of feature conjunctions. But it could be that those false reports result
from a malfunction of the mechanism required for reporting stimuli, not from a
failure of attention. Therefore, Treisman’s illusory-conjunction experiments do
not show that seeing feature conjunctions requires attention. And, again, if
attention isn’t required for one to see feature conjunctions, then binding could be
location based even if attention is object based, as Pylyshyn argues.
In any case, even if seeing feature conjunctions, and not merely reporting
them, does require attention, as both Treisman and Pylyshyn claim, there could
be both location-based and object-based mechanisms of attention. So it could
be that location-based attention, not object-based attention, is required for seeing
feature conjunctions. If so, the occurrence of object-based attention does not
undermine Treisman’s and Clark’s location-based views of binding.

7. Multiple-Object Tracking
Nevertheless, Pylyshyn has another argument for his object-based view of
sensing feature conjunctions. According to Pylyshyn, our ability to
simultaneously keep track of multiple moving visual stimuli shows that vision
accesses objects independent of representing any of their properties, including
their locations. If vision accesses objects without representing any of their
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properties, it could use that access to bind distinct representations of distinct
perceptible properties, such as color and shape. If so, we see conjunctions of
perceptible properties in virtue of representing them as properties of the same
object, not as properties at the same location.
Pylyshyn and Ron Storm (1988) showed that subjects can keep track of
four or five out of ten identical, moving stimuli at a time. Subjects are presented
with ten identical, stationary stimuli, e.g., ten small, blue circles, four of which
briefly flash to designate them as targets. All ten circles then begin moving in
unpredictable but continuous pathways, and subjects are to keep track of the four
targets. After a while, the objects stop moving, one of them is designated with a
marker, and the subject is to report whether that object was a target. Pylyshyn
and Storm found subjects reported correctly 86% of the time, suggesting that
they can successfully track four or five such targets at a time.

Figure 6: Adapted from Pylyshyn & Storm (1988)64

Initial Scene

64

Targets Flash

All Objects Move

A demonstration of MOT is available at Brian Scholl’s website:
http://pantheon.yale.edu/~bs265/demos/mot.html#mot.
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According to Pylyshyn, such multiple-object-tracking (MOT) experiments
show that vision accesses objects independent of representing any of their
properties. If vision did not access objects this way, Pylyshyn argues, we could
not successfully track multiple objects at the same time.
The objects in the MOT task are identical with respect to all of their visible
properties except for their locations. Each object is a blue circle of the same
diameter, e.g., and is distinguished only by its location on the screen. So one’s
visual representations of the objects differ only with respect to where they
represent the objects as being located; just as each object has a unique location,
each visual representation of an object represents it at a unique location. So, for
every target object one sees, one has a visual representation that uniquely picks
it out in virtue of representing the object’s unique location.
But once the targets and distractors all begin to move, they all change
location, and the representations that uniquely picked out targets a moment
earlier now fail to pick them out. Instead, new representations representing the
targets at their new locations uniquely pick out the targets.
To see a target at that moment as the same as a target one saw a
moment earlier vision must somehow correlate the representation that uniquely
picks out that target with the representation that uniquely picked it out a moment
earlier. But there is nothing that the new representation of that target has in
common with the old representation of the target that it doesn’t also have in
common with the other representations of the targets and distractors. The old
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target representation, the new target representation, one’s representations of the
other targets, and one’s representations of the distractors all represent objects
with the same color, size, and shape and different locations. So it might seem
that there is no way vision can determine which new representation to correlate
with the old target representation to enable tracking. Without an explanation of
how vision correlates the new representation of that target with the old
representation of that target, we cannot explain MOT in terms of representations
of objects’ properties. So, Pylyshyn claims, we track multiple objects in virtue of
some nonrepresentational access to targets.
If this argument is sound, it shows that Clark’s view of sensing fails to
account for MOT. According to Clark, one sees where a small, blue circle is
located in virtue of a sensory name’s firing and thus picking out the circle’s
unique location. But when one is looking at a moving object, different sensory
names will pick it out at different moments. So, to explain how one tracks an
object in a MOT task, Clark must explain how vision determines which sensory
names pick out the same object at different moments. Without such an
explanation, Clark’s view fails to explain MOT.

8. What About Represented Proximity?
One might argue that vision could correlate visual representations of the
same target at consecutive moments on the basis of the proximity of the
locations at which those representations represent that target at those moments.
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At time T1, one sees a target at location L1 in virtue of having a visual
representation of it at L1. At time T2, the target is at location L2, and one has a
representation of it at L2. If L2 is closer to L1 than any location of any other
target or distractor is at T2, vision could correlate one’s representations of that
particular target at T1 and T2 in virtue of the closeness of the locations at which
those representations represent the target at those two moments. Since one’s
representation of the target at T2 represents features of the object at a location
closest to L1, the location of the target a moment ago, vision correlates one’s
representation of that target with one’s representation of it a moment earlier, and
one is able to track the target from T1 to T2.
But Pylyshyn argues that this model fails to account for MOT. His
argument is based on a computer simulation of MOT in which he and Storm
modeled a mechanism that correlates visual representations of the same targets
at consecutive moments in terms of the proximity at which they represent the
targets at those moments.
Pylyshyn and Storm designed their simulation on the assumption that
vision would use focal attention to compare and correlate visual representations
at consecutive moments. Because of this, the speed at which the simulation
compared representations was constrained by the fastest recorded speed of
focal attention.65 The commands for the simulation were as follows:

65

Posner (1978) recorded focal attention at 4 ms/degree.
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1) While the targets are visually distinct, scan attention to each
target and encode its location on a list. Then, when targets
begin to move, do steps 2-6.
2) For n = 1 to 4, check the nth position in the list and retrieve the
location Loc(n) listed there.
3) Scan attention to Loc(n). Find the closest object to Loc(n).
4) Update the nth position on the list with the actual location of the
object found in (3). This becomes the new value of Loc(n).
5) Move attention to the location encoded in the next list position,
Loc(n + 1).
6) Repeat from (2) until elements stop moving. Go to each Loc(n)
in turn and report elements located there. (Pylyshyn, 2003, pp.
224-5)

Pylyshyn and Storm found that this simulation tracked targets at an 8%
success rate, not the 86% success rate of human subjects performing the
same MOT task. In another simulation, they found that if the model also
uses information about the direction in which the targets are moving to
predict where they will be a moment later, it still tracks the objects with
less than 20% accuracy.66 Since the model was significantly less

66

In another simulation, Pylyshyn and Storm determined this model could
track the objects at a 39.8% success rate if the tracking mechanism accidentally
recovered some targets it had previously lost track of.
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successful than the human subjects, Pylyshyn and Storm concluded that
we do not track multiple objects by a serial mechanism, i.e., focal
attention, that compares and correlates representations of targets’
locations on the basis of represented proximity or direction of movement.
Rather, Pylyshyn claims that subjects track multiple objects in virtue
of four or five mechanisms each dedicated to tracking its own target.
According to this view, these mechanisms, called visual indexes, are
mental analogues of the linguistic demonstratives ‘that’ and ‘this’; they pick
out objects independent of representing any of their properties, including
their locations (2003, p. 254). Pylyshyn claims visual indexes are causally
activated by targets when those targets flash at the beginning of a trial,
and they remain attached to the targets as they move, thus enabling one
to track the targets through those movements.

9. Visual Indexes Are Unmotivated and Problematic
Pylyshyn’s argument that we see conjunctions of distinct features, e.g.,
color and shape, in virtue of vision’s representing them as properties of the same
object rests on the above argument that vision accesses objects without
representing any of their properties. If vision accesses objects in this primitive,
basic way, Pylyshyn assumes, then presumably it uses such access to form
bound representations of those objects’ properties. But, I’ll argue, Pylyshyn fails
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to show that such access is required for MOT, so his account does not
undermine Clark’s location-based view of sensing feature conjunctions.
According to Pylyshyn, the simulation shows that MOT requires primitive,
nonrepresentational access to objects by showing vision could not track multiple
objects by correlating representations of targets’ locations from moment to
moment. Pylyshyn and Storm simulated a single mechanism, i.e., focal attention,
that correlates representations of objects’ locations serially, and they found that
such a mechanism is too slow to track the targets with the same success as
human subjects performing the same tracking task. Since this simulation failed,
Pylyshyn and Storm conclude that we do not track multiple objects by a single
visual mechanism that correlates representations of objects’ locations in this way.
And they further conclude that vision tracks multiple objects via multiple
mechanisms operating in parallel and picking out objects independent of
representing their locations.
But the view that we track objects by correlating representations of their
locations is compatible with Pylylshyn’s view that we track multiple objects via
multiple tracking mechanisms operating in parallel. It could be that four or five
mechanisms, each dedicated to a particular target object, enable us to track
multiple objects by correlating representations of their targets’ locations. If so,
correlating those representations would not be constrained by the speed of a
single tracking mechanism such as focal attention, as Pylyshyn and Storm
assume. Such mechanisms would perform MOT significantly better than the
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mechanism Pylyshyn and Storm simulated, especially if those mechanisms also
exploited information about the direction in which a target is moving. So
Pylyshyn and Storm’s simulation fails to show that MOT requires primitive,
nonrepresentational access to objects.
It is crucial to the model of MOT that I have suggested that a tracking
mechanism’s being dedicated to a target object does not rest on the kind of
primitive, nonrepresentational access to an object Pylyshyn argues for.
On the view that vision tracks objects in virtue of correlating
representations of those objects, vision forms representations of those objects
prior to tracking them. Vision could represent an object as, e.g., a small blue disk
at location L1, another object as a small blue disk at L2, another as a small blue
disk at L3, and yet another as a small blue disk at L4. When the objects flash in
the beginning of a MOT trial, vision could assign each of the four tracking
mechanisms to a target object picked out by its unique location. Tracking
mechanism A could be assigned to the flashing blue disk at L1, which A picks out
by way of vision’s unique representation of that object. Tracking mechanism B
could be assigned to the flashing blue disk at L2, and so on for mechanisms C
and D. So the dedication of each tracking mechanism to its target rests on
vision’s representing that target by way of a unique representation. And the
representation of that object is unique in respect of its picking out the object in
terms of the object’s unique location.
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Once a tracking mechanism is assigned to a target object in the above
way, it could track that object in a way similar to the way Pylyshyn and Storm’s
simulation tracked objects. Each tracking mechanism could operate by the
following commands:

1) While the targets are visually distinct, scan attention to a single
target and encode its location. Then, when targets begin to
move, do steps 2-4.
2) Scan attention to the location at which the target object was
represented as being. Find the closest object to that location.
3) Update the representation of the target object with the location
of the object found in (2). This becomes the new represented
location of the target object.
4) Repeat from (2) until elements stop moving. Scan attention to
the final encoded location and report the object there.

One’s four or five tracking mechanisms could simultaneously track objects
in this way. So, unlike in Pylyshyn and Storm’s simulation, tracking would not
involve a single tracking mechanism that shifts from one target object to the next.
As a result, this representational model of tracking, like Pylyshyn’s visual-index
model of MOT, would avoid the tracking errors introduced by such shifting from
object to object, as well as those errors introduced by the limited scanning speed
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of a single, serial tracking mechanism. There would of course still be errors in
tracking, as one would expect. For example, objects in MOT trials often cross
paths. When this happens, it could be that an object other than the target object
appears closest to where vision represented the target object a moment earlier.
If so, the tracking mechanism would erroneously encode the location of that
object as the new location of the target object, and it would subsequently begin
tracking that new object. However, the tracking mechanisms could reduce such
errors by using encoded information about their target objects’ prior trajectories.
Since MOT could rest on such parallel mechanisms that track objects by
correlating unique representations of those objects, Pylyshyn and Storm fail to
show that MOT rests on a primitive, nonrepresentational access to objects. And,
since Pylyshyn’s view that vision binds representations of distinct properties of
objects rests on the existence of such nonrepresentational access to objects, his
view of feature binding is unmotivated.
Further, it is unclear how vision could access objects independently
of representing their features. Pylyshyn claims that visual indexes are
mental analogues of linguistic demonstratives, such as ‘this’ and ‘that’
(2003, p. 206). And linguistic demonstratives, he supposes, refer to
objects independently of ascribing properties to them; they are supposed
to be paradigms of nondescriptive, nonrepresentational reference. If so,
they provide a model for how visual indexes could pick out target objects
independently of representing any of their properties.
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But Pylyshyn does not explain how demonstratives refer without
representing their referents. And without a positive account of how they
do so, demonstratives do not provide a useful model for visual indexes.
Further, it could be that demonstratives do in fact refer
descriptively. Demonstratives could be disguised descriptions, just as
Quine (1953) argues proper names and other singular terms are.
According to Quine, singular terms, such as ‘Henry Fonda’, are to be
regimented as definite descriptions, e.g., ‘the lead actor in “Twelve Angry
Men”’. Likewise, it could be that when one says, “That’s nice,” ‘that’ is to
be regimented as some definite description, e.g., as ‘the vase on the
table’. On this view, demonstrative utterances express descriptive
thoughts.
One reason to think demonstratives are in fact disguised
descriptions is that one can always describe what one is referring to
demonstratively. If one says, “That’s nice,” and one is asked what one is
referring to, one can describe it, e.g., by saying, “The vase on the table is
nice.” This holds even for cases in which one is unclear about the nature
of the thing one is referring to; e.g., when one is talking about some piece
of technical equipment in a chemistry lab, one can at least describe it in
terms of its location, shape, and color.
However, Pylyshyn cites an argument due to John Perry (1979) to
argue that demonstratives do in fact refer independently of any description
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or representation. If Perry’s argument succeeds, then arguably
demonstratives do refer nondescriptively, even if we have no account of
how they do so.
The debate over the nature of demonstrative reference is
extensive, and I will not attempt to settle it here. However, I will briefly
discuss Perry’s argument, and a reply on behalf of the descriptive theory
of demonstratives. My aim here is to show that linguistic demonstratives
do not clearly provide a useful model for Pyslyhyn’s visual indexes.
In Perry’s example, a hiker is looking for the Mt. Tallac trail, which
leads out of the woods. The hiker, facing a trail, wonders whether it is the
Mt. Tallac trail. Suddenly, the hiker begins to follow the trail, reflecting that
the hiker has come to believe that the trail is in fact the Mt. Tallac trail.
According to Perry, “If asked, [the hiker] would have to explain the
crucial change in his beliefs in this way: ‘I came to believe that this is the
Mt. Tallac trail …” (1979, p. 4; italics in original). The hiker, Perry claims,
could not describe what he came to believe is the Mt. Tallac trail.
But the hiker could explain his change in belief descriptively,
without any demonstratives. Perhaps when the hiker is wondering
whether the trail is the Mt. Tallac trail, the hiker thinks about the trail as the
trail straight ahead, i.e., the hiker thinks about the trail under the
description ‘the trail straight ahead’. The hiker’s change in belief occurs
when the hiker, who is looking for the Mt. Tallac trail, suddenly identifies
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the trail straight ahead with the Mt. Tallac trail. This thought process
involves no mental analogues of demonstratives. And when the hiker is
asked to explain the change in belief, the hiker could describe it this way:
“I came to believe that the trail straight ahead is the Mt. Tallac trail.” So
Perry’s example does not show that demonstratives, or the mental
analogues they express, refer independently of descriptions, or descriptive
thoughts.
Without establishing that demonstratives refer nondescriptively,
demonstratives fail to serve as a model for direct, nonrepresentational
access. Since Pylyshyn does not explain how visual indexes, or
demonstratives for that matter, pick out objects nonrepresentationally, and
since nonrepresentational access to objects is not required for MOT,
Pylyshyn’s argument that vision accesses objects independently of
representing any of their properties fails. Since Pylyshyn’s object-based
account of how we see feature conjunctions rests on such
nonrepresentational access to objects, and since Pylyshyn has failed to
establish that vision has such primitive access to objects, his account is
unmotivated.

10. Visual Indexes
But Pylyshyn does provide a positive account of how visual indexes pick
out objects. On Pylyshyn’s view, a visual index picks out a target object in virtue
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of a causal relation. A visual index is assigned to a target object when that target
causes the activation of the visual index, e.g., when the target briefly flashes in
the beginning of a MOT trial. And, since this relationship between the visual
index and the target is causal, the visual index continues to pick out the target as
long as the target continues to activate the visual index. Further, since the
relation between the visual index and the object is not representational, it can be
maintained while the object changes, e.g., while it moves.
Of course, this account of object tracking does not by itself explain how
one sees an object’s properties, e.g., when one sees a target as a small, blue
circle. According to Pylyshyn, once a visual index is assigned to an object, vision
sends detection signals back to it to determine its properties, e.g., color, shape,
size, and location (2003, pp. 270-5).67 Detecting these properties enables vision
to construct a representation of the object as having the various properties
detected. Pylyshyn claims that one sees feature conjunctions when vision forms
representations of distinct properties in connection with the same visual index.
Accordingly, one sees something as both red and square when vision forms a
representation of red and a representation of square in connection with the same
visual index, not when vision forms a representation of red and a representation
of square at the same location, as Clark argues.
Further, since the visual index maintains its causal link with the object as
the object moves, vision can continue to send detection signals to the object.
67

More precisely, Pylyshyn claims vision sends detection signals to the
proximal stimulus, not the distal stimulus.
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This enables vision to update the representation of the object without having to
correlate new and old representations, thus sidestepping the problem Pylyshyn
raises for the view that vision accesses objects only in virtue of representing their
properties.
But Pylyshyn’s positive account of nonrepresentational visual access to
objects fails for the same reason his analogy between demonstrative reference
and visual indexing fails. A visual stimulus does not exist independent of its
properties. Whenever a visual stimulus is in front of one’s eyes, so are its
properties. So it isn’t clear how the stimulus, but not its properties, could causally
activate the visual index. And if the visual index picks out whatever causally
activates it, it isn’t clear how it could pick out the object independent of its
properties, as Pylyshyn argues. Further, since the target object does not exist
independent of its properties, whenever vision sends a detection signal to the
object, it sends it to its properties, e.g., it sends the detection signal to the
location of the object. So it is not clear how vision could detect the properties of
the object independent of detecting properties at the object’s location.
There are two other problems one might also raise for Pylyshyn’s account
of visual indexes. I’ll first examine a concern about the continuous causal
connection that, according to Pylyshyn, holds between visual indexes and
objects. One can track objects through brief disruptions in the causal connection
between those objects and vision, i.e., when one blinks, or when objects are
briefly occluded by other objects. Since Pylyshyn claims vision tracks objects by
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maintaining a continual causal connection with them, such disruptions in the
causal connection could pose a problem for his view. However, I’ll show that
Pylyshyn’s view withstands this criticism. I’ll then raise a problem for Pylyshyn’s
account of how vision forms representations of the properties of the objects it is
tracking. One might argue that vision could not send detection signals to an
object without first representing the object’s location, as Pylyshyn claims. But if
Pylyshyn’s account of binding rests on visual representations of objects’
locations, it is a location-based account. I’ll argue that Pylyshyn can circumvent
this objection only if he can show that we never see feature conjunctions of
properties of objects to which vision has not assigned visual indexes. But I’ll
discuss experimental data suggesting that vision not only represents features of
objects it is not tracking but binds those representations. So, even if they are
required for tracking multiple objects, visual indexes are not required for one to
see conjunctions of features.

11. The Problem of Tracking Despite Causal Interruptions
Pylyshyn argues that we track objects in virtue of their continuously
causing the activation of visual indexes. It is because this connection is purely
causal and requires no representations of the object one is tracking that one can
track an object while it moves. And it is because the connection is continuous
that one can track the object for an extended period of time.
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But we can track objects despite interruptions in the causal connection
between them and vision. For example, one can continue tracking an object
even after it is briefly occluded by another object, or after one blinks or saccades.
So Pylyshyn must explain how one tracks objects across such interruptions in the
causal connection.
Perhaps Pylyshyn can do so with only a minor modification of his view.
Causal mechanisms often continue functioning after interruptions in causal
connections. For example, trains move in virtue of electrical charges running
through tracks or wires to which the trains are connected. But if the power
running through the track or wire to the train is momentarily interrupted, e.g.,
when the train runs over a length of dead track, the train continues to move,
since it has momentum. As long as the train has enough momentum to roll past
the dead track, the power will again cause the train to move once the train
reaches a live stretch of track. Likewise, visual indexes could have properties
analogous to momentum in virtue of which they stay activated, or resonate, for a
short period after a target disappears. As long as the target then reappears
close enough to where it disappeared, and before the visual index stops
resonating, that target will resume causing the activation of that visual index.
This account suggests that a visual index will reattach itself to whatever
object is close enough to where the target disappeared. But in some cases two
objects are both close enough to where the target was when it disappeared. In
such cases, both objects are equally good candidates for tracking on this view. If
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one successfully continues to track the right object in these cases, we must
explain how one does so.
One might argue that the visual index attaches to whichever object is both
close enough and closest to where the target was just before the interruption.
But this would have surprising consequences. Suppose one is tracking a target
that disappears behind an occluder. While the target is occluded, another object
moves towards the location where the target disappeared. When the target
reappears, the other object is located where the target was just before it
disappeared, and the target is on the other side of the occluder (figure 7). If one
successfully continues tracking the target in such cases, visual indexes do not
simply reattach to whatever object is closest to where the target was just before it
disappeared, since the distractor, not the target, is the object closest to that
location.
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Figure 7
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(target about to disappear)
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(target behind occluder)
D

X

(target reappearing from occluder)

Note: ‘X’ represents the target. ‘D’ represents the distractor, an object one isn’t tracking that has
all the same properties, other than location, as the target.
At time T1, the distractor is at location L1, and the target is at L3, about to go behind the
occluder at L4. At T2, the distractor is at L2 and the target is behind the occluder at L4. At T3,
the distractor is at L3, where the target was just before being occluded, and the target is on the
other side of the occluder.

Also, imagine a case in which, when one blinks or saccades, another
object moves to where the target was and the target continues along its
trajectory. Presumably, one continues to track the target even though the other
object is now closest to where the target was when it disappeared (figure 8). If
one continues tracking the target in such cases, we must explain how one does
this, since the distractor, not the target, is closest to where the target was when it
disappeared, i.e., when one blinked or saccaded.
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Figure 8
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At T1, the distractor is at L1 and the target is at L2. At T2, the subject blinks or saccades. At T3,
when one opens one’s eyes or stops saccading, the distractor is at L2, where the target was
before the blink or saccade, and the target is at L3.

Finally, suppose a case in which two objects moving at different speeds
converge on the same point, one occludes the other, and they then continue
moving in the directions in which they were moving before the occlusion (figure
9). If one is tracking the faster of these two objects, then from the moment they
begin to separate, the distractor will be closest to the location at which the two
objects met. If one continues to track the target, one must do so with respect to
something other than its proximity to the point at which it met the other object.
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Figure 9
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At T1, the distractor is moving up towards the location of the target, and the target is moving
towards the right. At T2, the distractor occludes the target. At T3, the distractor, which is slower
than the target, is closer to where they overlapped than the target is.

But it could be that the visual index reattaches to the target in such cases
in a way analogous to the way the train reattaches to its power source after
running over a stretch of dead track. If the visual index has a property analogous
to motion (VI-motion), and the objects in these special cases do not radically
change direction, the visual index can reattach to the target, just as the train
reattaches to its power source after rolling past the dead track. In the first
example (figure 7), while the target is occluded the visual index continues VImoving in a way analogous to the way the target was moving before it was
occluded. In the second example (figure 8), the visual index VI-moves in the
same way during the blink. And in the third example (figure 9), the visual index
VI-moves in a way analogous to the way the target was moving before being
occluded by the distractor.
But proximity to the location at which a target disappeared, direction of
movement, and velocity are not the only spatiotemporal features that affect one’s
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continuing to track an object after an interruption in the causal connection
between the target and vision. Brian Scholl and Pylyshyn (1999) showed that
tracking is also sensitive to the way targets disappear when being occluded by
other objects. Tracking is not significantly impaired when a target is occluded, as
long as the target deletes and accretes along a fixed leading contour, i.e., when
the target appears to gradually disappear behind, and then reappear from
behind, the occluder. But when the target disappears or reappears
instantaneously, or it deletes and accretes gradually along the wrong fixed
contour, continued tracking is significantly impaired. This suggests tracking is
sensitive to certain pictorial depth cues that indicate an object’s disappearance
behind, and then reappearance from behind, another object. Such sensitivity
shows that properties of the visual index analogous to motion are not always
sufficient to maintain tracking through disruptions in causal connections between
targets and visual indexes.
Lavanya Viswanathan and Ennio Mingolla (2002) also showed that,
though subjects can continue tracking a target after it is occluded by a distractor,
they are significantly better at doing so when they are provided with depth cues
indicating which of the objects, the target or the distractor, is being occluded. In
such cases, when the target begins to reappear from behind the distractor, both
objects are equally close to the location at which the target disappeared. So
vision must differentiate between the target and the distractor based on
something other than proximity to that location. In part, properties of the visual
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index analogous to motion could help vision differentiate between the target and
the distractor, especially if the target continues along the same trajectory it was
following before it was occluded. But we cannot explain the effects of the depth
cues along such lines.
Perhaps continuing to track an object after it is occluded by another object
depends on representations of the boundaries of the two objects. On this view,
vision determines which, the target or the distractor, is being occluded on the
basis of the objects’ visible boundaries. When vision represents the target’s
visible boundaries as changing in a certain way, whereas it represents no change
in the visible boundaries of the distractor, it determines that the distractor is
occluding the target. When vision represents certain kinds of changes in the
distractor’s visible boundaries, while representing no changes in the target’s
visible boundaries, it determines that the target is occluding the distractor. If so,
continuing to track a target after a brief disruption in the causal connection
between the target and vision requires representations of objects’ properties in at
least some cases.
On the other hand, perhaps we can explain the sensitivity of visual
indexes to pictorial depth cues in a way similar to the way we explain their
sensitivity to an object’s location. We could explain the effect of pictorial depth
cues on tracking in terms of subpersonal, nonrepresentational properties of the
visual index. To explain the sensitivity of visual indexes to pictorial depth cues
we need not invoke representations of objects’ visible boundaries any more than
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we need to invoke representations of the shapes, sizes, and weights of pieces of
debris to explain a vacuum cleaner’s sensitivity to the shapes, sizes, and weights
of pieces of debris. So neither Scholl and Pylyshyn’s nor Viswanathan and
Mingolla’s results pose a problem for Pylyshyn’s nonrepresentational account of
object tracking.

12. The Problem of Detecting Features
According to Pylyshyn, once a visual index is assigned to the object that
causes its activation, and thus picks out that object, vision sends detection
signals back to that object to determine what properties it has. Once vision
detects the object’s properties, it constructs a representation of the object as
having those properties. On this view, binding occurs when representations of
distinct features are formed in connection with the same visual index; those
representations then represent those distinct features as features of the same
object, so one sees a feature conjunction.
But if vision must send detection signals to an object for one to see feature
conjunctions, Pylyshyn owes an account of how vision does this without first
representing the object’s location. Without such an account, his view fails to
provide an alternative to Clark’s and Treisman’s location-based views.
According to Pylyshyn, vision can send a detection signal to an object
without representing the object’s location if it first detects properties correlated
with the object's location. To show that vision can do this, Pylyshyn cites the
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case of a baseball player running to catch a fly ball. Rather than computing and
representing where and when the ball will land, the player detects correlates of
the ball's destination. The player "... moves so as to nullify the apparent
curvature of the ball's flight, so it looks like it is descending in a continuous
straight line (McBeath, Shaffer, and Kaiser, 1995)" (2003, p. 221).68 By moving
so as to manipulate properties correlated with the ball's destination, the fielder is
able to run to the right place to catch the ball. He needs no representation of that
location to do so, e.g., no representation of the ball as destined for a place on the
foul line, 20 ft. from the left field fence, and 198 ft. from third base.
But, one might argue, if the player gets to the ball by detecting properties
correlated with its destination, we must explain how he detects those correlates.
If vision detects the correlates of location by sending detection signals to the ball,
then we must explain how vision does that without first detecting the ball’s
location or other correlates of its location. If detecting a feature such as the
apparent curvature of the ball’s trajectory requires prior detection of other
correlates of the ball’s location, which are required to direct the detection signal,
there will be a regress of feature detection. And if vision sends the detection

68

Peter McLeod, Nick Reed, and Zoltan Dienes (2002) argue that fielders do
this in virtue of detecting the ball's apparent vertical acceleration, not the
apparent curvature of its trajectory.
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signal to the ball in virtue of first detecting the ball’s location, Pylyshyn’s view of
binding is location based.69
Though Pylyshyn’s example addresses the issue of how one performs an
action, i.e., running to a particular place to catch a ball, it is also relevant to the
issue of how vision sends a detection signal to an object to enable one to see it.
According to Pylyshyn, the baseball player can move to where the ball will land
without having a visual representation of that place. He does this by detecting
features of the ball that correlate with its destination. Likewise, perhaps vision
could detect correlates of a target object’s location and use those correlates to
direct a detection signal to the object.
However, just as the baseball player must already detect some feature of
the ball to detect the correlates of the ball’s location, vision must already detect
some correlate of an object’s location to detect the correlates of location it uses
to direct the signal used to perform binding. So the regress problem applies
equally to the case of vision’s sending a detection signal to an object as it does to
the case of one’s running to catch a foul ball.
Perhaps Pylyshyn could avoid the regress by claiming that subpersonal
states, e.g., those enabling figure-ground segmentation, encode information
about an object’s location, that those subpersonal states are used to direct
detection signals, and that such subpersonal states do occur prior to the
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Of course, Pylyshyn’s location-based view could differ in important
respects from Clark’s and Treisman’s view.
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assignment of a visual index to an object.70 Accordingly, vision could track
objects and bind representations of their various properties without forming
personal-level representations of the locations of those objects. If so, perhaps
MOT and binding require no personal-level sensory representations of objects’
locations.
Such subpersonal states parse the visual scene by grouping visual
features into units roughly corresponding to distinct visual stimuli. Elements
clustered together in one’s field of view are often grouped in this way, e.g., when
dots positioned close together appear to form a row or column. Presumably,
vision must encode or register at least an object’s location, shape, and size to
distinguish it from the background and other objects. And vision can encode
these features without sending detection signals to objects; grouping
mechanisms in early vision could operate on information from incoming signals.
If so, the subpersonal states involved in this grouping operation could make
location information available to direct and send detection signals used to
construct a personal-level representation of an object, and to update that
representation as the object changes.71 Pylyshyn could then claim that one sees
feature conjunctions only once vision forms personal-level representations of
objects, and that occurs only after vision assigns visual indexes.

70

This is amenable to Pylyshyn’s claim that such figure-ground segmentation
is a prerequisite for all visual operations (unpublished, p. 18).
71

Pylyshyn, himself, suggests a similar solution (2003, p. 273).
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But if vision can send a detection signal to an object, and thus perform
binding, only after subpersonally registering the object’s location, then binding
rests on that registration of location. If so, one sees a conjunction of two
features, e.g., color and shape, partly in virtue of detecting them at the same
location. Therefore, this response would commit Pylyshyn to a location-based
view of binding, albeit a subpersonal version.
Nevertheless, since such subpersonal encodings of location are not
personal-level visual representations, or sensations, of objects’ locations, such
subpersonal states might enable vision to send detection signals without first
enabling one to see an object as being, e.g., off to the left. If so, Pylyshyn could
argue, the involvement of such subpersonal encodings of location does not
undermine his object-based view.
So it could be that binding occurs when a visual index is assigned to an
object, and the object’s features, including its location, are then encoded in a
bound, personal-level representation. In this case, personal-level
representations of location play no special role in binding. So, perhaps, one sees
feature conjunctions when vision forms personal-level representations that
represent distinct features as features of the same object.
But one might argue that this subpersonal solution to the feature-detection
problem faces the same problem Pylyshyn raises against the representational
account of object tracking. Since the objects one is tracking in MOT tasks are
moving, vision would use different subpersonal states to direct feature-detection
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signals to the same objects at different moments, i.e., to update a representation
of a changing, moving object. But to do this, vision must determine which
subpersonal states register the different locations of the same object at different
times. At time T1, vision can send a detection signal using subpersonal state S1,
which carries information about location L1, where a target object is located.
Vision then compiles a representation of the object as having the various
features detected. But by time T2, the object has moved from L1 to L2. So to
send detection signals and update the representation it formed at T1, vision must
use a different subpersonal state, S2, encoding L2. To use subpersonal state
S2, vision must determine that S2 registers location information about the target.
But S2 carries different information from S1, the subpersonal state vision used to
send a detection signal to the target at T1, and it carries different information
from that encoded in the personal-level representation of the target object. Since
there are subpersonal states registering the locations of distractors as well as
targets, vision must somehow determine which subpersonal state picks out the
location of the target object to send a detection signal to an object it is tracking.
Vision could select the right subpersonal state by selecting the one
carrying information about the location both closest and close enough to the
location to which it sent a detection signal a moment before.72 To do this, vision
must detect the relative distances between locations registered by subpersonal
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Pylyshyn suggests that there could be a mechanism that performs such a
function (2003, pp. 273-274).
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states at successive moments, and it must store information about where it sent
the detection signals a moment earlier.
But this is just a subpersonal version of the proposal I introduced to
explain MOT in terms of personal-level representations of objects’ locations. If
Pylyshyn invokes such an account to defend his view, he must explain why it
could hold at the subpersonal level but not at the personal level.
Alternatively, instead of invoking subpersonal states that encode objects’
locations, perhaps Pylyshyn could avoid the regress of detecting correlates of an
object’s location by abandoning the view that vision assigns a visual index to an
object before detecting that object’s properties. Rather, vision could assign a
visual index to an object and encode that object’s properties at the same time. If
so, there is no need to send a detection signal to perform binding, so no regress
of detection signals.
But if visual indexes are not assigned to objects before vision constructs
representations of those objects, and thus performs binding, Pylyshyn must
explain what visual indexes have to do with binding. Perhaps the
representations of an object’s properties depend no more on the visual index
than the visual index depends on the representations.
Perhaps Pylyshyn could argue that updating the representation as the
object changes does rely on the visual index. To update a representation of an
object as the object changes, he might claim, vision must continue to access the
object, and visual indexes provide such continuous access.
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But visual indexes enable continuous access to objects in virtue of being
continuously caused by them. And if an object causes visual representations of
itself at the same time it activates visual indexes, we can explain how vision
updates a representation of an object in terms of the object's continuously
causing new representations of itself. If the object changes, it causes a
representation different from the one it caused a moment ago. Again, visual
indexes might have nothing to do with it.
However, if the only feature conjunctions one sees are conjunctions of
properties of objects to which vision has attached visual indexes, then perhaps
visual indexes are in fact required for one to see feature conjunctions.
Pylyshyn’s argument for object-based binding thus rests on the assumption that
the only representations that get bound are those that represent properties of
objects to which vision assigns visual indexes.
If one sees conjunctions of properties of objects vision isn’t tracking, or to
which it has not assigned a visual index, then even if visual indexes are required
for tracking, they have nothing to do with one’s seeing feature conjunctions.

13. Vision Encodes Properties of Objects It Isn’t Tracking
Recent experiments on implicit visual processing during
MOT show that vision encodes features of objects it isn’t tracking and that
one sees not only individual features of those objects but conjunctions of
those features. Since, according to Pylyshyn’s view, visual indexes are
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not assigned to the objects one is not tracking, these recent experiments
show that visual indexes are not required for one to see feature
conjunctions. Hirokazu Ogawa and Akihiro Yagi (2002) showed that one’s
performance in MOT tasks improves more over the course of a series of
trials when the movements of the distractors are the same across those
trials than when the movements of the distractors are different from trial to
trial. This suggests that subjects do in fact see and remember the
movements of the distractors, even though they are not tracking those
distractors. Since, according to Pylyshyn, vision does not assign visual
indexes to these distractors, visual indexes are not required for
representing objects’ movements. So seeing an object’s movements does
not require the primitive access to objects Pylyshyn supposes visual
indexes provide.
Ogawa and Yagi ran three different MOT experiments. In each of these
experiments, subjects performed five consecutive MOT trials, tracking five of ten
identical objects in each trial. In the first experiment, the all-new phase, the
movements of all objects differed from trial to trial. In the second, the old-target
phase, the movements of the targets were invariant from trial to trial, but the
movements of the distractors varied from trial to trial; i.e., the targets each moved
in exactly the same ways as in the previous trials, but the distractors did not.
And in the third, the all-old phase, the movements of all objects, both targets and
distractors, were invariant from trial to trial.
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Subjects’ tracking performance improved more in the old-target trials than
in the all-new trials, and their tracking performance improved more in the all-old
trials than in the old-target trials. This shows it is easier for subjects to track
targets when distractors’ movements are invariant from trial to trial. This, in turn,
shows that subjects both see and remember the movements of distractors.
However, when asked whether there were invariances in movement
patterns across trials, subjects’ reports were at chance; they were not aware that
they saw the same patterns of movement across trials. So, though subjects see
and remember the distractors' movements, they do not see or remember those
movements consciously.
These experiments show vision represents and stores representations of
distractors' movements. Since, according to Pylyshyn, vision does not assign
visual indexes to distractors, this shows that assigning visual indexes is not
required for representing at least some of an object’s properties. If vision
represents objects' properties independent of visual indexes, perhaps it binds
representations of them too.
However, it could be that some representations are formed in connection
with visual indexes and only those representations get bound. So, perhaps,
binding depends on visual indexes, even if vision forms representations of
objects’ features independent of them.
But recent experiments conducted by Brian Scholl, Pylyshyn, and
Steven Franconeri (unpublished) suggest that vision not only forms
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representations of distractors’ features but also binds those
representations. These experiments thus show that, even if visual
indexes are required for MOT, they are not required for binding. So, even
if vision uses nonrepresentational access to objects to track them, it
doesn’t use that same access to bind representations of their features. If
so, Pylyshyn fails to establish that binding is object based, not location
based.
Scholl et al. tested whether subjects could recall the colors and
shapes of both targets and distractors. Subjects tracked four of eight
objects. Each object could be one of three shapes and one of three
colors; i.e., an object could be red, yellow, or blue and it could be Tshaped, +-shaped, or L-shaped. Further, at various times during the trials,
objects could disappear behind occluders. During those periods, there
was a 50% chance that one of the objects would change either its color or
shape.
At the end of each trial, all of the objects disappeared; then all but
one reappeared. In place of the missing object was a marker, and
subjects were to report what color and shape the missing object was
before it disappeared.
Scholl et al. found subjects were no better at recalling the colors
and shapes of targets than those of distractors. However, subjects’
reports of objects’ colors and shapes were above chance for both targets
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and distractors, suggesting that subjects did in fact see the colors and
shapes of both targets and distractors.
This result, like Ogawa and Yagi’s, shows that vision does in fact
represent properties of objects it is not tracking. Again, since subjects
have not assigned visual indexes to objects they are not tracking, even if
tracking requires visual indexes, representing properties does not.
Further, that subjects reported both the colors and shapes of
distractors above chance shows that they saw conjunctions of distractors’
properties. This in turn shows that vision binds representations of features
of objects it is not tracking. So, even if tracking requires visual indexes,
binding does not. Contrary to Pylyshyn’s argument, the results of MOT
experiments do not support the view that binding is object based, not
location based.
But Scholl et al. argue it could be that subjects report the colors and
shapes of distractors above chance because they allocate some attention to
distractors in addition to targets (unpublished, p. 14). Tracking four of eight
objects is easy for some subjects. So perhaps they track more than just the
designated four targets. Further, objects sometimes become concentrated in
one region of the screen, enabling subjects to momentarily allocate attention to
distractors. According to Scholl et al., both of these factors could explain how
vision is able to encode the colors and shapes of some distractors. If so, the
above-chance reports of distractors’ properties do not show that vision encodes
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properties, nor that it binds representations of distinct properties, independently
of assigning visual indexes to objects.
But subjects report the prior colors and shapes of distractors as
successfully as those of targets. So, if subjects’ above-chance reports result
from their attending to and tracking distractors, they must attend to and track
distractors and targets equally. But subjects do not attend to every distractor for
the entire duration of the trial, and they do not track all of the distractors. This is
confirmed by the results of two other experiments in which Scholl et al. found that
subjects recall the previous locations and directions of movement of targets
significantly better than those of distractors. Presumably, if subjects tracked and
attended to distractors and targets equally, they would recall distractors’ and
targets’ prior locations and directions of movement equally well. On the other
hand, if subjects do not track and attend to distractors and targets equally, as
these experiments suggest, we cannot account for why they recall the colors and
shapes of distractors equally well as those of targets in terms of their attending to
and tracking distractors.
Since subjects do in fact see conjunctions of features of objects
they are not tracking, binding does not require visual indexes, even if MOT
does. So Pylyshyn’s object-based account of binding is unmotivated and
fails to undermine Clark’s location-based view.
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14. Problems With Clark’s Location-Based Binding
However, this does not show that Clark’s theory of sensing feature
conjunctions is right. In this section, I’ll argue that Clark’s view rests on the false
assumption that mental qualities occur separately and therefore need binding. In
so arguing, I’ll offer an alternative account of sensing feature conjunctions,
according to which distinct mental qualities are interdependent and therefore
need no binding. On this view, which is a consequence of homomorphism
theory, sensing the locations of properties plays no special role in sensing
feature conjunctions.
Clark’s view that we sense feature conjunctions by sensing distinct
features at the same location rests on the assumption that mental qualities occur
independently of each other. If mental qualities, such as those in virtue of which
one sees color and shape, do not occur independently of each other, then they
need not be bound for one to see a combination of color and shape. And if
distinct mental qualities need not be bound, then we need not commit to a
special mechanism of sensory localization, such as a sensory name, to explain
how distinct mental qualities are bound.73 So, if distinct mental qualities do not
occur independently of each other, it could be that one senses an object’s
location in virtue of having a sensation with a mental quality corresponding to that
location, i.e., a location*, as homomorphism theory holds.
73

Likewise, we need not commit to the involvement of a mechanism, such as
a visual index, that picks out an object independent of its properties, as Pylyshyn
argues.
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Clark assumes mental qualities corresponding to different kinds of
perceptible properties, such as color, shape, and size, occur independently of
each other, and therefore need binding, because we can sense different
combinations of perceptible properties; e.g., we can see red squares, red
triangles, green squares, and green triangles, all of various sizes and
orientations. Clark raises the many-properties problem to illustrate this point.
Since we can see different combinations of perceptible properties, Clark
assumes there is some mechanism in virtue of which different mental qualities
are combined.
But there is good reason to think mental qualities are interdependent in
such a way that they do not require binding, even though we can sense different
combinations of perceptible properties. One never sees an object’s color without
also seeing its shape and size. All colored surfaces appear to be spatially
extended and to have boundaries. And one sees such surfaces in virtue of
having sensations with colors*, shapes*, and sizes*. So one never has colored*
sensations that have no shape* or size*. Likewise, one never sees an object’s
shape without seeing some color or size. So one never has a visual sensation
with a shape* but no color* or size*.
We can explain the interdependence of distinct mental qualities in terms of
homomorphism theory, the view that mental qualities are mental analogues of
perceptible properties. Because they are analogues of perceptible properties,
mental qualities bear many of the same relations to each other that distinct
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perceptible properties bear to each other. So colors*, visual shapes*, and visual
sizes* could relate to each other in ways parallel to the ways colors, visible
shapes, and visible sizes relate to each other.74 For example, there are no
visible colored surfaces that have no shape or size because the visible shape
and size of a surface are determined by the visible boundaries of the color of the
surface. And since all colored surfaces are spatially extended and have
boundaries, all colored surfaces have some shape and size.75 So color, visible
shape, and visible size are all interdependent.
Colors*, visual shapes*, and visual sizes* could relate to each other in an
analogous way. Colors* are mental analogues of colors, so they bear the same
relations to shapes* and sizes* that colors bear to visible shapes and visible
sizes. So colors*, visual shapes*, and visual sizes* are interdependent, just as
colors, visible shapes, and visible sizes are interdependent. Specifically, just as
the boundaries of colors determine the visible shapes and sizes of colored
surfaces, the boundaries of colors* determine the visual shapes* and sizes* of
visual sensations (Rosenthal, 2005). According to this view, we sense feature
74

I specify that these shapes* and sizes* are visual shapes* and visual
sizes* because tactile sensations also have shapes* and sizes*, and the shapes*
and sizes* of visual and tactile sensations could be distinct. In the next chapter, I
argue that the mental qualities in virtue of which we sense objects’ spatial
properties are in fact distinct in different modalities.
75

One might argue that this view fails to account for all cases of seeing color,
e.g., when one looks up at a clear, blue sky, or when one sees a Ganzfield.
These cases, one might argue, are cases of unbound color, so color without
shape or size. But in these cases, the color one sees is bounded by the limits of
one’s field of view, the space beyond which one sees nothing at a given moment.
So the colored expanse one sees is the shape of one’s field of view.
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conjunctions because distinct mental qualities are interdependent in a way that
parallels the way distinct perceptible properties are interdependent.
This view solves the so-called many-properties problem. When one sees
a red square next to a green triangle, one has a red* sensation the boundary of
which determines the mental quality square* and a green* sensation the
boundary of which determines the mental quality triangular*. When one sees a
green square next to a red triangle, the boundaries of one’s green* sensation
determine the mental quality square*, and the boundaries of one’s red* sensation
determine the mental quality triangular*. So we need not hold that distinct mental
qualities, such as color* and shape*, are independent of each other in order to
solve the many-properties problem, as Clark assumes.
Since we can explain how we sense feature conjunctions in terms of the
interdependence of distinct mental qualities, Clark’s location-based view is
superfluous, so we do not need a special account of how we sense objects’
locations, as Clark argues. Rather, we sense objects’ locations in virtue of
having sensations with mental qualities that represent the sensible locations of
those objects. And those mental qualities, locations*, represent perceptible
locations of stimuli in virtue of resembling and differing from each other in ways
parallel to the ways those perceptible locations resemble and differ from each
other. For example, just as two objects off to the left in one’s field of view are
more similar with respect to their horizontal position in one’s field of view than
either is to an object off to the right, one’s sensations of those two objects are
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more similar to each other than either is to the sensation of the object off to the
right. A sensation of something off to the left in one’s field of view is visually offto-the-left*, and a sensation of something off to the right in one’s field of view is
visually off-to-the-right*.
Further, the mental qualities representing sensible locations are
themselves inseparable from other mental qualities, such as colors*. One never
sees a location without seeing something with a color, shape, and size at that
location, nor does one ever see the color, shape, or size of something without
seeing it at some location.
Clark might argue that neuroscience shows distinct mental qualities are in
fact separate and need binding for one to sense feature conjunctions. Visual
processing from primary visual cortex, V1, projects forward to higher areas of
visual cortex, e.g., V2-MT/V5. And those higher cortical areas process distinct
visible properties, e.g., color, shape, orientation, and motion, separately. Clark
identifies mental qualities with the features of those separate neural
representations (2000, p. 44). Accordingly, some feature of the neural
representation one has when seeing a red square is identical with the mental
quality red*, and that neural representation occurs in a different area of visual
cortex from that of the neural representation with the feature identical with the
mental quality square*. Since the neural representations of distinct perceptible
properties occur in separate areas of visual cortex, Clark thinks the mental
qualities are separate. If so, just as the neural representations of distinct visible
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properties must be bound to enable one to sense a feature conjunction, e.g., of
color and shape, the mental qualities representing those distinct properties must
be bound.
But it is unclear why Clark identifies features of the separate neural
representations in areas V2-MT/V5 with mental qualities. Mental qualities, such
as red* and square*, are folk-psychological posits, posited to explain the
qualitative characters of sensations. Red*, e.g., is the mental quality in virtue of
which a sensation of red is that particular kind of sensation and not a sensation
of some other color. And, again, one never sees color, e.g., without also seeing
shape and size. So one never has sensations of color without sensations of
shape or size. This suggests that one never has a sensation with color* but no
shape* or size*. Likewise, one never sees shape without seeing color or size, so
one never has a visual sensation with shape* but no color* or size*. Arguably,
one never has a sensation with a single, solitary mental quality; rather, mental
qualities are interdependent and do not require binding, just as perceptible colors
and perceptible shapes do not require binding. If neural representations of
distinct perceptible properties are separate, i.e., in virtue of occurring in separate
areas of visual cortex, then those neural representations are not identical with
sensations, and the features of those neural representations are not identical
with mental qualities. In fact, the binding problem in neuroscience is particularly
interesting, not only because separate neural representations of distinct
perceptible properties somehow give rise to unified sensations of feature
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conjunctions, but because the sensations they give rise to are always sensations
of feature conjunctions.
Further, distinct perceptible properties, such as color, shape, size,
orientation, and motion, are all represented together in both V1 and the lateral
geniculate nucleus (LGN), a subcortical visual area that receives information
directly from the optic nerve and projects to V1. So it could be that features of
neural representations in the LGN or V1 are identical with mental qualities. If so,
there is no reason to think the separate neural representations in other visual
areas show that distinct mental qualities are separate and need binding.
Of course, those separate neural representations in areas V2-MT/V5
could be involved in sensing, even if they are not identical with sensations. It
could be that features of neural representations in V1 are identical with mental
qualities and the separate neural representations of distinct perceptible
properties in areas V2-MT/V5 are subpersonal processing states that are
necessary but not sufficient for sensing. If one sees something only once those
separate neural representations are bound, there's no reason to identify any
individual, unbound neural representation with a sensation, or any of the features
of any of those neural representations with mental qualities, even if the separate
neural representations are involved in sensing. So there's no reason to claim
mental qualities need binding just because the neural representations do.
In fact, in addition to the feedforward projections from V1 to other areas of
visual cortex, there are feedback projections from those areas to V1 (Lamme,
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2004; Bullier, 2001; Pascual-Leone & Walsh, 2001; Hupé et al. 1998; Cowey &
Walsh, 2000).76 This further suggests that the neural representations in visual
areas V2-MT/V5 do not by themselves underlie visual sensations, but serve
some intermediary role in sensing. Those higher visual areas could process
information about color, shape, size, orientation, and motion to enhance
representations underlying sensations in V1. Perhaps representations in V2MT/V5 fine-tune processing of color, shape, orientation, size, and motion for
more accurate sensing, or to enhance the segmentation of the visual scene into
figure and ground (Hupé et al. 1998). Or, perhaps, those neural representations
make one’s visual sensations conscious (Bullier, 2001; Lamme, 2004; PascualLeone & Walsh, 2001). Whatever the roles of those separate neural
representations of distinct visible properties, feedback from higher visual areas to
V1 suggests that those separate neural representations are not themselves
identical with sensations of the visible properties they process. If those neural
representations are not identical with sensations, the features of those neural
representations are not identical with mental qualities, as Clark assumes. So
separate neural representations of color and shape, e.g., do not show that
colors* and shapes* are separate and require binding.
In this chapter, I’ve focused primarily on visual cases of sensing feature
conjunctions. But we sense feature conjunctions in all sensory modalities. For
example, when one touches a doorknob, one feels something round, hard,
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There is also feedback from visual cortex to the LGN (Levine, 2000).
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smooth, and cool; when one tastes a curry dish, one tastes something both
sweet and spicy; and when one stubs one’s toe, one has a sensation that’s both
painful and throbbing. Homomorphism theory explains all such cases of sensing
feature conjunctions, not just the visual cases. One feels the doorknob as round,
hard, smooth, and cool, e.g., in virtue of having a round*, hard*, smooth*, and
cool* sensation, where those mental qualities are interdependent, just as the
shape, solidity, texture, and temperature of the doorknob are interdependent.
And though all of these mental qualities are also inseparable from the location* in
virtue of which one feels where the doorknob is located, it is not in virtue of their
all having the same location* that they are had in conjunction with each other.
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Chapter 5: The Qualitative Character of Spatial Perception
Across Modalities

1. Introduction
We sense the spatial properties of objects in different sensory modalities.
One can both see and feel the shape and size of an object, and one can see,
feel, and hear where something is located. Likewise, one can feel various spatial
properties of one's own body and of bodily stimulation, e.g., when feeling the
movements and relative positions of one’s own limbs, and when feeling tickles,
itches, and pains. Since one senses the properties of objects in virtue of having
states, e.g., sensations and perceptions, with mental qualities, one's visual,
tactile, auditory, and bodily sensations all have mental qualities pertaining to
spatial properties. To fully explain sensing, we must determine whether the
mental qualities of sensations pertaining to the same spatial properties are
themselves the same in different sensory modalities. We must determine
whether, e.g., visual and tactile sensations of the same shape have some
amodal property in common, in virtue of which both are sensations of that same
shape.77
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Visual and tactile sensations of the same shape do of course have
properties in common. For example, a visual sensation of a square and a tactile
sensation of a square both have the property of representing an object as
square. But it is not simply in virtue of representing a square that a sensation is
a sensation of a square and not a sensation of some other shape. Thoughts
about squares also represent squares, but they are not sensations of squares.
Rather, a sensation of a square is a sensation of that shape in virtue of having a
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In section 2, I discuss the relation between a solution to this problem and
the account of sensing combinations of distinct properties I discussed in the
previous chapter. I argue that it is a consequence of the view I argued for there
that the mental qualities of visual and tactile sensations pertaining to the same
shapes are distinct, modality-specific mental qualities. In section 3, I discuss and
argue against John Campbell’s (1996a, b) claim that the properties of visual and
tactile sensations pertaining to shape are amodal. In sections 4 and 5, I further
argue that the mental qualities of sensations pertaining to shape are different,
and I offer homomorphism theory as the best account of the modality specificity
of such mental qualities. In sections 6, 7, and 8, I discuss experiments from
developmental psychology studying the ability of infants to recognize in one
sensory modality, e.g., sight, spatial properties of objects they have previously
sensed in another sensory modality, e.g., touch. Though one might argue that
the results of these experiments show that such crossmodal shape recognition is
innate, and that such innate abilities are best explained in terms of the amodality
of the mental qualities pertaining to shape, I argue that these experiments fail to
support either claim. In section 9, I examine further experiments on infants’
ability to perform crossmodal shape recognition, or crossmodal shape transfer,
that reveal certain asymmetries in these abilities at different stages of infant
development. These results, I argue, support the view that the mental qualities

particular mental quality. The opposing views I am discussing are thus the view
that visual and tactile sensations of the same shapes have amodal mental
qualities that represent those shapes, and the view that they have modalityspecific mental qualities that represent those shapes.
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of visual and tactile sensations pertaining to the same shapes are in fact distinct.
Finally, in section 10, I examine recent neurophysiological data cited as evidence
for common, bimodal representations of shape involved in both tactile and visual
shape perception. I argue this data does not show that the properties of visual
and tactile sensations pertaining to shape are the same.

2. Feature Conjunctions and Modality Specificity
In the preceding chapter, I argued that the mental qualities of visual
sensations pertaining to the shapes of objects, i.e., shapes*, are determined by
the mental analogues of boundaries of the mental qualities that represent the
colors of objects, i.e., colors*. If so, since tactile sensations of shape do not have
colors*, they do not have the same shapes* as visual sensations.
Of course, tactile sensations have mental qualities pertaining to shape,
since we do in fact feel shapes. And we can account for the shapes* of tactile
sensations in a way analogous to the way we explain the shapes* of visual
sensations. Just as the boundaries of colors* determine the shapes* of visual
sensations, the boundaries of mental qualities pertaining to the textures,
temperatures, and pressures of tactile stimuli, i.e., textures*, temperatures*, and
pressures*, determine the mental shapes of tactile sensations. On this view,
visual and tactile sensations of the same shapes have different shapes*, since
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visual and tactile shapes* are determined by different, modality-specific mental
qualities.78
The view that shapes* are modality specific is compatible with the
homomorphism theory of sensing (Rosenthal, 1991, 2005; Meehan, 2002, 2003).
According to homomorphism theory, mental qualities resemble and differ from
each other in ways that parallel the ways the perceptible properties they
represent resemble and differ from each other. Mental qualities thus represent
their perceptible counterparts in virtue of homomorphisms between families of
mental qualities and families of perceptible properties. And two distinct families
of mental qualities could both be homomorphic to the same family of perceptible
properties. So the family of visual shapes* and the family of tactile shapes* could
be distinct, even though both are homomorphic to the same family of physical,
perceptible shapes. And, since shapes* are individuated in respect of their
positions in their quality families, visual and tactile shapes* could be distinct.
Of course, it could be that visual and tactile shapes* are distinct even if the
families of visual and tactile shapes* are homomorphic to the same family of
perceptible shapes in the same ways. In this case, the family of visual shapes*
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One might argue that the shapes* of tactile sensations could be the same
as those of visual sensations. After all, the same perceptible shapes of objects
can be determined by the boundaries of both colors and textures. However, if
visual shapes* are dependent on colors*, and tactile shapes* are dependent on
textures*, and if we have no reason to conclude that visual shapes* are
dependent on textures* or that tactile shapes* are dependent on colors*, then we
have no reason at this point to think that visual and tactile shapes* are the same.
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and the family of tactile shapes* would be isomorphic to each other. But two
families of properties can be isomorphic without being identical.

3. Campbell's Argument for Amodality
But John Campbell (1996a, 1996b) argues that the qualitative characters
of seeing and feeling the same shapes are the same. If so, visual and tactile
sensations of the same shapes have amodal properties in common, in virtue of
which both are sensations of those same shapes. If those properties are
amodal, the account of sensing feature conjunctions I argued for in the previous
chapter is false, since it is a consequence of that view that shapes*, the mental
qualities of those sensations pertaining to shape, are modality specific.
Campbell’s argument rests on his so-called Radical Externalist view of
qualitative character, according to which the qualitative properties of perceptual
states are constituted by the perceptible properties one perceives. Since one
sees and feels the same shapes, Campbell argues, one’s visual and tactile
perceptions of shape are qualitatively identical with respect to shape. Below I will
discuss Campbell’s argument for Radical Externalism, and how it leads to his
conclusion that visual and tactile sensations of shape are the same. I will then
argue that Radical Externalism is too strong, and that Campbell’s argument for
the amodality of the qualitative character of shape perception fails.
Campbell argues that to account for the qualitative character of shape
perception we must explain how we perceive the so-called categorical shapes of
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objects. Campbell argues, against Sydney Shoemaker’s (1984) general theory
of properties, that the shapes we sense are not merely conditional, causal
properties of objects in virtue of which they behave in certain ways, but the
categorical grounds of those conditional powers. According to Campbell, a
theory of the qualitative character of sensing shape must account for our
perception of such categorical shapes.
According to Shoemaker, properties are conditional, causal powers in
virtue of which objects behave in the ways they do. On this view, properties are
theoretical posits posited to explain the behavior of objects. If all properties are
such conditional powers, the shapes of objects are conditional powers.
Accordingly, being spherical, e.g., is a property in virtue of which something will
roll down certain inclines and plug holes that have diameters smaller than that of
the object, provided that certain other conditions occur. For example, a spherical
object will roll down an incline only if the object and the incline are rigid enough,
only if there is enough but not too much friction between the object and the
incline, and only if no force greater or equal to the force pushing the object down
the incline opposes that force. Shapes, on this view, can be exhaustively
specified by Ramsey sentences describing such causal roles.79
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The property that realizes the shape specified by such a Ramsey sentence
could of course be a categorical property, i.e., a property specifiable independent
of that Ramsey sentence. However, according to Shoemaker, what it is for
something to have a certain shape is for it to satisfy the Ramsey sentence
specifying that shape.
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If shapes are such purely causal, conditional powers, then one perceives
the shape of an object by perceiving that the object has such a causal power.
But, Campbell argues, in addition to perceiving objects as having such
causal powers, we also perceive the categorical grounds of those powers, i.e.,
the properties in virtue of which an object has the causal power specified by a
Ramsey sentence describing a shape.
According to Campbell, our pretheoretic intuitions suggest that we
perceive more than just the conditional powers of objects when we perceive the
shapes of those objects. Campbell writes, “On the face of it, we do not perceive
the shape of a thing as a collection of unsubstantiated threats and promises as to
which powers it will take on in various hypothetical circumstances. We perceive
the substance behind the threats and promises” (1996a, p. 306).80 If Campbell is
right that we do in fact take ourselves to perceive categorical shapes, not just the
conditional powers of shapes, we must explain why we take ourselves to do so.
Perhaps the best explanation of this intuition is that we do in fact perceive
categorical shapes.
Campbell also argues that the view that we perceive categorical shapes
best explains the systematic relations between the appearances of shapes, and it
best explains how those systematic relations help account for why shapes have
the causal roles they have (1996a, p. 313). One can roll round objects, e.g., but
80

It isn’t clear why Campbell claims we do not perceive shapes as causal
powers. We could perceive shapes as both causal powers and as categorical
grounds of those causal powers.
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one cannot roll objects with polygonal cross sections, e.g., cubes and pyramids.
And the appearances of round objects, such as spheres and eggs, are more
similar to each other than they are to objects with polygonal cross sections. So
there is a correlation between the appearances of shapes and the causal roles of
shapes. That the appearances of shapes resemble and differ from each other in
ways that help account for their causal roles suggests we perceive more than just
the causal, conditional powers of shapes.
If Campbell is right that we perceive categorical shapes, we must explain
the qualitative character of doing so to fully explain the qualitative character of
sensing shapes.
Perhaps we can explain the qualitative character of sensing categorical
shape in terms of the view that qualitative character is determined solely by the
way we are conscious of our sensations, e.g., introspectively. On this widely
held view of qualitative character, the qualitative character of a sensation is
determined by what it’s like for one to have that sensation. As Campbell
characterizes this view, which he calls internalism and attributes to Peter
Strawson (1966), "… sensations of shape, and indeed all perceptual
experiences, are stratified into similarity classes prior to any environmental
circumstances coming into play: they are intrinsically more or less like one
another in this or that respect, such as experiential shape or colour" (1996a, p.
302). According to internalism, the sensation in virtue of which one sees a
square, e.g., is to be individuated in respect of the similarities and differences
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one is conscious of that sensation as bearing to other sensations of shape; i.e.,
one is conscious of that sensation as resembling the sensation one has when
one sees a rectangle more than the sensation one has when one sees a triangle.
Campbell does not explain how he thinks an internalist would attempt to
account for our perception of categorical shapes. Perhaps, he might think,
internalism could account for categorical shape perception by accounting for the
systematic relations among the appearances of shapes. The way a shape
appears to one depends in part on the perceptual states one has when
perceiving it, i.e., one’s sensations of it. So, if the sensations one has when one
sees shapes are systematically related to each other as internalism holds,
perhaps those relations could account for the systematic relations among the
appearances of shapes.
However, if the sensations in virtue of which we sense shapes are
individuated internally, only in respect of the similarities and differences revealed
in one’s awareness of one’s own sensations, then those sensations are not
individuated in respect of their relations to the physical shapes of objects. If the
systematic relations between one’s sensations are determined internally, it is not
clear how they could make one aware of the systematic relations among physical
shapes. If they do not make one aware of such relations, they do not enable one
to perceive categorical shapes.
Perhaps internalism could account for one’s perceiving shapes as
categorical, even if they do not in fact enable one to perceive categorical shapes.
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It could be that when one sees a shape, one has a visual sensation of that
shape, and one mistakes the properties of that sensation for the shape one sees.
Since the sensation is individuated in respect of the ways it resembles and
differs from other such sensations, its properties are categorical, not merely
conditional, causal properties. So, if one mistook the properties of the sensations
one has when one perceives shapes as properties of stimuli, one could perceive
those stimuli as having the categorical properties of the sensations. On this
view, internalism is a Lockean projectivist, error theory.81
If internalism is correct, the qualitative characters of seeing and feeling the
same shapes could differ. Visual and tactile sensations of the same shapes
seem subjectively different from each other. If such sensations are to be
individuated solely by how they seem to one from one's own point of view, i.e., in
terms of how we are conscious of them, the mental qualities of sensations
pertaining to shape in sight and touch are arguably different.
But perhaps such differences in the way we are conscious of visual and
tactile sensations of the same shape result from differences between mental
qualities other than those pertaining to shape.82 Visual sensations of shape have
mental qualities pertaining not only to objects’ shapes but also to their colors,
whereas tactile sensations of shape do not. And tactile sensations of shape
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The view that we systematically err whenever we perceive shape is
problematic in itself. But I won’t go into the problems with such theories here
(see Meehan, 2003).
82

See Campbell (1996b, p. 357) and Dretske (1994, p. 95) for similar claims.
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have mental qualities pertaining not only to objects’ shapes but also to their
textures, temperatures, and resistance, whereas visual sensations of shape do
not. Perhaps those modality-specific mental qualities determine the
introspectible differences between visual and tactile sensations of the same
shapes, but the mental qualities of those sensations pertaining to shape are the
same.
Internalism is thus compatible with both the view that mental qualities
pertaining to shape are modality specific and the view that they are amodal.
One might think that it is a benefit of internalism that it is compatible with
both the view that shapes* are amodal and the view that shapes* are modality
specific. However, this compatibility in fact poses a problem for internalism.
According to internalism, the qualitative character of a sensation is determined
solely by how one is conscious of that sensation. On this view, one is conscious
of all aspects of the qualitative characters of one’s sensations. Accordingly, if
one is conscious of one’s sensation as having a particular mental quality Q, one’s
sensation has Q, and if one is not conscious of one’s sensation as having Q,
one’s sensation does not have Q. So, if visual and tactile sensations of the same
shapes have amodal shapes* in common, in virtue of which they are sensations
of that same shape, one would be conscious that those sensations have the
same shapes*. And, if visual and tactile sensations of the same shapes have
different, modality-specific shapes*, one would be conscious that they do. So, if
internalism were correct, it would be obvious to us whether visual and tactile
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sensations of shape have amodal shapes* in common. But it is not at all obvious
to us whether the shapes* of visual and tactile sensations are the same. So
internalism is false.
Further, as Campbell argues (1996a, p. 303), internalism runs afoul of
Wittgenstein's (1953) private-language argument.83 If the properties of one's
sensations of shape are determined solely by how one is conscious of one’s
sensations, it is unclear how we would be able to determine whether two people
have the same sensations when, e.g., seeing the same shape. If one’s
sensations are accessible only from one’s own point of view, one could not
determine whether another perceiver who reports having a visual sensation of a
square is reporting the same kind of state one has when seeing a square, since
one could not determine whether the other perceiver uses the expression
‘sensation of a square’ to refer to the same state as one does when one utters
that expression.
Further, if one can access sensations only from one’s own point of view, it
is unclear how one would be able to determine whether one has the same
sensation when seeing the same shape on different occasions. One might argue
that one could simply remember the sensation one had previously and compare
it with one’s current sensation. But, if first-person access to one's own
sensations provides the only access to one's sensations, one could not
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Though an exhaustive discussion of the private-language argument and
the controversy surrounding it is well beyond the scope of this dissertation, I will
briefly defend what I take to be Campbell’s interpretation.
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determine whether one is correctly remembering the sensation one had when
one saw the shape on another occasion. Memory is fallible, and we often consult
external sources to determine whether we are remembering something correctly,
e.g., when asking someone else to describe an event we are trying to remember.
But, if one is one's only source of information about one's own mental states,
there is no source other than one's own memory one could consult to determine
whether one is correctly remembering the sensation one had when seeing a
shape on some other occasion. So the view that qualitative character is
determined solely by how one is conscious of one’s sensations provides no way
to determine whether one is remembering one's sensation correctly. So it
provides no way to determine whether one has the same kind of sensation when
seeing the same shape on different occasions.
But presumably we can determine these things. As Dan Dennett (2005,
pp. 30-31) claims, we presuppose that we can do so whenever communicating
with each other about sensations. If we can in fact determine these things, the
mental qualities of sensations pertaining to shape, and to all other perceptible
properties, are not determined solely by how one's sensations seem to one;
rather, we have intersubjective access to sensations. So we must explain
sensations and their properties in a way that accounts for our intersubjective,
third-person access to them, as well as our diachronic first-person access to
them.
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However, following Saul Kripke (1982), one might argue that
Wittgenstein’s private-language argument poses a skeptical puzzle along the
lines of Goodman’s (1953) new riddle of induction. If so, perhaps the privatelanguage argument poses no more threat to internalism about qualitative
character than Goodman’s riddle poses to our application of color predicates or
Hume’s riddle of induction poses to causal explanations.
Kripke claims that the private-language argument is an instance of the
more general problem of rule following. Rules apply to an indefinite number of
cases. However, no rule has been applied more than a finite number of times.
This poses a problem for one’s justification in applying a particular rule. When
one applies a rule, one does so on the basis of its past applications. But there is
no way for one to know what rule to apply in a new case, since there is no way
for one to know what rule one applied in those earlier cases.
Kripke uses an example from arithmetic to illustrate the paradox.
Suppose one has never added 68 and 57 and one is given the task of doing so.
One easily calculates the sum 125. To perform this calculation, one arguably
applies rules of arithmetic one has applied on many other occasions, e.g., when
adding 5 and 6, 25 and 32, and 3 and 4. But, a skeptic might argue, one is not
justified in calculating 125 rather than some other answer, e.g., 5. According to
the skeptic, it is logically possible that the correct rule to follow in this case is not
one that generates the answer of 125.
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One might object that one is simply applying the same rules of arithmetic
one has applied on all other occasions, and that those prior applications justify
one’s answer to the new arithmetical problem. But, the skeptic could argue, one
does not know what rule one applied on those prior occasions; again, rules apply
to an indefinite number of cases, but one has performed a finite number of
arithmetical problems. So, perhaps, the rule one followed in the past gives us 5,
not 125, as the sum of 68 and 57.
Kripke claims that Wittgenstein’s private-language argument provides
another example of this same skeptical puzzle. One has made only a finite
number of first-person ascriptions of sensations. And to ascribe a sensation to
oneself now, one must follow some rule governing the application of sensation
predicates, e.g., ‘has a sensation of a red square’. But, the skeptic might argue,
one has no way to know what rule to follow in this case. One cannot simply
appeal to the rules one followed in the past, since one cannot know what rules
one applied in the past. So when one says, “I’m having a sensation of a red
square,” one cannot know for sure whether one is referring to the same kind of
sensation now that one referred to in the past when one also said, “I’m having a
sensation of a red square.”
If one interprets the private-language argument in this way, one might
claim that it fails to undermine internalism about qualitative character. Even if we
cannot know for sure what rules we follow when ascribing sensations to
ourselves on different occasions, that does not show that we fail to do so
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accurately, it just shows that we do not know for sure if we are doing so
accurately. Nevertheless, there are ways in which we can proceed in making
accurate ascriptions of sensations.
But Kripke ignores an important difference between one’s referring to
sensations and one’s doing arithmetic. There are a number of ways to check
one’s arithmetic; one can consult other people, textbooks, a calculator, or an
abacus. However, if we have only first-person access to our sensations, there
are no ways to check whether we are accurately referring to them, nor whether
we are referring to them in the same ways on different occasions. Wittgenstein is
concerned with internalism’s failure to allow for such independent checks on our
ascriptions of sensations. This problem does not arise for arithmetic, since one’s
calculations are publicly observable. So the problem Wittgenstein raises for
internalism about qualitative character is not the same as the problem he and
Kripke raise for rule following; the problem Wittgenstein raises against
internalism poses a more serious challenge.
So we must account for the qualitative character of sensations in a way
that allows for such checks on our ascriptions of sensations. We must account
for intersubjective and diachronic access to sensations.
Campbell argues that we can account for such access to sensations with
the view that sensations are to be individuated in respect of the physical
properties one perceives. According to Campbell, "… the sorting of sensations
into similarity classes constitutively demands an appeal to the environment…"
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(1996a, p. 303), and "[t]he geometrical aspects of one's experience of objects will
then be constituted by the geometry of the objects in one's surroundings" (1996a,
p. 302). On this view, which Campbell calls radical externalism, the qualitative
character of seeing a shape is determined by the shape of the object one sees,84
and the difference between the qualitative characters of seeing, e.g., a square
and seeing a triangle is determined by the differences between the shapes of the
objects one sees.
If qualitative character is determined by the properties of the objects one
senses, it is intersubjectively accessible, since those properties are perceptible
by multiple perceivers. So Campbell’s radical externalism accounts for how one
determines whether one has the same sensation on different occasions and
whether two people sensing the same stimuli have the same sensations.
Campbell claims it is a consequence of radical externalism that the
qualitative characters of seeing and feeling the same shapes are themselves the
same. If the qualitative character of seeing a square is constituted by the shape
one sees, and the qualitative character of feeling a square is constituted by the
84

Campbell's view is similar in this respect to Aristotle's view that one's
perceptions have the same properties as the stimuli one senses, e.g., sensations
of red squares are themselves red and square (de Anima II, 5, 418a4, II, 11,
423b31, II, 12, 424a18, III, 2, 425b23). Also, Campbell (2002) argues for the
Russellian view that the objects we perceive are themselves constituents of
one’s perceptions, and that it because those objects are constituents of one’s
perceptions that one knows what one is referring to or thinking about. But
Campbell does not discuss the qualitative character of seeing and feeling the
same shape there. Campbell (2005) further develops his view of perceptual
experience, but he remains agnostic about whether the qualitative characters of
seeing and feeling the same shapes are themselves the same.
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shape one feels, then the qualitative characters of seeing and feeling a square
are constituted by the same physical shape. So, Campbell argues, seeing and
feeling the same shape have the same qualitative character (1996a, p. 303). If
so, the properties of visual and tactile sensations pertaining to shape are the
same, they are amodal.

4. An Objection to Amodality
But the qualitative properties of visual and tactile shapes are doubtless not
constituted entirely by the shapes one perceives, even if we must appeal to those
shapes to account for qualitative character. The properties of visual and tactile
sensations pertaining to shape are presumably determined in part by properties
of the visual and tactile perceptual systems.85 And differences between those
perceptual systems likely contribute to differences between the properties of
visual and tactile sensations of shape. So, even if sensations of shape are to be
individuated partly in respect of the shapes we sense, the properties of those
sensations arguably differ in sight and touch.

5. Homomorphism Theory and Modality Specificity
So a theory of the qualitative character of sensing shape must allow for
differences between the mental qualities of visual and tactile sensations
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Brian Loar briefly raises this point (1996, p. 322).
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pertaining to shape, while also accounting for third-person access to sensations.
Both internalism and Campbell’s radical externalism fail to do so.86
We can explain how we sense shape while meeting both requirements in
terms of homomorphism theory, the view that mental qualities represent
perceptible properties in virtue of resembling and differing from each other in
ways parallel to the ways perceptible properties resemble and differ from each
other (Rosenthal, 1991, 2005; Meehan, 2002, 2003). According to
homomorphism theory, the visual mental quality pertaining to physical,
perceptible squares, e.g., resembles and differs from other mental qualities
pertaining to shape in ways parallel to the ways physical, perceptible squares
resemble and differ from other perceptible shapes. Just as squares are more
similar to rectangles than triangles, the mental quality pertaining to squares is
more similar to that pertaining to rectangles than that pertaining to triangles.
Homomorphism theory explains more than just the introspectible
similarities and differences between sensations. According to homomorphism
theory, mental qualities are theoretical posits, posited to explain how we
discriminate among perceptible properties, e.g., shapes. It is because
sensations have mental qualities that resemble and differ from each other in
ways parallel to the ways shapes resemble and differ from each other that we
can discriminate shapes on the basis of their similarities and differences. The
86

Of course, a theory of qualitative character need not affirm the view that
the mental qualities of visual and tactile sensations of shape are different.
Rather, such a theory must not rule out the modality specificity of such mental
qualities.
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similarities and differences between mental qualities pertaining to shape enable
us to see squares, e.g., as more similar to rectangles than triangles, and they
enable us to feel squares as more similar to rectangles than triangles.
Since the sensory discriminations one makes are observable,
homomorphism theory accounts for third-person access to sensations. Two
people who visually discriminate among shapes in the same ways have the same
visual sensations of shape.87 And if one makes the same visual shape
discriminations on different occasions, one has the same visual sensations of
shape on those occasions. So homomorphism theory, unlike internalism, does
not run afoul of Wittgenstein’s private-language argument.
But homomorphism theory, unlike Campbell’s radical externalism, allows
for differences between the mental qualities of visual and tactile sensations
pertaining to shape. According to homomorphism theory, mental qualities of both
visual and tactile sensations represent shape in virtue of resembling and differing
in ways parallel to the ways shapes resemble and differ from each other. But it
could be that the visual mental qualities pertaining to shape resemble and differ
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If sensations had intrinsic, nonrepresentational properties, as the internalist
argues, two people could perhaps have intrinsically different sensations while
making the same shape discriminations. Those same shape discriminations, the
internalist could argue, would be underwritten by the same representational
properties of those intrinsically distinct sensations. But if we can account for the
qualitative character of sensing shapes without adverting to such intrinsic
properties of sensations, it is unclear why one would think that sensations have
those intrinsic properties. I am arguing here, as I have argued in chapter 1, that
appeal to such intrinsic properties leads to problematic commitments, and that
we need not appeal to intrinsic properties of sensations in order to explain
qualitative character.
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from each other in ways distinct from the ways tactile mental qualities pertaining
to shape do; so they could represent physical shapes in respect of different
relations of similarity and difference. So homomorphism theory allows for the
modality specificity of mental qualities pertaining to shape.

6. Crossmodal Transfer of Shape Information
Experiments on our ability to recognize shape across sensory modalities
could also provide insight into the relations between the mental qualities of
sensations pertaining to shape in different modalities. Such experiments
examine one’s ability to recognize in one sensory modality a stimulus or stimulus
property one previously sensed only in another modality, e.g., when one visually
recognizes a shape one felt but did not see earlier.
Such crossmodal recognition is seemingly automatic and effortless; one
rarely has trouble, e.g., visually recognizing a shape one has previously felt.
Perhaps, one might argue, crossmodal shape recognition is so effortless
because the sensations in virtue of which one sees and feels shape have some
amodal property in common, in virtue of which they are sensations of the same
shape. Accordingly, one visually recognizes the triangle one previously felt
because one’s visual sensation of the triangle and one’s prior tactile sensation of
the triangle share some amodal mental quality, i.e., an amodal triangular*
shape*.
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On the other hand, one could arguably perform crossmodal transfer of
shape information even if visual and tactile sensations of shape do not share a
common, amodal property in virtue of which both sensations are sensations of
that same shape. As the empiricists Berkeley (1732/1975), Locke, and Molyneux
(see Locke, 1690/1975, p. 146) argued, correlations between sensations of the
same shapes in sight and touch could be learned. If correlations between visual
and tactile sensations of shape are in fact learned, crossmodal transfer rests on
correlations between distinct mental qualities of visual and tactile sensations
pertaining to the same shapes.

And we can explain the ease with which one

performs crossmodal transfer of shape information without committing to the view
that visual and tactile sensations of the same shape have some amodal property
in common. A great deal of effortless, seemingly automatic behavior is
underwritten by processes that coordinate distinct mental states. For example,
adults read text written in their native language with great ease. But reading
involves a process whereby visual information about the shapes and spatial
relations of letters is correlated with semantic information; the visual sensations
of words and letters in one’s native language are distinct from the intentional
states involved in one’s comprehension of the text. Likewise, understanding
another speaker’s utterances involves a process by which auditory information is
correlated with semantic information. And reading Braille involves a process by
which tactile information is correlated with semantic information; so tactile
sensations must be correlated with the intentional states in virtue of which one
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understands the Braille text. Nevertheless, these cases of language
comprehension are seemingly automatic to proficient readers and speakers of a
language and to those who proficiently read Braille. So the ease with which one
performs crossmodal shape integration does not by itself show that the
properties of visual and tactile sensations pertaining to the same shapes are
themselves the same. Crossmodal transfer of shape information could rest on a
process that correlates distinct, modality-specific shapes*, even if it is seemingly
automatic.
And, if the mental qualities pertaining to shape are in fact determined by
the boundaries of other, modality-specific mental qualities, as I’ve argued, then
the mental qualities of visual and tactile sensations pertaining to the same
shapes are themselves different. If so, visual and tactile sensations of the same
shapes must be correlated to enable crossmodal transfer of shape information.
Data showing that the ability to transfer shape information across
modalities is learned would further support the claim that the mental qualities of
visual and tactile sensations pertaining to shape are distinct. If the mental
qualities of visual and tactile sensations pertaining to shape were the same,
crossmodal transfer would occur automatically, since there would be no relevant
difference between visual and tactile sensations of shape one would need to
correlate. On the other hand, if we do not learn to transfer shape information
across modalities, i.e., if that ability is innate, it could be that visual and tactile
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mental qualities pertaining to shape are the same, or that they are different but
innately correlated.
In fact, a great deal of research suggests that infants as young as 16hours old can perform crossmodal transfer tasks, both between vision and touch
and between vision and proprioception. If newborn infants can perform
crossmodal transfer of shape information, one might argue, crossmodal transfer
does not rest on learned correlations between sensations with only modalityspecific mental qualities.88 Rather, one might argue, the ability of infants to
transfer spatial information across different sensory modalities reflects an innate
ability to transfer such information across sensory modalities.
One might further argue that if crossmodal transfer abilities are innate,
they are best explained in terms of the view that sensations of the same stimulus
properties in different sensory modalities have amodal mental qualities
representing those stimulus properties in common.89

88

I am not claiming that sensations in different modalities have no amodal
properties in common, just that visual and tactile sensations of the same
perceptible spatial properties do not have mental qualities in common, in virtue of
which they are sensations of the same perceptible spatial properties. Visual and
tactile sensations of a square do not have the same mental shape* qualities, but
they could have the same mental qualities pertaining to temporal properties, such
as those pertaining to stimulus onset or order.
89

Meltzoff (1993) claims experiments showing that infants transfer shape
information across modalities show that shape perception involves a supramodal
perceptual system, and Bermúdez (1998) claims these experiments show that
shape perception is not modality specific. However, it’s not entirely clear how
these claims bear on the question of the relations between mental qualities in
different modalities. But they could reasonably be taken as the claim that the
mental qualities pertaining to shape are the same in sight and touch.
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I’ll discuss three forms of crossmodal-transfer experiments. These include
experiments on the abilities of infants to imitate facial expressions, to visually
recognize shapes they have felt orally, and to visually recognize shapes they
have felt manually. I’ll argue that none of these forms of crossmodal transfer
shows that sensations of spatial properties in different sensory modalities have
amodal mental qualities in common, nor do they show that crossmodal transfer is
innate.
Finally, I’ll argue that asymmetries in crossmodal shape transfer during
different stages of development suggest that the properties of visual and tactile
sensations pertaining to the same shapes are different.

7. Crossmodal Transfer in Infants: Facial Imitation
Andrew Meltzoff and Keith Moore (1977, 1983) tested newborn infants, 23 weeks old and 3 days old and younger, respectively, to determine whether they
could imitate the facial expressions of others. If infants can in fact imitate facial
expressions, their ability to do so must be innate, not learned, since newborn
infants have no visual perception of their own facial expressions in virtue of which
they could determine whether they are moving their facial muscles in the right
way to produce the facial expressions they see. So, perhaps, to imitate facial
expressions, infants must match their proprioceptive and kinesthetic sensations
of the form and movements of their own facial features with the form and
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movements of the facial features of the model they see. If they can do this, then
either the properties of visual, proprioceptive, and kinesthetic sensations
pertaining to the form and movements of facial features are the same, or those
properties are distinct but innately coordinated.
Meltzoff and Moore (1983) tested whether newborn infants could imitate
simple facial expressions, such as protruding one’s tongue or opening one’s
mouth. The infants watched an adult model produce one of these expressions
for 20 seconds. While watching the adults, the infants sucked on a pacifier. The
adult then stopped producing the facial expression, and the pacifier was removed
from the infant’s mouth for 20 seconds. They ran six such trials on each infant.
Meltzoff and Moore found that infants produced significantly more tongue
protrusions following the model’s tongue protrusions than following the model’s
mouth openings. And they found that infants produced significantly more mouth
openings following the model’s mouth openings than following the model’s
tongue protrusions. Meltzoff and Moore claim this shows a strong correlation
between infants’ visually observing facial expressions and infants’ producing
matching facial expressions. So, they conclude, newborn infants successfully
imitate adults’ simple facial expressions.
They further conclude that, since the infants could not have learned to
correlate their visual perceptions of the adults’ facial expressions and the feelings
of their own facial expressions, such correlations are innate and involve a
supramodal perceptual system.
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However, Moshe Anisfeld (1991, 1996) argues that Meltzoff and Moore’s
experiments show a correlation only between infants’ seeing tongue protrusions
and their producing tongue protrusions, they do not show a correlation between
infants’ seeing mouth openings and producing mouth openings. If infants match
only a single facial expression, Anisfeld argues, that matching behavior is best
explained in terms of an innate releasing mechanism, not a supramodal
perceptual system in virtue of which one can imitate facial expressions. If infants
could imitate facial expressions, she claims, such imitation would not be limited
to a single expression.
According to Anisfeld, Meltzoff and Moore’s conclusion that infants imitate
mouth openings rests on a statistical confound. Meltzoff and Moore concluded
that infants imitate mouth openings because infants produced more mouth
openings after seeing mouth openings than they did after seeing tongue
protrusions. However, if there is a strong correlation between infants’ seeing
tongue protrusions and their producing tongue protrusions, they would produce
relatively few mouth openings after seeing tongue protrusions; since the infants
are producing tongue protrusions, they cannot produce mouth openings. So it
could be that infants produce more mouth openings after seeing mouth openings
than after seeing tongue protrusions simply because their producing a significant
number of tongue protrusions after seeing tongue protrusions prohibits them from
producing mouth openings after seeing tongue protrusion, not because they
produce more mouth openings after seeing mouth openings. So, Anisfeld
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claims, the appearance of infants’ ability to imitate mouth openings could be due
to the significant correlation between their seeing and producing tongue
protrusions. So Meltzoff and Moore fail to show that infants imitate both tongue
protrusions and mouth openings.
In fact, though the infants in Meltzoff and Moore’s experiment produced
significantly more tongue protrusions than mouth openings after seeing tongue
protrusions, they did not produce significantly more mouth openings than tongue
protrusions after seeing mouth openings. This further supports Anisfeld’s
interpretation of their data. If infants imitate mouth openings after seeing them,
they would produce more mouth openings than any other expression after seeing
the adult models produce mouth openings.
Anisfeld, Gerald Turkewitz, and Susan Rose (2001) replicated Meltzoff
and Moore’s experiment to test Anisfeld’s hypothesis. However, in addition to
monitoring the infants’ behavior during and after they watched adult models
produce tongue protrusions and mouth openings, Anisfeld et al. also included
control trials in which the adult models produced no facial expressions at all.
Like Meltzoff and Moore, Anisfeld et al. found that the infants produced
significantly more tongue protrusions than mouth openings after seeing the
model produce a tongue protrusion. But they found that infants produced the
same number of mouth openings after seeing mouth openings as they did after
seeing tongue protrusions. This data supports Anisfeld’s claim that Meltzoff and
Moore failed to show that infants imitate mouth openings.
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Further, Anisfeld et al. found that infants in the control condition, the
condition in which the adult model produced no facial expression, produced more
tongue protrusions than mouth openings. And infants produced no more tongue
protrusions after seeing tongue protrusions and no more mouth openings after
seeing mouth openings than they did in the control condition. This suggests that
the infants’ tongue protrusions reflect something other than an ability to imitate
such expressions.
Susan Jones (1996) argues that infants stick out their tongues not only in
response to adults’ doing so, but also in response to interesting, novel stimuli.
Jones showed that infants who show interest in certain light displays by staring
longer at them than they stare at other stimuli also produce more tongue
protrusions when seeing those light displays than infants who do not stare longer
at those light displays than at other stimuli. She concludes that tongue protrusion
could be a reaction to interesting stimuli; perhaps infants stick out their tongues
to tactually explore interesting visual stimuli. It could be that the infants in
Meltzoff and Moore’s experiments stick out their tongues because they are
interested in the stimuli they see, not because they are imitating the expressions
of the adult models. If so, Meltzoff and Moore fail to show that infants can
transfer spatial information about facial expressions from vision to prioprioception
and kinesthesia.
But, even if the infants in Meltzoff and Moore’s experiments did in fact
imitate the expressions of the adult models, this would not show that
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proprioceptive and kinesthetic sensations of the spatial configurations of facial
features have amodal mental qualities in common with visual sensations of those
expressions. It could be that the mental qualities of a visual sensation pertaining
to the position, shape, and movement of a tongue protruding from someone’s
mouth are different from the mental qualities of one’s proprioceptive and
kinesthetic sensations pertaining to the position, movement, and shape of one’s
own tongue, but the correlations between those modality-specific mental qualities
that are needed to perform visual-to-proprioceptive/kinesthetic transfer of spatial
information are innate. Since the view that the mental qualities of visual and
proprioceptive and kinesthetic sensations pertaining to the same spatial
properties of facial expressions are themselves different is compatible with the
view that visual-to-proprioceptive/kinesthetic transfer of such spatial information
is innate, Meltzoff and Moore’s experiments do not undermine modality
specificity, even if they succeed in showing that the ability to imitate facial
expressions is innate.
Further, it could be that such imitative abilities do not involve sensations.
As I discussed in chapter 2, there is a good deal of evidence for the existence of
two separate visual processing streams, one underlying visual perception and
the other underlying visuomotor action (Goodale and Murphy, 1997; Haffenden,
Schiff, and Goodale, 2001; Milner and Goodale, 1995; Perenin and Vighetto,
1988). If the states involved in visual perception and those involved in
visuomotor action are distinct, it could be that the former but not the latter are
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sensations. Visuomotor action could involve the correlation of subpersonal motor
codes that direct bodily movements and subpersonal visual states that encode
information about visual stimuli. If so, then even if those visual and motor states
have properties in common, that does not show that visual sensations and
proprioceptive and kinesthetic sensations have mental qualities in common. It
could be that the states underlying infants’ imitative abilities, if they do in fact
have those abilities, are such subpersonal states, not sensations.

8. Tactile-to-Visual Shape Transfer
Meltzoff and Borton (1979) showed that one-month-old infants look longer
at shapes they have previously felt but not seen than they look at novel shapes,
i.e., shapes they have not previously felt or seen. This differential treatment of
novel and previously felt shapes suggests that infants prefer to look at familiar
shapes, suggesting in turn that they visually recognize shapes they have felt
before. If so, these experiments show one-month-old infants perform crossmodal
transfer of shape information from touch to vision.
The infants in Meltzoff and Borton’s experiment first orally explored one of
two pacifiers, either a smooth pacifier or a pacifier with a number of small
protuberances, or nubs, on it. They explored the pacifier for 90 seconds without
seeing it. Then, once the pacifier was removed, the infants were shown two
objects that they were prevented from feeling. One of these objects was the
shape of the smooth pacifier and the other was the shape of the nubbed pacifier.
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Meltzoff and Borton found that infants who had orally explored the smooth
pacifier subsequently looked longer at the smooth visual stimulus, whereas
infants who had orally explored the nubbed pacifier subsequently looked longer
at the nubbed visual stimulus, suggesting that they are able to transfer
information about the shapes of stimuli from touch to sight. Meltzoff and Borton
further claim the infants have not had sufficient oral-tactile and visual experience
of these shapes to learn to transfer shape information from touch to shape. So,
they conclude, the infants’ ability to transfer shape information from touch to sight
is innate.
But it could be that the infants have in fact had enough experience with
these shapes to coordinate tactile and visual sensations of them. The smooth
pacifier is similar in shape to the infants’ own fingertips, their mother’s nipples,
and the nipples on feeding bottles (Rosenthal, 2005). And infants have
considerable visual and tactile experience of their own fingers, their mothers’
nipples, and the nipples on bottles during their first month of life.
The nubs on the nubbed pacifier are also similar in shape to that of the
infants’ fingertips, their mother’s nipples, and the nipples on bottles. So the
infants could exploit the same correlations between visual and tactile sensations
of shape when they visually recognize a nubbed visual stimulus after orally
exploring the nubbed pacifier as they do when they visually recognize the smooth
visual stimulus after orally exploring the smooth pacifier. The smooth tactile and
visual stimuli feel and look different from the nubbed stimuli because the nubbed
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stimuli have several small protrusions on them. But those protrusions are
themselves similar in shape to the shapes of the infants’ fingertips, their mothers’
nipples, and the nipples on a bottle, just as the smooth pacifier and smooth visual
stimulus are. So, once an infant has learned to correlate tactile and visual
sensations of nipple-shaped objects, the infant can perform Meltzoff and Borton’s
crossmodal-transfer task.
According to Meltzoff, the infants could not have learned to correlate
visual and tactile sensations of the shape of a nipple, since they do not, e.g., look
at their mother’s nipples while feeding (1993, pp. 223-224). But the infants could
draw correlations between their tactile and visual sensations of this shape
without ever simultaneously seeing and feeling it. Repeated visual and tactile
exposure to that shape within short time frames could be sufficient for reinforcing
correlations between visual and tactile sensations of the shape. And infants do
have such exposure to the shape of a nipple whenever they feed.
Further, other developmental psychologists (Maurer, Stager, and
Mondloch, 1996; Brown and Gottfried, 1986; Pêcheux, Lepecq, and Salzarulo,
1988) attempted to replicate Meltzoff and Borton’s results and failed. These
failures to replicate Meltzoff and Borton’s results call into question Meltzoff and
Borton’s conclusion that one-month-old infants transfer shape information from
touch to sight. If one-month-old infants do not perform tactile-to-visual transfer of
shape information, then the ability to do so is arguably learned, presumably at a
later stage of development.
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However, it could be that these failures to replicate Meltzoff and Borton’s
results were due to differences between those experiments and Meltzoff and
Borton’s experiment. For example, as Maurer et al. (1999, p. 1048) note, Borton
and Gottfried presented each infant with four pairs of stimuli, not just the smooth
and nubby pair. So their task was presumably more difficult than Meltzoff and
Borton’s task. Also, it could be that Borton and Gottfried’s subjects did in fact
perform crossmodal transfer with the smooth and nubby stimuli, but the evidence
of that crossmodal transfer was obscured by Borton and Gottfried’s collapsing
the data across all four pairs of stimuli before analyzing it. Finally, the nubs on
the nubbed stimuli Pêcheux et al. presented to their subjects were significantly
smaller than those in Meltzoff and Borton’s experiment. So it could be that the
infants in the Pêcheux et al. experiment failed to feel or see the difference
between the smooth and nubby stimuli.
On the other hand, perhaps the infants in Meltzoff and Borton’s
experiment looked longer at the shapes they had orally explored, not because
they recognized those shapes, but for some other reason. Daphne Maurer,
Christine Stager, and Catherine Mondloch (1996) argue that we can best explain
Meltzoff and Borton’s results in terms of infants’ preferences to look at objects
that are located off to one side in their visual fields. If an infant is visually biased
towards looking to the left, e.g., and the matching visual stimulus is presented on
the infants’ left side, the infant will look longer at that stimulus than at the
nonmatching stimulus presented on the right side. In such a case, it could be
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that the infant looks longer at the matching stimulus, not because it matches the
tactile stimulus the infant previously explored, but because it is presented on the
side the infant prefers to look at.
Meltzoff and Borton did attempt to control for such side biases by
presenting the matching visual stimuli on the left to half of the infants and on the
right to the other half. But, according to Maurer et al., this method is inadequate
for a sample size as small as Meltzoff and Borton’s. Since Meltzoff and Borton
tested only 32 infants, Maurer et al. argue, it could be that the matching shape
was inadvertently presented to more than half of the subjects on their biased
side. If they presented the matching shape on the biased side for a significant
number of the infants, then those infants would look longer at the matching
shape than at the novel shape. But, in this case, it would be unclear whether the
infants looked at the matching shape because it matched the shape they were
habituated to, rather than because it happened to appear on their biased side. If
so, it could be that Meltzoff and Borton’s results are due to infants’ visual side
biases, not their ability to transfer shape information from touch to sight.
To test whether Meltzoff and Borton’s results were in fact due to such
visual side biases, as opposed to crossmodal transfer of shape information,
Maurer et al. replicated their original experiment with new controls for side bias.
Instead of presenting the matching stimulus on the left to half the subjects and on
the right to the other half, they ran two trials for each infant. In the first trial, they
presented the matching stimulus on one side, and on the second trial, they
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presented the matching stimulus on the other side. If Meltzoff and Borton’s
results were due to infants’ crossmodal transfer of shape information, Maurer et
al. reasoned, switching the sides on which the matching and nonmatching stimuli
are presented will not affect infants’ looking times.
Maurer et al. found that about half of the infants showed a strong side
bias; they looked to one side for a mean of 80% of the time during both trials. Of
these infants with side biases, half preferred looking to the left, and half to the
right.
When analyzing the data across all of the infants’ first trials, they found no
evidence of crossmodal transfer of shape information from touch to sight. The
subjects orally habituated to a pacifier looked longer at the matching visual
stimulus only 43.5% of the time. Further, only 12 of the 32 subjects looked
longer at the stimulus that matched the shape of the pacifier they had orally
explored.
But, though there was no evidence of crossmodal transfer of shape
information when all of the data were analyzed together, the data show that
infants habituated to the different pacifiers behaved differently when presented
with the visual stimuli. Infants orally habituated to the nubby pacifier did not
show a preference for one shape over the other; 10 subjects looked longer at the
nubby pacifier, and 6 looked longer at the smooth pacifier. According to Maurer
et al., this distribution is not significantly different from chance. However, infants
orally habituated to the smooth pacifier looked at the smooth visual stimulus only
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22.6% of the time, which is significantly below chance levels. And only 2 of those
16 subjects looked longer at the smooth visual stimulus in the first trial.
Perhaps, one might argue, the infants habituated to the smooth pacifier
performed crossmodal transfer of shape information, but the infants habituated to
the nubby pacifier did not.
But there are two problems with this interpretation of the data. The infants
in the smooth group looked longer at the nubby visual stimuli, not the smooth
visual stimuli. But in Meltzoff and Borton’s experiment, infants looked longer at
shapes that matched those they had been habituated to; i.e., those habituated to
a smooth pacifier looked longer at the smooth visual stimulus, and those
habituated to a nubby pacifier looked longer at the nubby visual stimulus. It is
unclear how we can account for these opposing results on the view that the
infants’ looking times in both experiments are due to their transferring shape
information from touch to sight.
Also, only the infants habituated to smooth pacifiers showed a looking
preference in the Maurer et al. experiment. But both infants habituated to
smooth pacifiers and infants habituated to nubby pacifiers showed looking
preferences in Meltzoff and Borton’s experiment. Again, it is unclear how we can
explain this difference on the view that the infants are transferring shape
information across modalities.
But we can in fact explain these differences between the Maurer et al.
results and Meltzoff and Borton’s results in terms of the view that infants’ looking
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times in these experiments are due to their visual side biases, not to their ability
to transfer shape information from touch to sight. Maurer et al. found that “… of
the infants who looked longer to the same side across both test trials, the nubby
stimulus was placed on the preferred side during trial 1 for 80% of the 10 such
infants in the smooth group, but only at a percentage near chance … for the 11
such infants in the nubby group and 12 such infants in the baseline [i.e., control]
group” (1996, p. 1052). So it could be that the infants who had been habituated
to the smooth pacifier looked longer at the nubby visual stimulus simply because
it was inadvertently presented more often on their preferred sides, whereas no
significant coincidence of nonmatching stimulus and preferred side occurred with
the visually side-biased infants who had been tactually habituated to the nubby
pacifier.
On this view, the infants in the Maurer et al. experiment who were
habituated to the smooth pacifier looked longer at the nubby visual stimulus
because it happened by chance to appear more often on their biased side, not
because the infants visually recognized the smooth visual stimulus and preferred
to look at the novel, nubby stimulus. And it is because the nubby pacifier did not
appear more often on the infants’ biased sides that the infants habituated to the
nubby pacifier did not look longer at the smooth pacifier.
This explanation also accounts for the difference in which visual stimulus,
i.e., matching or nonmatching, the infants looked at longer in these two
experiments. If the infants’ looking times are due to their side biases, then
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infants presented with the matching visual stimulus on their preferred side will
look longer at the matching visual stimulus, and those presented with the
nonmatching visual stimulus on their preferred side will look longer at the
nonmatching stimulus. It could be that in Meltzoff and Borton’s experiment more
infants with visual side biases were presented with matching visual stimuli on the
side they prefer to look at, while those infants with visual side biases in the
Maurer et al. experiment were presented with nonmatching stimuli on the side
that they prefer to look at.
Two further experiments support this explanation. In both experiments,
the infants Maurer et al. tested showed significantly less visual side bias than the
infants in the first experiment. And these infants did not look longer at visual
stimuli that matched the shape they had been orally habituated to, nor did they
look longer at visual stimuli that did not match the shape they had been orally
habituated to; their looking times did not significantly differ when the infants were
presented with familiar and novel shapes. This result held equally for infants
tactually habituated to the smooth stimulus and those tactually habituated to the
nubby stimulus. This provides further evidence of a correlation between infants’
looking times and their visual side biases. And it reveals no such correlation
between how long infants look at stimuli and the shapes of those stimuli. So
these results confirm the view that infants’ longer looking times in both Maurer’s
et al. first experiment and those in Meltzoff and Borton’s experiment resulted
from infants’ visual side biases, not from their recognizing shape across
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modalities. Meltzoff and Borton thus fail to show that infants transfer shape
information from touch to sight.
So it could be that infants must learn to transfer shape information from
touch to sight. And if crossmodal transfer of shape information is learned, then
the mental qualities of tactile and visual sensations pertaining to shape are
distinct and modality specific.
However, other experiments suggest that newborn infants, as young as 16
hours, can visually recognize shapes that they have only manually explored.
Perhaps such experiments show that crossmodal transfer of shape information is
in fact innate.90 Though such a finding would not by itself show that visual and
tactile mental qualities representing shapes are the same, it would show that they
could be the same, since it would show that crossmodal transfer of shape
information is not learned.

9. Crossmodal Transfer in Infants: Visuo-Tactile Shape Transfer
Arlette Streri and Edouard Gentaz (2003) tested newborn infants, with a
mean age of 62 hours, to determine whether they could visually recognize
shapes they had manually felt but not seen before. Streri and Gentaz assumed
that if newborns visually recognize shapes they felt before, this would show that
90

If the experiments I discuss below support the view that crossmodal shape
transfer is innate, we must explain the discrepancy between them and the
Maurer et al. results I just discussed. However, I’ll argue that the experiments on
visual-to-tactile shape transfer do not support the view that crossmodal shape
transfer is innate.
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the ability to transfer shape information across modalities is innate, not learned.
Since these infants have not had enough time to learn to correlate felt shapes
and seen shapes, or to learn to correlate tactile and visual sensations of the
same shapes, Streri and Gentaz argue, any such correlation between vision and
touch the infants exhibit is innate.
Streri and Gentaz, like Meltzoff and Borton, used an intersensory pairedpreference procedure to determine whether newborns do in fact perform tactileto-visual shape transfer. Infants were tactually habituated to one of two shapes,
either a cylinder or a pyramid, both of which were small enough that the infants
could grasp them in one hand.91 During this tactile habituation stage, the infants
were prevented from seeing the objects they were feeling. Once a subject was
tactually habituated to the object, the object was taken away, and the subject
was shown both a cylinder and a prism, hanging side by side from fishing line.
Streri and Gentaz monitored where subjects looked and recorded how
long and how frequently they looked at each object. They found that subjects
who had been tactually habituated to a prism looked longer and more frequently
at the cylinder, and subjects who had been tactually habituated to a cylinder
looked longer and more frequently at the prism. These results reveal that the
infants preferred to look at the shape to which they had not been tactually

91

In this experiment, all infants were habituated to the shapes using their
right hands. In a subsequent experiment, Streri and Gentaz (2004) found that
tactile-to-visual shape transfer occurs for infants’ right hands, but not their left
hands.
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habituated, i.e., the novel object. So, Streri and Gentaz conclude, infants visually
recognize the shape they previously felt during the habituation phase of the
experiment.92
Streri and Gentaz claim that “[t]hese results reveal the ability of newborns
to transfer shape information from right hand to eyes before they had the
opportunity to learn from the pairing of visual and tactual experience” (2003, p.
17). If so, this suggests that the ability to transfer shape information across
modalities is innate, i.e., not learned.
But these experiments do not show that the mental qualities of visual and
tactile sensations pertaining to the same shapes are themselves the same.
Again, even if the ability to transfer shape information across modalities is in fact
innate, it could be that this ability reflects an innate coordination of distinct visual
and tactile mental qualities pertaining to the same shapes. On this view, a visual
sensation of a cylinder, e.g., has a particular mental quality, visual cylindrical*, in
virtue of which that sensation is a sensation of a cylinder, and a tactile sensation
of a cylinder has a different mental quality, tactile cylindrical*, in virtue of which
that sensation is a sensation of a cylinder, but the mechanisms in virtue of which
these distinct sensations and mental qualities are correlated are innate, not
92

Streri and Gentaz ran control experiments in which subjects were not
tactually habituated to any shape, and found that subjects did not exhibit a visual
preference for either shape. They also found that subjects showed no
preference for the side on which a visual stimulus was presented; i.e., being
habituated with the right hand produces no preference to look at visual stimuli
presented on the right side of the display. Finally, Streri and Gentaz (2004)
found subjects performed such crossmodal transfer even when the visual stimuli
were presented in succession, as opposed to being presented simultaneously.
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learned. Again, the view that crossmodal transfer rests on an innate ability is
compatible with the view that the mental qualities pertaining to spatial properties,
e.g., shapes, are themselves modality specific.
Further, it is not clear that Streri and Gentaz’s experiment shows that the
ability to transfer shape information across touch and sight is in fact innate.
Rather, it could be that the newborns have learned to correlate distinct visual and
tactile sensations of the same shapes. Cylinders and prisms are saliently
different; cylinders have curved surfaces, whereas prisms do not, and prisms
have vertices, whereas cylinders do not. So, if infants can correlate tactile and
visual sensations of curved surfaces and tactile and visual sensations of vertices,
that is sufficient for them to perform Streri and Gentaz’s task.
There is no reason to think these infants have had insufficient exposure to
curved surfaces and vertices for them to learn to correlate visual and tactile
sensations of curved surfaces and vertices, respectively. Infants both see and
feel many, e.g., curved surfaces, such as those of their own bodies, and those of
their mothers’, doctors’, and nurses’ bodies. So there is no reason to think that
the ability to transfer information about cylinders and prisms from touch to sight is
innate.
In fact, the newborn infants could arguably perform Streri and Gentaz’s
task without correlating both visual sensations of curved surfaces with tactile
sensations of curved surfaces and visual sensations of vertices with tactile
sensations of vertices. If an infant has learned to correlate visual and tactile
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sensations of curved surfaces only, that infant could perform the crossmodaltransfer task. If the infant is tactually habituated to a cylinder, and is then shown
both a cylinder and a prisms, the infant will look longer and more frequently at the
prism, since it is novel. On the other hand, an infant who has been tactually
habituated to a prism might look longer at the cylinder simply because that infant
just had a tactile sensation that is different from the tactile sensation the infant
associates with visual sensations of a cylinder; in this case, that the infant looks
longer and more frequently at the cylinder reflects this discrepancy, it does not
reflect transfer of information about the prism from touch to sight. So an infant
need not learn much to perform this task; he or she need only learn to correlate
visual and tactile sensations of one feature, e.g., a curved surface. And it is
unclear why one would think infants cannot do so in their first day of life. Without
ruling out this explanation, Streri and Gentaz have not shown that newborns
have an innate ability to transfer shape information from touch to sight.

10. Crossmodal Shape Recognition and Modality Specificity
Further, other experiments on infants’ abilities to recognize shapes across
sensory modalities provide support for the view that the mental qualities of visual
and tactile sensations pertaining to shape are different. Streri and MarieGermaine Pêcheux (1986) found that 5-month-old infants tactually recognize
shapes they have seen but not felt before, but they cannot visually recognize
shapes they have felt but not seen. And Streri (1987) found that 2-3-month-old
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infants visually recognize shapes they have felt but not seen, but cannot tactually
recognize shapes they have seen but not felt. These asymmetries in crossmodal
shape recognition, I’ll argue, strongly support the view that mental qualities
pertaining to shape are modality specific.
To test whether infants visually recognize shapes they have felt but not
seen, Streri and Streri and Pêcheux used the same paradigm as in the
experiments described above. Infants first manually explored a single shape,
either a cylinder or a prism, that they were prevented from seeing. Then, once
the tactile stimulus was removed, the infants were shown both a prism and a
cylinder, and the experimenters monitored where the infants looked and how
long they looked there.
To test whether infants tactually recognize shapes they have seen but not
felt, they are first shown one of two shapes, e.g., a cylinder or a prism, that they
are prevented from touching. After visual habituation, the visual stimulus is
removed, and infants manually explore either a novel-shaped object or an object
of the shape they were visually habituated to. The experimenter records how
long the infant manually explores the object. Longer manual exploration of novel
shapes indicates tactile recognition of the shape infants were visually habituated
to.
Using these methods, Streri and Pêcheux (1986) found 5-month-old
infants tactually recognize shapes they have seen but not felt, but they do not
visually recognize shapes they have felt but not seen. And Streri (1987) found
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that 2-3-month-old infants visually recognize shapes they have felt but not seen,
but they do not tactually recognize shapes they have seen but not felt. However,
they found that both 5-month-olds and 2-3-month-olds in control groups visually
recognize shapes that they have previously seen and tactually recognize shapes
that they have previously felt. So we cannot explain these asymmetries in
crossmodal shape recognition in terms of infants’ failure to see or feel shapes, or
to remember shapes they have seen or felt.
These asymmetries in infants’ crossmodal shape recognition arguably
show that the mental qualities of visual and tactile sensations pertaining to shape
are distinct. If such mental qualities were the same in sight and touch,
crossmodal shape recognition would be automatic; it would make no difference
to shape recognition which, a visual or tactile sensation of the shape, one had
earlier. But these experiments show that one’s ability to recognize a shape one
has encountered before does in fact depend on which modality one previously
sensed that shape, at least during certain developmental stages.
One might argue that, even if shapes* were amodal, it could be that
crossmodal shape transfer would not be automatic. Rather, it could be that to
perform crossmodal shape transfer one must abstract from collateral differences
between visual and tactile sensations of the same shapes. Visual sensations of
shape have colors*, which tactile sensations of shape do not have. And tactile
sensations of shape have temperatures*, textures*, and pressures*, which visual
sensations of shape do not have. So it could be that to coordinate visual and
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tactile sensations of the same shape, one must abstract from such modalityspecific mental qualities to perform crossmodal shape recognition.
But it is unclear why shapes* couldn’t play their roles in perception without
one’s abstracting from other mental qualities. Also, the view that one must
abstract from such modality-specific mental qualities is compatible with both the
view that shapes* are amodal and the view that they are modality specific. But
the view that one must abstract from those modality-specific mental qualities
suggests that shapes* are intricately related to those modality-specific mental
qualities. The advocate of the view that shapes* are amodal must account for
that intricate relationship between shapes* and modality-specific mental qualities
while also taking into account the need to abstract away from the modalityspecific mental qualities for shapes* to enable crossmodal shape transfer. It isn’t
clear how one would do so. In the previous chapter, I argued that the intricate
relationship between shapes* and modality-specific mental qualities such as
colors* and textures* is best explained in terms of the view that shapes* are
determined by the boundaries of such modality-specific mental qualities. If so,
shapes* are modality specific, not amodal.
Further, it is not clear how we could explain the asymmetries in
crossmodal shape transfer on the view that one must abstract from such
modality-specific mental qualities to perform such transfer. One might argue that
such a view could help explain failures of crossmodal shape transfer in terms of
one’s failure to abstract from modality-specific mental qualities. If one cannot
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abstract from, e.g., the textures* of one’s sensation of a smooth cylinder, then
perhaps one will not visually recognize the cylinder when one subsequently sees
it. And it could be that infants must learn to perform such abstractions. But
presumably one would also have to abstract from the textures* of a tactile
sensation of a cylinder to recognize that shape in a visual-to-tactile trial. And the
infants who fail to perform tactile-to-visual shape transfer are able to perform
visual-to-tactile shape transfer. So the asymmetry in those infants’ crossmodal
shape transfer abilities are not due to such failures of abstraction. The advocate
of the view that shapes* are amodal must therefore explain why one can fail to
abstract from modality-specific mental qualities in, e.g., tactile-to-visual trials but
not in visual-to-tactile trials. It is unclear how such an account would go.
However, if mental qualities representing shape are different in sight and
touch, visual and tactile sensations of the same shape must be coordinated to
enable crossmodal shape recognition. And it could be that whatever mechanism
coordinates visual and tactile sensations of shape sometimes operates
asymmetrically, e.g., correlating prior visual sensations with subsequent tactile
sensations, but not prior tactile sensations with subsequent visual sensations.
Perhaps separate processes underlie visual-to-tactile shape recognition and
tactile-to-visual shape recognition, and one process can be suppressed while the
other remains active, resulting in the asymmetrical crossmodal shape recognition
of 2-3-month-olds and 5-month-olds. For example, it could be that there are two
separate processing pathways, one of which enables the transfer of shape
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information from visual processing centers to tactile processing centers, but not
from tactile to visual processing centers, and another pathway leading from
tactile processing centers to visual processing centers. If so, one of those
pathways could be rendered inoperative while the other is left operative, resulting
in an asymmetry in crossmodal shape transfer.
So, whereas we can account for the asymmetries in infants’ crossmodal
shape transfer on the view that modality-specific shapes* must be correlated to
enable crossmodal shape transfer, the shapes* of visual and tactile sensations
need not be correlated if they are the same. Further, the asymmetries in infants’
crossmodal shape transfer abilities are not due to infants’ failure to see or feel
shapes, or to remember shapes they previously saw or felt. And we cannot
account for the asymmetries on the view that, although shapes* are amodal,
some mechanism must abstract from modality-specific mental qualities in order
to enable crossmodal shape transfer. The best explanation of these
asymmetries is thus that shapes* are modality specific, not amodal.

11. Neural Tactile and Visual Representations of Shape
Thomas James, Karin Harman James, Keith Humphrey, and Melvyn
Goodale (2006) argue that recent neurophysiological experiments show that
visual and tactile representations of shape are the same. Perhaps, one might
argue, these experiments support the view that the mental qualities of visual and
tactile sensations pertaining to shape are the same. If visual and tactile shape
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perception involve exactly the same representations of shape, the properties of
those representations are the same.
I’ll argue that these experiments fail to show that visual and tactile
sensations of the same shapes have amodal mental qualities in common, in
virtue of which they are sensations of those same shapes.
Experiments using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to
monitor neural activity show that tactile recognition of shape activates areas of
visual extrastriate cortex, whereas no such activation was found with subjects in
control groups in which no shape recognition occurred (Amedi, Jacobson,
Hendler, Malach, and Zahary, 2002; Amedi, Malach, Hendler, Peled, and Zohary,
2001; Deibert, Kraut, Kremen, and Hart, 1999). And other experiments show that
applying transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to those same extrastriate
visual areas suppresses one's ability to tactually identify the orientations of
gratings (Zangaladze, Epstein, Grafton, and Sathian, 1999). Since TMS applied
to the occipital cortex disrupts one's ability to feel the orientations of stimuli, this
suggests that that area of visual cortex is necessary for tactile spatial awareness.
James, Keith Humphrey, Joseph Gati, Philip Servos, Ravi Menon, and
Goodale (2002) tested whether, during a visual shape recognition task, prior
tactile exposure to shapes and prior visual exposure to shapes result in
equivalent increases in neural activation in those areas of visual extrastriate
cortex shown to be active during both visual and tactile shape perception. James
et al. hypothesized that if prior tactile exploration of a shape and prior visual
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exploration of a shape do in fact cause equivalent increases in the activity of
lateral occipital cortex (LOC), then the effects of earlier tactile and visual
processing on such activation is equivalent. This result, they argue, would
challenge the view that tactile representations of shape occur outside of LOC and
only indirectly effect activation in LOC. If tactile representations indirectly affect
LOC, they argue, tactile shape priming would not activate LOC to the same
extent as visual priming, since whatever processing mediated tactile shape
processing and the processing in LOC would arguably make tactile priming of
LOC less efficient than visual priming. So, they hypothesized, if visual and tactile
shape primes cause equivalent activation of LOC during visual shape
recognition, tactile representations of shape do not indirectly activate LOC.
Rather, they reason, if tactile and visual primes have an equivalent effect on
LOC, tactile and visual representations of shape are the same.
Before subjects were scanned by fMRI, James et al. presented them with
16 tactile stimuli and 16 visual stimuli that differed in shape from the tactile
stimuli. After this priming stage, subjects were presented with visual images of
these 32 objects along with 16 novel objects while being scanned by an fMRI.
Subjects were to look at the images, but to do nothing else; i.e., they were
instructed to refrain from reacting to the images in any way. The experimenters
measured the priming effects of the previously felt and previously seen shapes
by monitoring the activation levels those shapes produced in LOC compared to
the activation levels caused by novel shapes.
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James et al. found that tactile shape priming and visual shape priming
produced significant and equivalent levels of activation of LOC. Shapes the
subjects had seen and those they had felt during the priming stage produced
equivalent levels of activation in LOC, and they produced higher levels of
activation than the 16 novel objects did. James et al. take these results to show
that vision and touch exploit the same representations of shape in LOC, and that
neither involves other representations occurring prior to the activation of LOC. If
so, the properties of visual and tactile representations pertaining to shape are the
same, so the mental qualities of visual and tactile sensations pertaining to shape
are the same.
But it could be that both tactile and visual processing indirectly activate
LOC. James et al. assume that no visual representations of shape occur before
activation of LOC presumably because LOC is located in what is widely held to
be visual cortex. But there is visual processing that feeds forward into LOC, i.e.,
in both primary visual cortex, V1, and in the lateral geniculate nucleus, LGN, a
subcortical area that feeds forward into V1. Perhaps that early visual processing
is equivalent to the tactile shape processing feeding into LOC. If so, it could be
that both visual and tactile representations of shape occur prior to the activation
of LOC. And those visual and tactile representations of shape could differ from
each other but still have equivalent effects on the activation of LOC during visual
shape recognition.
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Also, in addition to feedforward projections from V1 to extrastriate areas,
there are feedback projections from extrastriate areas to V1 (Lamme, 2004;
Tong, 2003; Bullier, 2001; Pascual-Leone & Walsh, 2001; Hupé et al. 1998;
Cowey & Walsh, 2000). Perhaps the visual activation of LOC detected by the
fMRI is the product of a significant of amount of recurrent processing occurring
between V1 and extrastriate cortex. It could be that the amount of such recurrent
processing is equivalent to the tactile shape processing that primes activation of
LOC, in which case distinct visual and tactile shape processing could activate
LOC to the same extent during a subsequent visual shape recognition task.
Further, it could be that tactile and visual shape priming do in fact cause
different levels of activation in LOC during visual shape recognition, but that
difference is below the threshold of fMRI. If so, fMRI would fail to detect the
difference in activation levels that tactile and visual shape processing cause in
LOC.
So James et al. fail to show that visual and tactile representations of
shape are the same. And they do not show that the mental qualities of visual
and tactile sensations pertaining to shape are the same.
None of the neuroscientific or psychological experiments I have discussed
support the view that the mental qualities representing shapes are the same in
sight and touch. However, the psychological experiments revealing asymmetries
in infants’ abilities to transfer shape information across sight and touch support
the view that such mental qualities are modality specific. Those experiments
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suggest that crossmodal shape transfer rests on the correlation of distinct,
modality-specific mental qualities representing shapes.
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